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CHAPTER 1 

JHTRODVCTIOH 

The meaning of tbo term charisma (spiritual gift of 

grace} was firat transferred by German sociologist Max 

Weber from its original religious meaning to the broad 

spectrum of social science.* He described charisma as: 

. . .a certain quality of an individual per-
sonality by virtue of which he is set apart 
from ordinary men and treated as endowed with 
supernatural, superhuman, or at least specifi-
cally exceptional powers or qualities* * . 
regarded as divine origin or as exemplary, 
and on the basis of them, the individual leader 
concerned is treated as a leader.^ 

Weber thus mad® a systematic analysis of the relation-

ship between objective social forms and the subjective 

psychological meaning of behavior. Charismatic leadership 

was one of three types of authority distinguished by him on 

the basis of differences in the legitimating belief systems 

that validate them. Weber described, as his first type, 

authority legitimated by tradition.3 Here the social order 

1 Weber borrowed this concept directly from Rudolf Sohm, 
a Strasbourg church historian and jurist. 

^Hax Weber, Tbo Theory of Social and Economic Organi-
sations translated by A. M, Henderson and Talcott Parsons 
(Sew York, 19*4?), pp. 35G-359. 

P. 320. 



is viewed as sacred, eternal, and inviolable. She dominant 

person or group, usually determined by heredity, 1b thouQht 

to have been pre-ordained to rule by personal dependence 

and a loyalty to tradition. Obedience is reinforced by 

cultural beliefs sucb as divine right of kings. General 

traditional authority tends to perpetuate the status quo 

and is not well suited for adaptation to social change, 

which undermines its very foundation. 

Values that legitimate charismatic authority, Weber1s 

second type, define a loader and bis mission as inspired 

by divine or supernatural powers.** The leader heads a 

new social movement, and followers are converts to a new 

cause. There is a sense of rejecting the past and welcom-

ing the future. Devotion to the leader and to his pro-

nouncements, which embody the spirit and ideals of the 

movement, are the source of the group1 a willing obedience 

to his commands. His movement is enthusiastic and revolu-

tionary, with class and status barriers sometimes giving 

way to fraternalization and exuberant community sentiment. 

The third type, rational-legal authority, is validated 
if 

by a formalistic belief in the supremacy of the law.-3 

Obedience is owed to a set of impersonal principles, 

including tbo requirement to follow directives originating 

*4Weber, The. Theory Spcial & & ficonpgfe flyfiap^zat.iftpa, 
p. 359. 

^Ibid. 



from a superior o f f i c e . ® i s t y p e l 3 e p i t o B i z e ( 2 i n t h { , 

phrase, "a 3 o v . r n « n t of law. and not of men." 

The threefold categories have been viewed as develop-

mental atages in the po l i t i c a l process as well as simply 

betas analyt ical groupinga.6 Hence, they may be seen as 

t r ans i t ions from t r ad i t iona l to charismatic and, f i n a l l y , 

to legal systems in which a rat ion, ,! (goal-oriented) typo 

of motivation predominates. The implication here i s that 

the three types correspond to h i s to r i ca l development f r o a 

simple to more complex soc ie t i e s , and thus a predisposine 

environment for the r i s e of p o l i t i c a l charismatic authority 

would be tho t r ans i t iona l s t a t e . 7 

At a glance the sprawling Argentine of the 19!|0>s did 

not give the impression of the t r ans i t iona l s t a t e l ike ly 

to spawn the r i s e of such charismatic leadership, i t 

appeared prosperous and progressive and was i n s t i t u t i o n -

alized in i t s governmental forms to the point of giving 

the e f f ec t of a smooth running l ega l - ra t iona l system. 

Several s tudies of the contemporary Latin American 

area have noted several t r a i t s which are necessary fo r 

cal 0 h 2 ' e a » I i 5 t i r S i i " ? h e ^ I ' ^ 9 ? t ? o n o r Authority and F o l i t i -

port t " S p o l " l 0 f i l «J»ten when sup-
5b ich the ' o m m L S i ™ ? h J * ? ^ * a u ^ o r l t l e a t o <">°tber In 

charac te r i s t i cs g o v e r n i n g I h e S ? * ™ 1 

t h e e s K t S r f ? ' a u ? h o r i ? y P l , « « T 
ohanse process--* t r S t i o n ? 1 a 



any country to make progress toward the more complex sys-

tems. These include literacy; urbanisation! the presence of 

a sizeable middle class; and party organization,® 

Argentina in the first half of the twentieth century 

potfueyaed <laost of these characteristics. It was the doml** 

riant nation of South America, the ©oat ho&vily industrialized , 

urbanisedj literate,, and well-fed, 'The population, estimated 

at mm seventeen million, inhabited on© million is guars 

miles of fertile land, located largely within the temperate 

zone, The country was also the continental leader in live-

stock and manufacturing. ̂  

Buenos Aires, the capital city, was the economic core 

of the country and one of the world*a largest metropolitan 

'areas, A city of progress and culture, it was referred 

to as the "Paris of South America," On© third of all 

Argentines! lived here. 

Cultural and socio-economic adjustment for twentieth 

century Argentina had been easier than adjustment experi-

enced by other nations"of the continent. To begin with, 

Argentina's problems were leas severe. The population was 

estimated to bd 89 P@r cent European in cultural orienta-

tion, Thus, the Indian problem, ao common to other 

% . Hex Crawford and others, "The Pathology of Democ-
racy in Latin America,(! J&t, American Political Science 

" , XLIV, (March, 19pT, pp. ' 

MteM*. aBpatiSSl 12hSL"12& 
(New York, 1950/, VP* 118-189. 



countries in the area, posed no serious obstacle. Poverty 

was no serious problem either, as the population enjoyed the 

highest per capita income in Latin America. Argentina's 

working classes were among the healthiest and best fed in 

the area and per capita meat consumption was the highest on 

earth. Also, in the country, the largest middle class in 

Latin America had developed. 

Argentina's school system, created by the "school-

master President," Domingo P. Sarmionto in the 1860's, was 

based on that of the United States and extended throughout 

the Republic. Some 85 per cent of the population was 

considered literate (which by Argentine standards meant 

the ability to both read and write).*•* Two great national 

dally newspaper!, Ĵ a Prena.a and fe. Naciin. bad been estab-

lished in the 1870*0 and enjoyed worldwide reputations for 

their accurate coverage and journalistic excellence. Com-

munications were in good working order throughout the 

Republic and British-built railroads linked the provinces 

with Buenos Aires. 

The country promulgated a National Constitution in 

1353 which was still in effect throughout the 19U0's. The 

l°Argentine Indian tribes were systematically extermi-
nated by a significant militorv campaign, "The Conquest of 
the Desert,*' which ended in l8d0, No more than a few 
thousand persons exist culturally as Indians in the country 
today. 

^Latin American Center of the University of California 
at Los Angeles, Statistical AMfeMii fit teMfl. M M b 
(Los Angeles, 1965Is p. 32, 



Constitution provided for a federal system of government, 

Juan Bautista Alberd^, father- of the document and one of the 

most influential republican liberals in the country in the 

late nineteenth century, expressed the ideas on which the 

country was developed. 

Foreign capital will be needed: attract it. 
The age of heroes ha® pasted. We enter today in 
the age of common sense* The American type for 
Grandeur is not Napoleon, hut Washington, who 
represents not military virtues, but prosperity, 
organization, and peace. South American lib-
erators are the worst enemies of liberty. . . . 
We shall sou the seed for our grandchildren. 

Real freedom is a slow growth.12 

Since the lSSO's, the country bad experienced three 

relatively articulate and stable political parties with 

world renowned statesmen as members.*3 xt was taken for granted 

in Argentina, as well as beyond its borders, that arbitrary 

dictatorships, bloody military rebellions, and caudilliamo. 

(rural, feudalistic, strongman rule) were a thing of the 

past. Cecil Jane in his 1929 book observed that "The 

Argentine is today one of the most stable and well-ordered 

states not only in America but in the world; it is one in 

which revolution is as improbable as it is in England • 

i2Juan Bautista Alberdlf, Obraa aeloctaa. organizada por 
Joaquin V. Gonzales, Vol. X, (Buenos Aires, 1920), p. 103* 

13fh©se parties and their statesmen included Socialist 
Party, Alfredo Palacios and Kicolas Repetto; Radical Party, 
Leandro H. Ales; and Conservative Party, Carlos Saveddra-
Juasaaa, 

l^Cecil Jane, liberty and Sesootiaa in 
(Oxford, 19295, p. 173. 



However, ou t of t h i s seemingly modern legal-rational 

environment arose an authoritarian regirae l e g i t i m i s e d by 
/ 

charismatic authority and lad by Juan and Evita Peron« 

That t h i s phenomenon could occur- in such an environment 

was the question which prompted this study. 

The thesis here i s that t h e Argentina of the 19^0*3 

provided a perfect matrix for t h e riso of a charismatic 

leader. Peron did not emerge as an European-style fascist 

or the traditional Latin American dictator. Rather, he waa 

called forth by his environment to exercise authority over 

his followers in a leader-mass, savior-disciple relation-

ship. Peron's base environment waa Argentine. Thus, 

Argentine patterns, values, and culture outlined the 

scope and methods of bis rule. For* this reason the total 

social and political behavior of the Argentine people will 

be studied and equated with t h e Peron phenomenon. For aa 

Max Weber himself wrote, 
Understanding goos further by asking not 

only why an action has taken place, but also 
why a certain behavior pattern continues to be 
followed. . . .Merely functional understand-
ing may suffice for the natural sciences but 
not for the social sciences which must probe 
the why and wherefore of any given course of 
social behavior.^ 

The analysis begins with m overview of the given 

theory of political charismatic authority, relying heavily 

15>Max Weber, Basio Concepts of Sociology, translated by 
II. P. Schor, Clew York, 1962), p. 16. 
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upon Max Weber1 a theory of charismatic authority as found 

in the various English translations of bin Wirtachaft und 

Gflflallachaft. The A. M, Henderson and Talcott Parsons' 

translation. The Theory of Social and Economic Organiza-

tion is used primarily. 

tfeber spoke in .general theoretical terms and made no 

differentiation or value judgement in considering tbo 

variety of different authority types endowed with charisma. 

Since charismatic political authority is the subject of this 

study, elaborations on Weber's schema are presented from 

other sources. Belated observations of various political 

scientists writing on the subject are utilized to form an 

eclectic theory of political authoritarian charisma. 

Chapter III presents a brief resume of the major points 

in the history of the Argentine Republic. In this chapter 

an attempt is made to provide a causal explanation of the 

kind of social behavior which brought about Peron*s acqui-

sition of power and prestige and which caused the Argentine 

regression from progress toward the legal-rational political 

authority pattern to the charismatic form. 

Chapters TV and V study Peron 'e rise to power, bis 

political genius, and the innate personal qualifications 

which enabled his rule to be termed charismatic by this 

thesis. The routinization of bis authority, the role of 

3-^Weber included berserkers, shamans, religious prophets, 
demagogues, and religious heroes as those endowed with 
charismatic attributes. 



Evita Per/n as his charismatic heir, is also discussed. 

Chapter VI considers factors which caused his fall from 

power. In conclusion, Peron's continued influence upon the 

Argentine scene, twelve years after his ouster, the con-

tinuing fragmentation in the present Governmental processes, 

and the propensity of the Argentine people to accept yet 

another charismatic leadership form should one arise, arc 

analysed. 

Nothing approaching a definitive study of Peron and 

his political system has yet been published in English or 

in Spanish. Thus relevant material for this study was 

gleaned from the work of Argentine literary figures, 

sociologists, and economists, as well as United States and 

British historians and journalistsf accounts of the Peron 

J9&TB, 

Primary sources for the case study were the collected 

sayings, speeches, and quotations of Juan Peron published 

by the Peronist propaganda organizations in 19147*1950, 

Other useful material came from Evita Peron*s ghostwritten 

took, m i m &l si sMa.* 
/ 

The fall of Peron brought about a rash of books and 

articles by his enemies, silenced from dissent by the regime. 

Although many were little more than vitriolic attacks upon 

Peron, valuable material came from Alejandro Magnet, 

de Peron. Diez Periodistas Ardent in as. As/ cavo^ 
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?eg.Qfit« and the pamphlet published by Deputy Mauricio 

Yadarola in English, Tadar.ola Judges Peron. 

Events and happenings during the Peron years were 

documented from the reports to the lew York Times by 

Argentine correspondents Arnaldo vor-tesi, Virginia Lee 

Warren, and Prank Klucichohn. Also the English language 

magazine 2M. IfillM. 0L IM. MEfiZL Plate. published in Buenos 

Aires, was an important source of unbiased information 

concerning the last days of the leader. Finally, valuable 

recent sources were the work of the American Field 1 Staff 

on contemporary developments in the country and the 

Institute for the Comparative Study of Political Systeato 

Slocticn Analysis Series. 



CHAPTER II 

THE CHARISMATIC POLITICAL LEADER 

What II© la 

Charismatic authority characterizes a self-appointed 

leader who is followed by those in distress because they 

believe bin to be somehow extraordinarily qualified to 

lead them. Thus an outstanding characteristic of the 

charismatic leader is his reliance upon a mass base.* 

When there are no believers in the omnipotence and per-

fection of the leader, he cannot be said to exercise 

charismatic authority, no matter how strong, wise, or moral 

he perceives himself to be. He cannot be content merely 

to gain control over governmental machinery. On the contrary, 

he must consciously and continually seek to exert his 

dominance over the individual citizen, not by threat of 

force alone, but by appealing for affirmative and enthu-

siastic devotion. He wants active identification rather 

than passive acceptance from his followers. J. C. Davies 

elaborated on Weber at this point. 

The political demands of Individuals are 
merged with the economic, social, and ethnic 
demands of the nation, as these are expressed 

%eber, Theory of Social and Economic Organizations» 
pp. 3$9 and 3u2T 

11 
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by the leader. Tho charismatic follow©!? 
becomes an undifferentiated cancerous cell 
in the "body politic.2 

Charisma, therefore, is not only characteristic of 

leaders as such, but of a relationship between leaders and 

followers. It depends on the construction of an image of 

the loader as infallible, omniscient, and incorruptible, 

as well as on a positive active rosponae to this image by 

those already predisposed toward such leadership. 

The complete charismatic follower Is ori-
ented in politics toward candidates in a 
particular way, rather than toward parties or 
issues. He tends to divide political figures 
on tho basis of strength or weakness, omni-
competence or utter incompetence, righteous-
ness or iniquity. He is unable to see any 
but good qualities in the leader be accepts, 
or to see any good qualities in the one he 
rejects. Although strong liking for a 
candidate is not in itself predominant it is 
coupled with the feeling that the leader is 
the incarnation of all virtues.3 

Nevertheless, Davies said, the leader takes for grant-

ed the adaptability of the mass to his plans. He knows 

how to chastise the multitude if they do not readily adapt 

to his desires and demands. 

The tendency of strongly charismatic 
leaders to seek power by the use of violence, 
intimidation, and fraud indicates their deep-
seated reluctance to rely even primarily on 
persuasion and their recognition, perhaps, 

2J. C. Davies, "Charisma in tho 1952 Campaign" Americat 
Political Science Review. XLVIII (December, 19$kh 10(53. 

32M&. 
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tbat in no society at any time, can enough 
people be trusted to believe in the infalli-
bility of any one man.** 

The leader doss not regard himself either as chosen by 

or solely dependent on his followers, but rather as "elected" 

from above to fulfill a mission. Ee perceives followers as 

having an obligation and duty toward bira and believes that 

he derives his morality and legitimacy from his special 

relationship with some more abstract force such as God or 

history. Those who resist or ignore bim are regarded as 

"delinquent in duty."^ He arouses the charismatic sensi-

bilities of bis followers by his special, almost super-

natural , gifts and by connecting himself with the nation 

which in turn becomes the charismatic object. Thus politi-

cal leadership is likely to become the most charismatic 

form because it is the closest to the source from which 

the charisma radiates. Edward Shils wrote that it was 

with this charisma, this legitimizing force potent in nation-

ality, that the leader and the mass were held in similar 

subjection by the charisma which is concentrated in authority/-* 

The only legitimate basis for personal charisma is that 

it receives recognition and is able to satisfy its followers. 

It lasts only as long as belief in the charismatic inspiration 

p. 36o/eb°r* rpn0O? ; ^ S 9 ° ^ 1 ^ R o o n o B U r C 0 p'" a R* Z a^° n a # 

°J3dward Shils, "The Concentration and Dispersion of 
Charisma," World Fol.it.iC.8..« XXX, (April, 1965), 3« 
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remains. If proof of tola charismatic qualifications fails, 

the leader, thus falling to benefit bis followers, will 

tend to think that bis powers have deserted him. If these 

qualifications disappear for long, it is likely that his 

charismatic authority will vanish.? 

Is the charismatic leader basically good? Gaetano 

Mosca in The Ruling Claaa noted that the leader was never 

the "best" of society, (those Inclined to sacrifice them-

selves for others rather than sacrificing others to them-

selves ) but that he was one who possessed the qualities 

best suited to directing and dominating men. Mosca saw 

goodness as only hindering the self-made leader in bis 

aims and ambitions• 

For goodness cannot remain indifferent 
to the hurts of those who must be thrust 
behind if one is to step ahead of them. . * 
all that we can justly require of leaders is 
that tbey not become inferior to the average 
moral level of society they rule, to identify 
to a certain extent tbeir welfare with that of 
the public, and not to commit any too vile, 
mean, and repugnant actions of a kind to 
disqualify, in the ambit inqwbich be lives, the 
man who has committed them. 

Roberto Michel* in Efajft. Ifl&faHam gftMJ&lMtik Sfifcir 

oloftv agreed with Mosca that personal ambition may be 

exercised freely and openly as long as a regard for the 

publicfs welfare is maintained on the surface* 

?Weber, Theory of Social and Economic Organisations. 
pp. 360 and 3o2. 

^Gaetano Mosca, The Huling Glass. (Element! di Scienza 
Political. Part III translated by Hannah DTKahnTlltew York, 
1939), p. U50. 
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Goodness for those that are at the helw 
of a nation, doss not signify sentimentality, 
but sentimental concentration on public wel-
fare, abnegation, complete and unconditional. 
The great monarchs have not been the poopl© fa 
ruler. They have been of an energetic good-
ness, of a goodness not separated from fierce-
ness. } 

Thus, the charieraatic-political leader is the sole head 

of a m&s movement which is "based largely on ©motional and 

psychological need-dependencies of the political culture of 

his country. He becomes the symbol of the needs and desires 

of the masses who follow him and must create a "savior-

disciple" relationship with his followers. As long as this 

rapport is maintained, he retains his charismatic mandate 

•and stays in power, fbe leader need not he good, perfect, 

or all-wise# but he must possess that elusive, ethereal 

quality or gift of the spirit knot® as char ism-*'-the 

ability to sway thousands of followers to his will. 

Conditions Under Which He Rises 

There are no universal charisraatlcs. The leader is 

called forth by the environment. An individual personality 

capable of generating a charismatic authority relationship 

in one context may fail completely to generate that 

relationship in some other context, fhe leader must thus 

appeal to tb® predispositions and mores of the total con-

text of his societal environment. 

Robert© Mich els, ffegfr | m M & m ia , fiflffiUtafflE.* 
translated by Alfred de Or as la, (Minneapolis, 191*9), p. 129# 
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In transitional societies* which will be recalled as 

providing a predisposing environment for the rise of 

charismatic authority, the bold of tradition has been 

weakened by the forces of modernization. Industrialization 

and the need for diversification of the traditional agrarian, 

rural, primary organizational, and claas-bound societies 

have deraonatrated in case after case in the developing 

nations that the traditional organizational forms are 

incapable of meeting the needs and desires of the nation.10 

The traditional social structure is fragmented by the rise 

of new middle classes, the withdrawal unto themselves of 

the upper strata, and the futility felt by the lower 

groups. The selective nature of action, i.g,., the spe-

cialisation of institutions which accompanies the 

modernisation process, leads first to a visible change in 

the individual personality structure, second, to a social 

stratification system based on ascription instead of merit, 

third, to a lessened family relationship, and fourth, to 

IT 

a new political organization. 

During the transition period, societies acquire many 

characteristics of modem society, while retaining some 

l°In these nations, economio, political, and social 
modernization is the only process by which they can survive 
in a pro(p?«sslve and changing world. 

I, T. Study Group, RThe Transition Process" 
in Roy Macridis and Bernard Brown, ed. Comparative Politica. 
(Hoaewood, Illinois, 19&U), p. 622. — — 
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traditional features. People search for their iden-

tities and popular moods may at times turn backward iu an 

effort to recapture some of the lost aacurity and order 

associated with the transitional system. The H. I. f. 

Study Group depicted transitional man as imagining and 

hoping for change, yet in his mind, the exciting possi-

bilities aire balanced against old doubts and fears. 
And so the literate elite in transi-

tional societies may be quite skilled, and 
they may talk the language of moderni-
sation with fluency and apparent conviction; 
but latent within them is a conflict between 
the modes of action and the values which 
modernization requires and the ingrained 
habits and attachments of the traditional 
society.1-' 

The transitional environment is not essentially appeal-

ing to the rational forces of self-interest, but it does 

arouse and mobilise forces in man which were believed to 

be non-existent or to have died out long ago. It furthor 

paves the way for the emergence of the charismatic leader, 

a symbol of a return to some form of order and security. 

As Edward Shils stated, 

Those who break from tho traditional 
society and enter the transitional period, 
cease affirmation of the concrete forms of 
traditional life, but retain the essential 
charismatic sensitivity which often becomes 

12rraditional features remaining might include depen-
dence upon agricultural economy, no breakthrough into sus-
tained economic growth, strong family and clan ties* the 
assumption that children and grandchildren will assume status 
similar to that of parents and grandparents. 

*3h, I. T. Study Group, "The Transition Process,n p. 627. 
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more sensitive from the strain of living with-
out the comfort of traditional surroundings 

and tasks.™ 

The components of the theory of charismatic authority 

require a background of crisis and anxiety. This phenoioe-

non seems most likely to occur during periods when neither 

the force of tradition nor that of reason appears adequate 

to cope with mounting political crisis. During such times, 

when raore individuals are uncertain of what should be done 

in politics, the number of those searching for charismatic 

loaders will increase. 

Crises of political relevance may arise from several 

different sources. They Bay come from feelings of inse-

curity or anxiety because of society's failure to supply 

basic human needs or from frustration due to dissatisfaction 

with the control structure of society. Moreover, the persis-

tence of unresolved conflicts between forces seeking 

dominance intra- or internationally may be the motivating 

factor. Further, the crisis may stem from the struggle 

between two small factions for control of the government 

(factions operating outside the accustomed or legal 

techniques of seeking such control). In addition* conflict 

may arise whore individuals, regardless of class or party 

differences, are united in growing intolerance of perceived 

incompetence or inadequacy of established political rulers 

l^Shils, "The Concentration of Charisma,tt p. 3. 
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and rules. IS In any out© or a combination of these circum-

stances, a new leader may arise who has special, appeal, and 

who s&ys 

• . .follow me and turn over to me irrevo-
cably the responsibility for making the 
decisions on those problems which I say 
are problems and on which I shall establish 
aud administer policy through control of 
governmant, for I am strong and through m 
you will get strength.15 

What He Must Do 

One of the first requisites of the charismatic loader 

is m unerab&rassed, easy deportment which rises from tbe 

faith he has in himself, his vocation, and his mission. 

As Eric Hoffer observed, 

. . .it was not the intellectual crudity of 
an Aimee MoPherson or a Hitler which won and 
held their following but the boundless self-
confidence which prompted these leaders to 
give full rein to their preposterous ideas. . . • 
The quality of ideas seems to play a minor 
role in mass movement leadership. What counts 
is the arrogant gesture, the complete dis-
regard of the opinion of others, the single-
handed defiance of the world•L' 

Charlatanism of some degree, then, is indispensable to 

effective leadership. The leader taust be basically realistic 

and practical, yet must speak the language of a prophet 

and an idealist in order to hold his followers and to make 

them zealous and loyal. 

iSDavies, "Charisma in the 1952 Campaign," p. 1086. 

16Ibld. 

^Eric Hoffer, The True Believer. (New York, 1951)» 
pp. 113-lllj. 
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The leader personifies tbo certitude 
of tli© creed and tbe defiance and grandeur 
of power. He articulates and justifies the 
resentment daunted up in the souls of the 
frustrated. He lcindles the vision of a 
breathtaking future so as to justify the 
sacrifice of a transitory present* He stages 
the world of make believe so indispensible 
for the realization of self-sacrifice and 
united action. He evokes the enthusiasm of 
communion-'•the sense of liberation from a „ 
p«tty and meaningless individual existence.1" 

He must have audacity, faith in bis cause, and there-

by invoke fervent devotion and loyalty from tbe masses. 

Tho leader must continually prove that his charis-

matic qualities remain intact. Michels stated that the 

leader must remain in continuous contact with the masses, 

and yet, to preserve intact his ascendancy, must also 

remain distinct from tbe mass and not share bis faults 

with it. In "Keeping the distance which separates him 

from the common people fa@ also will finally make himself 

precious and indispensible.Confronted with the charis-

matic leader, 

* • • ,public opinion stands easily bewildered, 
at the mercy of uncontrollable ups and downs. . . . 
The weaknesses of great men, which often border 
upon the ridiculous are easily observable even 
by the multitude, even though it does not know 
the oauses, are nothing but the correlative 
limits of extraordinary qualities which dis-
tinguish leaders by lifting them above their 
contemporaries.20 

lSHoffer, True Believer-,, p. 112 

19Michols, gjgii.. Lg&tage in Political Sociology, p. 127. 

20IbM.» P. 125. 
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Charismatic authority makes only sparing uae of bureau-

cracy, Followers and collaborators are chosen (called) 

according to their charismatic qualifications and the lead-

er1® will. These persons are from outside the bureaucracy 

and thus their rank, not implying permanence, may be taken 

from them as soon as their supposed charismatic qualifica-

tion fades out.^* Hoffer called them 

. . .fearless, proud, intelligent, and capable 
of organising and running large-scale under-
takings , and yet they must submit wholly to 
the will of the leader, draw their inspiration 
and driving force from him, and glory in 
this submission*"2 

The problem of political communication also reinforces 

the leader's position. Since the majority of the population 

does not share his modes of reason or judgment standards, 

subtle points of view are difficult to communicate. 

Therefore, he relates to the mass in emotional terms, since 

emotion, related to considerations of human character and 

personality, ia easier to transmit. Hence, all groups in 

the population can gain confidence in judging the worth of 

a man for what be is even though they cannot understand 

bis mode of reasoning. 

The leader generally has a past of struggle—victo-

rious struggle. Therefore, be is conscious of bis qualities 

21 Weber , yfâ ory g£ BSMI BPfiPffllri.fi- QrjBBtttaftfcftPIUU 
p. 3&0. 

^Hoffer, True Believer * p. 112. 
2-*Luciojn Pye, Politics. Personality, and Nation Build-

ing. (New Haven, 1962), p. 29. 
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which have previously proved useful. He likes to live a 

dangerous life and cherishes a super-personal and often 

righteous world-encompassing idea* When charismatic 

authority meets a competing authority, the only recourse 

is to some kind of contest. As Micbels stated, "There-

fore and from his necessity for struggle, and his intensity 

of hope, he will to© an evangelist, whose passion aims at 

the attainment of remote and lofty goals. 

He must live in the national image. That is, he must 

personify the ideal of the political culture, To do this, 

he must be a master at manipulating the governmental 

mechanics which are a prerequisite to power. To maintain 

this power position, be must play the organized elements of 

the political system against one another, lis cause mist 

be the cause of the nation; his name and image must be 

primary in every phase of national life. Domination by the 

leader means a rejection of all ties to any external order 

in favor of the exclusive glorification of the genuine 

mentality of himself as prophet and hero.2^ 

The ideology of the chief must create and manipulate 

hatreds as well as loyalties. He must make use of the most 

deeply ingrained habits and prejudices of the populace and 

direct them into a political channel of unified feeling 

SUMicbels, First Lecture la.. Political Sociology. 
P« 132. 

2^Weber, Theory of Social and Economic Organizations» 
P» 362. 
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and action fop himself. If® mat starch and find a scape-

goat; on which to blame his failings. Persons possessing 

high charismatic qualifications need some institution or 

person on whom to place responsibility for governmental 

actions, especially for failures and unpopular ones. For 

if the leader, in the role of administration executive is 

personally responsible for all its abuses and sufferings 

of the people, he is continuously jeopardized. This may 

act to shake belief in his charismatic legitimacy.^0 

Eric Hoffer summed up the requirements a charismatic 

leader must possess to carry out his functions and to con-

tinually prove bis legitimacy. 

The main requirements seem to be: audacity 
and a joy in defiance; an iron Mill; a fanatical 
conviction that he is in possession of the one 
and only truth; faith in his destiny and luck; 
a capacity of passionate hatred; contempt for 
the present; a cunning estimate of human nature; 
a delight in symbol# (spectacles and ceremonials}; 
unbounded braisenness which finds expression in 
a disregard of consistency and fairness; a 
recognition that the innermost craving of a 
following is for communion and that there can 
never be too much of it. . .2' 

Political Culture and What Happens 

In the rise of any type of leadership change in the 

political system, consideration must also be given to the 

2%ax Weber, £ g » iSS. MftfaKL* 4& Sociology., trans-
lated by H. II. Oertb and C. Wright Hills, (New York, 191*6), 
p. 263. 

^Hoffer, tog,,, pejli.ey.ey,, p. 112. 
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particular pattern of norms surrounding the individuals 

in tli© political culture. Weber'a theory ancompasses 

only the processes that lead from charismatic movements 

to increasing rationalisation• It does not include an 

analysis of the social and psychological processaa that 

give rise to the charismatic power structure in the social 

milieu. 

Going beyond Weber, other studies have advanced the 

theory that the inner dynamics of the transition process 

from stage one to two would not have led to the rise of 

charismatic authority if the societal consensus were not 

inclined toward sucb leadership.^0 Personality needs 

evolve under tbo impact of the social environment and can 

never be isolated from the social totality within which 

they occur. Personality patterns that have been dismissed 

as "pathological" because they were not compatible with the 

most common manifest trends within a society bave, on closer 

investigation, turned out to be but exaggerations of what 
pq 

was almost universal below the surface in that society. 

A society's basic personality, (national character) is 

defined by considering those value orientations shared by 

2pTalcott Parsons, "Authority, Legitimation, and Politi-
cal Action" in Carl J. Priedrioh, ed. Authority (Homos £), 
p. 1981 Tbeo Adorno and others, Sag. 

X» (New York, 19#4); Erldi ?*omra, ..£&&&££. ffrftP 
few York, 1927); and Franz Neumann, "Notes on the Theory of 

Dictatorship," in MaeridiB and Brown, ed. Cowpagfttiira 
Politics» pp. 530-543. 

2<5Adorno, Authoritarian Personality. p. i|02. 
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the bulk of society's members as a result of tbe early 

experiences which they have had in common. Thus, social 

development for tbe transitional nations binges largely 

upon inherent national values and national institutions. 

The Adomo study noted tbat, 

Ho value system is ever perfectly inter-
nalised and institutionalised, but its status 
is uneven in different personalities and 
suboollectivities of the society. The value 
does not •actualize* itself automatically, 
but maintenance of relative control In its 
terms is dependent upon a whole series of 
mechanisms of institutionalization* 
socialization, and social control.'0 

It may follow, when tbese mechanisms are disturbed by 

the transition process in a society, that latent values 

may rise and "actualize"—become dominant in the society. 

Both the Adorn© and Frosaa? studies state that personalities 

predisposed to accept the authoritarian-charismatic type 

of leadership come from a quasi-dictatorial family envi-

ronment * Adomo calls it "a type of home that represents 

a prototype of the authoritarian world." 

When we consider the childhood situation 
of the most prejudiced subjects, we find reports 
of a tendency toward rigid discipline on the part 
of the parents, with affection which is condi-
tional. . . .upon approved behavior on the part 
of the child. Related to this is a tendency 
apparent in families. . . .to inter-relation-
ships or rather clearly defined roles of domi-
nance and submission, in contradiction to 
equalitarian policies. Faithful execution of 

3°Ibid. 
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prescribed role® and the exchange of duties and 
obligation! Is. . .often given preference over 

tbe exchange of free flowing affection,31 

5her© ig plausible evidence that tbe loyalty and submission 

of the autborit&rian-predispositloned personality to a 

charismatic leader is a reaction formation against bis 

hositlity towards bis parents. This is directed particu-

larly towards bis father's authority which be experienced, 

whether correctly or not, as harshly repressive, 

The breakdown of tbe traditional system, accompanied by 

modernization features of industrialisation and social 

mobilization, causes a deterioration in the traditional role 

of the family, especially tbe authority figure of the father, 

3?bls may add to tbe increase of fear, frustration# and 

anxiety already felt by members of transitional societies. 
fbe ©bjectifioation of social processes* 

their obedience to intrinsic supra-individual 
alienation of tbe individual from society# « . 
experienced. . .as disorientation# with con* 
comitant fear and uncertainty. . . .political 
stereotypy and personalisation can be under-
stood as devices for overcoming this unoora*-
fortable state of affairs. Images of the 
politician and of tbe bureaucrat can be under-
stood as signposts of orientation and as 
projections of fears created by disorientation*^ 

Thus with a charismatic form of authority, a "delusion-

like seourity" easts its spell over those who feel insecure. 

Tbe leader takes over tb© decision-making process from tbe 

31lbid. 

3gIbla. p. 618. 
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insecure me saber and reduces complicated ia sues to elemen-

tary ones. The technique ia to take advantage of societal 

predispositions by using manifest political indoctri-

nation. Adorno stated that 

Every authoritarian character is both 
sadistic and masochistic. Which tendency 
will appear depends largely, but not en-
tirely, on the situation. If he is in 
dominance status, he will tend to be cruel 
or authoritarian ; if be is in subordinate 
status, he will tend to be masochistic or 
submissive , Because of these tendencies 
in himself, he will tend to understand and 
deep down within himself will agree with 
the authority of the superior person, even 
if he himself is the object. « .33 

Socialization experiences of childhood and early adult-

hood—family, church, school, work group, voluntary 

association—are pre-political citizenship experiences. 

In this way, unintentionally the individual is inducted 

into a sequence of decision-making systems with particular 

authority and participation patterns and with particular 

kinds of claim or demand inputs and policy outputs. It 

need not follow that all of these pre-political citizen-

ship patterns are consistent with the adult citizenship 

pattern that emerges in the transitional society, but they 

do influence one another. 

The process of change to the transitional society 

carries with it mounting pressures for the transformation 

of political practices and institutions. General needs of 

33lbld. 
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the socially mobile population cannot be met by traditional 

types of government. Social mobilization may generate 

pressures for more general transformation of the political 

elite. Old elites and political leadership may tend to 

shift to the new party or quasi-party organisational elite. 

These parties are always lod by the- new ^marginal men" who 

have been exposed more or less thoroughly to the impact of 

modern education and urban life. These new leaders repre-

sent the progress and modernization of the transitional 

state, speaking of the hope and glories of the future. It 

is for them, however, always a future based on the glories 

and greatness of the past,3** 

Routinization of Charisma and its Consequences 

The personal significance of the leader makes charis-

matic structures inherently unstable. For charisma to 

assume a permanent aspect, it is necessary for the charis-

matic authority to become radically changed. There is 

interest among follower and leader alike to put their 

status on a stable day-to-day basis. 

Weber traced in detail the possibility of charismatic 

authority eventually becoming routine (developing into 

traditional or rational-legal bureaucratic institutions).^ 

^Karl Deutch, "Social Mobilisation and Political Devel-
opment, n AngriPfta, Political Science Review, LV (September, 
1961), p. l^T 

3S>w«berf From Max Weber-. p. 263. 
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Whether this routinlzation develops into traditional op 

bureaucratic types depends upon tbo institutional frame-

work of the movement and the economic order of the system. 

Charisma is a phenomenon typical of exp&nsive politi-

cal movements in their early stages. As soon as the position 

of authority is well established, however, and control over 

large masses of people exists, it gives way to the forces 

of everyday routine. Usually validation for this routinl-

zation of authority comes in the form of a pleloiscite.3& 

From its inception, charisma strives for security. This 

Implies legitimation of positions of authority and social 

prestige and control of the economic situation by which the 

leader gains the material means necessary to hold power. It 

is imperative thtn, that there should be some definite order 

introduced into the organization of the polity and of the 

administrative staff itself. The loader also must make 

increasing use of inherently impersonal discipline if he 

wishes to remain in power and expand his sphere of domination. 

Routinlzation of charisma is further defined by the 

disappearance of the personal charismatic leader and the 

search for his successor. The primary leader will often 

personally designate his heir. In this successor, all 

qualif1cat ion s for positions of authority and power are 

regarded as strictly bound to the inheritance of charisma. 

36lbid. 
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The process of roxitinization of char lama is quite im-

portant In dealing with economic conditions in the system. 

In many respects, it is identical with adaptation to the 

conditions of economic life. Transition to hereditary 

charisma or the charisma of office serves as a wans of 

legitimizing existing or recently acquired powers of control 

over economic goods. Weber, however, noted that "The eco-

nomics of charismatic revolutions will have to be discussed 

separately. . » for they are by no means the same in all 

cases."37 nevertheless, as has boon observed, the imme-

diate offeet of charisma in economic connections as well as 

in others, is usually strongly revolutionary and often 

destructive. This is due to the fact that charisma means 

now modes of orientation. The process of routinisation re-

tards this revolutionary aspect, or in some cases, reverses 

it completely. 

His Position in the Latin American Milieu 

Throughout Latin America in the last generation, there 

has been a profound trend toward accomplishment of a rational* 

legal form of authority. This trend has obscured but not 

significantly changed the character of the political scene. 

Ho Latin American republic haa emerced completely into the 

modern period in its political and social Institutions. 

Some polities occupy a position not far from the traditional 

37weber, a s s e t fl£ &9S&1M. fiBflttggAg. 
P* 373. 
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pole, and some are quite cloao to the legal-rational. All, 

however, combine features of both, and thus Hay be oharac-

terized as transitional systems. 

Generalizing on tbe political ideology of area countries, 

an ambivalence exists between tbe ©stromas of authoritarian 

thought and the bases of democracy and constitutional gov-

ernment. Tbe reasons for the existence of tbe unique 

political dynamics of the area may derive from what Martin 

C. Needier called a "legitimacy vacuum.n 

The Latin American states are passing 
through a period of transition between one set 
of principles of legitimacy and anotber; during 
tbe period of transition, some features havt 
survived from the old way, some have developed 
as precursors of the new, but for tbe most 
part legitimacy does not attach to existent 
institutions. In the absence of stable pat-
terns of legitimate political behavior, no 
alternatives exist to the dominance of per-
sonality, the absence of public spirit, and 
the rule of force, -*° 

In the "legitimacy vacuum," terms of office holders often 

last until the incumbents are toppled from power. Public 

office is used for private advantage, and tbe chief crite-

rion for public personnel selection is personal loyalty to 

the administrative or bureaucratic chief. Thus, there is 

little faith in or reliance upon state institutions. Party 

loyalty is often based solely on self-interest. Militarism 

often prevail* for where institutional authority is not 

3%artln G. Needier, Latin American Politics in Per-
{Princeton, New Jersey, 19^3)# p.' 35. 
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respected, fore© wust bo used. Thus, the single available 

focus of loyalty and hop© for individual advancement is 

often the personal1st leader.39 

The moat important class phenomenon from tbe politi-

cal point of view Is the rise of the middle class, the 

decisive voice in transitional Latin America. Its pres-

ence spells doo® for traditional caudllllflmo {feudal, rural, 

local strong-man rule), but it does not necessarily bring 

an Immediate and automatic surge of stability and democracy* 

What may, and often does, arise is a new breed of caudillo. 

the "demagogic variety," characterized by its modern, 

charismatic, and industrialized mass-urban legitimacy base. 

Fernando Cuovillas, fervent peronlsta (follower of Peron) 

in purely propaganda-oriented praise of Per<4, described 

this new type of leadership. 

. . .that regime which consists of the personi-
fication or incarnation of authority, where he 
who governs acts with an extraordinary charis-
matic moral ascendancy over bis people: advis-
ing them, guiding them, leading thea paternally. 
The power of the caudillo is inspired author-
ity before it is juridicial authority. . .a 
social institution full of ethical content 
(political and military control, tbe authentic 
totality of power, the psychic leadership of 
tbe governed, the moral magnetism of the 
leader's personality), which makes it most 
suitable for those states whose political life 
is determined by the integration of.individual 
and collective traditional values.^ 

39Rosendo A. Gomez, "Latin American Executivess Essence 
and Variations" in John D. Martz, od« The BvnaMlea of 
in. Latin American Politico« (Snglewood Cliffs, Hew Jersey, 
1965), p. 51. 

^°Fernando 1?. A. Cue villas, "A Case for Caudillaje," 
In Hugh H. Hamlll, Jr., Dictatorship ia 
(Hew York, 1965), p. 205. 
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Latin Americans place high value on the "person" of 

an individual. More emphasis is placed on "being" than 

"doing." Character traits defining what an individual is 

are constantly scrutinized. Some traits are highly valued 

in society. One of these is machistao (the cult of mascu-

linity). One who possess©® machismo is expected to demon~ 

strata sexual prowess, zest for action, great oratorical 

ability, daring, and absolute self-confidence. In politics 

a nan is not usually elected to office because he stands 

for some particular political program, but because he 

personifies the macho traits that the Latin male holds dear 

and would manifest in his own actions, if he could. One 

who wishes to become the popular boro, the symbol of a Latin 

nation, loved and revered by the coaaaon people, must display 

these traits and identify himself completely with the 

attitudes, opinions, and characteristics of his particular-

country. 

The Latin leader must be on a hyper-personal plane 

with his followers. He must play the role of patron or 

protector of his people. Thus, ho is a substitute for a 

more general sense of social responsibility. He must take 

a personal interest in the myriad problems and frustrations 

of the masses, seeing them personally each day, listening 

to their questions and offering advice and material aid. 

As Frank Tannenbaum described hlra, 

The tradition of centralization and the 
absence of effective party organization define 
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the role of political leadership. The leader 
must do everything. Ha oust have the answer 
to all problems and the remedy for every ill. 
He mist accept every responsibility and re-* 
lieve or promise to relieve every difficulty. . . « 
Government is personal, intimate, a matter 
between friends, a fussily affair. It has to 
be this way. She people will permit no subor-
dinate to usurp the powers of the president, 
which can belong to only the real leader.**1 

^Fr&nk Tannenb&um, fen Keys to Latin America. (Mm 
York, 1966), p. 1 ^ . 



CHAPTER III 

THE ARGENTINE MATRIX 

Argentina In the 19ifOfs provided a predisposing envi-

ronment for the rdae of the political charismatic loader, 

Juan Domingo Peron. At tbo time, Argentina was a maverick, 

not fitting into any of tbo common categories of nations 

such as developed, underdeveloped, democratic, or authori-

tarian. It bore little resemblance to any other Latin 

American type of government» Every aspect of Argentine 

life was more advanced than that of most Latin nations, 

yet it still could not be classified as a developed legal-

rational system in the Weberian sense. Half a century of 

political consolidation bad gradually built a central 

authority and a national spirit, but little integration of 

the parts had resulted. 

Though outwardly stable and progressive, Argentina 

bad a history of social ferment and political instability. 

Force had long been the dominant element in political life. 

The rise of populistic nationalism and the expanded role 

of the armed forces placed the country far behind the 

political maturity of the legal-rational systems. Diverse 

economic and social forces tended to burst the frail po-

litical forms devised to give them expression. 

35 
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The military COUP of 19k3$ which overthrew the Con-

servative Party-supported regime of President Ramon 

Castillo and led to tb© rise of Juan Peron, ripped away 

the facade of institutional government* This revealed the 

transitional and weakened Argentine national state as a 

aystern ripe for the rise of a charismatic form of authority 

and leadership. 

The Two Argentinas 

In the study of Argentina*# unique situation as a 

transitional system, it is necessary to summarize the his-

tory of the diversity between rural Argentina and the 

capital, Buenos Aires. In this relationship, Buenos Aires 

came to dominate and economically strangle the rest of the 

nation like a tremendous "Goliathfs head" overwhelming its 

provincial body. 

The fundamental division between Europeanized Buenos 

Aires and the provincial areas has brought a basic and 

tragic schism in Argentine national life. Argentina is 

geographically divided into twenty-two provinces, one 

federal district, Buenos Aires, and one national territory. 

In addition to being the capital and major port of the 

country, Buenos Aires is also the cultural and economic 

center. Inhabitants of the city, or portenoa. are extremely 

proud of their metropolis and think of themselves as being 

on a higher plane than the rest of the country. The porteno 
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mentality has been summed up as "the inner conviction that 

Argentina exists for Buenos Aires and that all outside the 

limits of Buenos Aires is outside the limits of civiliza-

tion. 

The roots of tbis division run as far back as the 

first decades of tbe Spanish exploration and conquest of the 

area, Buenos Aires was settled from Europe and thus was 

imbued with European culture and many of the ideas of the 

French Revolution—republicanism, individual liberty, and 

lalaa.fisi. economics. 

Spaniards from Peru conquered the provincial areas* 

which became culturally more Peruvian than European. Span-

iards and their Biaatiiso offspring (mixed Spanish and Indian 

blood) settled these regions and developed a spirit of 

independence and individualism which reinforced similar 

traditional Spanish traits. They combined liberty and 

despotism, personalism and hierarchy, in a pattern that 

reached back hundreds of years into Spain's own past and 

2 

which has endured for three centuries down to the present. 

Land ownership was the key to power in tbis traditional 

authoritarian society, and ranching was a noble occupation 

in the Iberian manner of thinking. The provincial areas 

lYsabel Rennio, The Argentine Rooafolic* (New York, 
19U7), p. 20. 

2Jos© Luis Romero, HlaMrx sL Argentina 
„ translated by Thomas F. HcGann, (New York, 1947), 

p. x« 
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were divided into bug© estanciaa. or estates, which were 

composed of thousands of acres and owned by a few Argentine 

families.3 This land was the basis for the formidable 

Argentine cattle industry, which was begun from wild cattle, 

descendants of cimguisfcador stock that roamed the plains 

or BMB&a.. Herds were tended by the gauchoa. (Argentine 

cowboys) who in turn were descended from the Spaniards 

and Indian women of the nomadic Parana tribes* The bard, 

priwit ive reaucho life on the amtmacias of feudaliatic, 

cbieftans or paudilloa« is best immortalized in Jose Kor-

nandess* poem, £L 0<mh9* ig£l,4. EAftprp. 

A son am I of the rolling plain 
A gaucho born and bred 

For me the whole great world is small 
Believe me, my heart can hold it all, 

The snake strikes not at my passing foot. 
The sun burns not my head. 

I was born on the mighty Pampas1 breast, 
As the fish is bom in the sea; 

Here I was born and here 1 live. 
And what seemed good to God to give, 

When I came to the world; it will please him too, 
That I take away with me. 

And this is my pride: to live as free 
As the bird that cleaves tbe sky; 

I build no nest on this careworn earth, 
Where sorrow is long and short is mirth, 

And when I sua gone none will grieve for me, 
And none will care where I lie.4 

3rfaif? was the latifundla system of Argentina which was 
furthered by grants of thousands of hectajea to political 
favorites by Juan Manuel do Hosas, great caudillo and dictator, 

^Jose Hernandez, El Gaucho. Martin Pierro. translated 
by Walter Owen (Hew York, 1937)» p. 
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The caudillo emerged as the principal element of order 

and stability on the pampas. H© ruled with aa iron band, 

and bis gaucho armies were faithful to bis will.^ Alexan-

der Scobie described bira in the following manner: 

• . .be bocanw the government, ruling either 
directly or through puppets. Those with land 
and capital sought security in his shadow* The 
rapidly growing lower classes looked to him for 
protection. His word was law; his power abso-
lute . ° 

After fche wars of independence from Spain end until the 

19^0's, colonial land owners dominated the interior regions. 

Pious Catholicism, authoritarian rule, and a strong local-

istic regionalism which opposed porteno efforts at national 

centralisation characterized their spirit. This spirit 

lasted into the twentieth century and played an Important 

role in the political culture of transitional Argentina. 

As Martin C. Keedler put it, 

. . .the Wars of Independence from Spain 
succeeded in awe®ping away the colonial sys-
tem. • .without replacing it by a system of 
practice based on the belief that legiti-
mate authority comes from below, from the 
popular will.' 

The masses of the interior found spokesmen and leader-

ship in their local . the greatest of whom was Juan 

^Tbe term cauiillo is a dynamic institution subject to 
change, redefinition, and reappraisal, For this study, the 
term will be used to connote local, feudal, rural strongman 
rule. 

^Alexander Scobie, Argentina. (Hew York, 1 9 6 J | ) S p. 39. 

"/Needier, Politic# in Perspective. p, 78. 
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Manuel de Rosasfc who emerged in 1C30 to rule the entire coun-

try for aora© twenty years. Rosas was the "interior,n the 

second Argentina personified. His Government was a return 

to the old order which had existed in colonial society. He 

deliberately cultivated the loyalty of rural lower classes. 

He once reportedly confided to a friend, 

I know and respect the talents of many of 
the men who have governed the country; • . .but 
it seems to fit® that all coaaaitted a great error; 
they governed very well for cultured people hut 
scorned the lower classes, the people of the 
fields, who were men of action." 

Such words were not heard again from an Argentine leader 

until the coming of Juan Per<4n. 

Rosas was popular with the common people throughout his 

regime, although his rule represented oligarchical protec-

tionism and the defeat of liberal principles of government. 

He worked to enhance bis popularity by deliberately helping 

to provoke French and British interventions in the country. 

Thus, in defending Argentina against foreign encroachment, 

he was able to appeal to xenophobic nationalism.9 

Rosas was also the chief proponent of the interior cat-

tle industry, and the estanciero elements relied on him to 

maintain their way of life. He fell from power because he 

could not guarantee the continued expansion of a flourishing 

%uan Manuel de Rosas as cited in George Blanksten, 
Pogon'a (Chicago, 19$3), p. 27. 

^Arthur Whitaker, Nationalism in Latin America. (New 
York, 196£), p. 3l|. 
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cattle economy and at the same time allow the interior to 

prosper. The afltancla and aaladcpo» (meat salting plant), 

while bringing prosperity to the coast and to the landed 

aristocracy of the interior, were nevertheless destroying 

the provinces economically, due to the monoculture they 

produced. Rosas' regime taught, in addition to its reac-

tionary doctrines, that the interior was important 

economically to the nation. 

Rosas* regime embodied the historical and geographical 

conditions of the isolated, undeveloped, traditional society 

which produced it. It did, however, secure a measure of 

stability and national unity for the provinces that saved 

the country from disintegration into political chaos during 

a time of national development. 

When Argentina won its independence from Spain in 1316, 

Buenos Aires expanded and flourished on the new world trade. 

Lack of transportation and communication with the interior-, 

however, made the exchange of trade and culture with Europe 

easier than with provincial areas. The entire province of 

Buenos Aires profited from this exchange and began to re-

ceive and appropriate for Itself all profits and custom's 

duties from port revenues. This left the interior provinces 

further Isolated and without public income. Ysabel Rennie, 

avid student of the Argentine, described the situation in 

Buenos Aires learned what to wear, and how 
to heat her houses from the English. She took her 
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poetry and literature from the French• Where the 
provincial at® his beef without^bread, with vege-
tables, and drank Correntine cana and wine from 
Mendoza, the norteffo at© bread and fruit and 
vegetable® as well as the finest beef and drank 
the best Spain and Prance had to offer. In the 
city the poor might dress like the gauchos« but 
the esfcaflclgpo and the merchant class wore sat-
ins and silks. The kca*appsino dr^nk from a gourd 
mat/, and the norteno from a mate of wrought 
silver. The famsfto wore jig. the 
norteno. silver-buckled shoes.xu 

Conflict between porte%o and Ptaucho bad extended into 

a conflict between the Unitarios end Federales. ttoitarlos 

wished to have a strong central government with Buenos 

Aires dominating the entire country, while the Federales. 

those living outside Buenos Aires, wished for greater dis-

persion of power. 

lo one has better described the conflict and schism 

between the two Argentinas in the early days of nationhood 

than the "schoolmaster president," Domingo Faustino Sar-

miento, In his Factoid o. be described the conflict as a 

contrast between civilization and barbarism. He saw in 

society all the elements of civilization: wealth, learning; 

honor; and self-discipline. He also saw poverty, igno-

rance and brutality, in a word, barbarie. Sarmiento was 

unique in realizing that "barbarism," as long as it remained 

a vital element in the social ooeipl®x, could as readily con-

trol and direct Argentine society as could "civilization.n^-

lORennie, Argentine Rflni&lis., pp. 19-20. 

^Domingo F. Sarmiento, ia 3&S. talM SsmPMjL 
in the Days of the Tyrants« translated by Mrs. Horace Mann, 
(Hew York, I960) 
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Jose Manuel Estrada, Argentine sociologist, wrote that 

the struggle between "civilization" and "barbarism,tt or the 

upper classes and the masses, lasted through the fall of 

Rosas and the adoption of the Argentine Constitution of 1853. 

At tbia time a measure of unity and stability was achieved 

throughout the country.3^ 

The Constitution Ml 1853 

The Constitution of I8f?3 contained one hundred and ten 

articles and was a consolidation of the liberal governmental 

ideas of many Western progressive nations, particularly 

those of the Ufcited States of America. It provided for a 

federal system of government, the inevitable result of the 

strong Argentine tradition of particularistic and sectional 

sentiment and the loyalty of the people toward local leader®.^ 

The national government possessed only the powers ex-

pressly delegated or reasonably implied by the Constitution. 

Provinces possessed the residue of governmental authority. 

Territories on the fringe of the developed zones played 

virtually no role in the contrast between the two Argentines,^ 

*%osa Manuel Estrada, La poj|/fiea llbffijjl X& M z m M . 
de Rosas5 {Buenos Aires, 19457* PP» 330-332. 

13rhi8 was not actually public opinion; it was traditional 
and inherited view® rebelling against any attespt to destroy 
the identity of local subdivisions. 

•^No attempt will be made to summarize the scope of the 
entire Argentine Constitution. Only factors relating to the 
rise of a personalist executive will be presented. A thorough 
reading of the Constitution itself and comments by L. S. Howe, 
1» Argentine Federalism. (Washington, 1921) and Austin F. 
MacDonald, alj&e (?•* York, 191*2), 

ppendlx A, 

»ive _ ad e qua fa ' aoc ourif a of̂ Tjbe system of government, ̂  
Bafckftft % printed in full~ln 

cDonald, SJL 
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Structurally, the document provided for a bicaneral 

House of Representatives and a Suprerac Court. Perhaps the 

most notable feature of the Constitution for thia study 

was the considerable authority Invested in the Executive 

Branch. ,!Tbe Presidents" according to the document, "is the 

supreme head of the nation and has the general administra-

tion of the country in his charge. In the scheme of 

Argentine life, based upon deeply rooted political ideas 

and tendencies inherited from Spain» the President was 

given more authority than either Congress or the Judiciary. 

Hia adrainistrative and legislative powera were exten-

sive . He could appoint and remove almost the entire 

personnel of the national administration without Senate 

approval. He could call special sessions of Congress and 

extend regular sessions beyond the stated five months 

period• The President could declarc a "state of siege," 

a for® of martial law suspending tho personal liberties 

guaranteed by tho Constitution. This permitted the Execu-

tive to rule tho country by presidential decree and make 

hlwself virtual dictator. (This power, constitutionally 

exercised by Congress, fell to the President when Congress 

was not in session. }lt3 

The national executive was authorized to replace 

elected governors and legislatures in the provinces with 

OL M E m M M M , Nation. Article 36. 
Clause 



federal interventora.1? Virtually all Argentine presidents 

used this constitutional provision to insure their personal 

control over the provinces. Hence» Peron»s later use of 

it to secure more power for himself was nothing new or dif-

ferent . 

Other presidential powers developed largely by custom. 

Public policy was often determined and implemented by presi-

dential decree rather than fey Congressional action* Thus, 

the President was lawmaker in bis own right. Expenditures 

were frequently ordered by him without reference to statu-

tory law. Before talcing such a position, however, he had 

to secure unanimous cabinet approval in an acuerdo de minis-

troa. (ministerial agreement), but this was not difficult 

to obtain from subordinates completely dependent on Presi-

dential patronage. Similarly, the President bad to gain 

the signature of a consulting cabinet member on any piece 

of legislation he approved. This also proved to be no limi-

tation on the powerful Executive. 

In national finances, the President submitted his bud-

get estimates to Congress, but he often spent more money 

than it appropriated• Expenditures were often made by him 

at will. Ho could also expel from the country any aliens 

convicted of a crime by a foreign court or any person whose 

presence compromised the public security or perturbed public 

3-7lbid, Article 6. 
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order.This provision provided the Executive with an 

unlimited prerogative to exile his opposition. 

The Constitution in essence, then, gave the Executive 

branch tremendous authority. Noting these powers, plus 

the informal ones strengthened by each succeeding president, 

the power plays of Juan Peron often seemed, by Argentine 

standards, to be ordinary presidential actions. Both Con-

servative and Radical Party presidents had used these 

powers. It was the accepted practice in the Argentine. 

Once the Constitution was firmly established and the 

nation stabilized, the danger of anarchy disappeared* The 

two Argentina* endeavored to consolidate into a true nation-

state. Prom the beginning, however, several conflicting 

tendencies of national life were apparent» 

First, the country had established the preconditions 

for a peaceful growth process and political stability. It 

had a modern constitution. Argentine leaders had developed 

a federal system of government that fit the nation's needs 

and traditions of provincial autonomy and central direction 

of the parts. Nevertheless, the national government and the 

country's President came to dominate the life of the Argen-

tine federation. Secondly, Argentina had wise and liberal 

leaders who realized the necessity of foreign investment 

and iramigration to develop the great natural resources of 
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the country, nevertheless, the small landed aristocracy, 

the governing oligarchy who spawned these leaders, per-

petuated its own monopoly of power and successfully 

excluded the masses from participating in the affairs of 

state. These tendencies were perpetuated and accentuated 

as the years passed* Thirdly, Argentina stood on the thresh-

old of a transformation that was soon to make it the rich-

est most progressive, and most Europeanized country in Latin 

America. However, the democratic ideal, avidly accepted 

by Argentines in theory, was not accepted in practice* The 

majority of citizens did not participate in politics, nor 

were they actively politically conscious. 

Accustomed to a strong tradition of authoritarianism, 

most were merely spectators of governmental affairs, rather 

than active participants. George Pendle indicated the 

proclivity of the masses for clinging to old authoritarian 

forms. 

The Argentines might be taught to read and 
write and to wear trousers, but they retained 
the traditional preference of the rrauebo. . • 
for personal independence and personal rule. 
They continued to be more ready to follow a 
leader than to give their allegiance to the po-
litical prograroe. The Argentine oaudillo 
henceforth was dressed in a frock-coat—or in 
the uniform of an officer of the national army— 
but he remained a caudillo at heart.19 

Whether these conflicting forces in the country are 

called civilization and barbarism or other terms, they were 

1<?George Pendle, Argentina. (London, 1961), pp. 52-53-
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basic factors in the making of the Argentine environment. 

The differences "between them may help to explain the prog-

ress and regression of later Argentine development, both 

political and economic. 

Economic Development 

Argentina's great source of wealth has always been 

land. Its tremendous grasslands gave rise to the cattle 

civilization and the latifundia system of land ownership 

(large entailed estates owned by one family). The ruling 

faction of the country, or oligarchy, was made up of some 

two thousand of these families. All strata of Argentine 

society strived to emulate the estancieros' way of life. 

In the last decades of the nineteenth century, and 

largely through foreign investment, the rude, pastoral 

economy of Argentina was transformed into an outpost of 

European order and prosperity. A flood of immigrants 

swept over the country, importing sheep and English short-

horn cattle to improve the rangy longborn pama stock. 

They fenced past tire land and planted feed a l f a l f a . 2 0 ^he 

invention of the refrigerator ship, (frisoriffico), made 

possible the shipment of fresh meat to Europe and revolu-

tionized the cattle and sheep industry. Argentina soon 

became the world's leading exporter of meat and an important 

20rhis was due largely to increased European demand for 
wool, beef, tallow, and mutton. The country's economy was 
already oriented toward European markets (chiefly British). 
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sxporter of wheat and other grains. Some 90 per cent of 

its exports war® agricultural or pastoral products, and the 

national econoajy was geared to the farm. National pros-

perity was thus largely dependent upon foreign acceptance 

of farm products.^ 

For owners of capital and land this system was highly 

satisfactory. Even ioMigrant tenant farmers were satis-

fied for they lived better than their conteajporaries in 

Italy and Spain. Normally eating steak everyday, Argentines 

of all strata became accu3to»ad to a higher standard of 

living than the rest of Latin America. The system they were 

creating, however, contained the seed® of its own destruction* 

the inequality of income distribution. 

The isolation of the interior provinces continued into 

the twentieth century. Some twenty railroad lines with 

more than 25#000 miles of track, built by British and French 

concessions and the Argentine government, had opened up the 

provinces a bit and brought tbem into closer contact with 

Buenos Aires, These transport lines enabled larevinciales to 

bring their animals and produce to the port for sale and ex-

port. nevertheless, the railroads were inadequate to aid in 

long term development of the country. They linked Buenos 

Aires with provincial cities and towns but did not link 

these outlying centers with on® another. 

2lRaul Prebisch, "La In£lacion EscolaAtica y la Moneda 
Argentina,n M l M l t e f e S M , W # 1931*)» lh75* 
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The agricultural boom period of 1880-1916 stimulated 

agricultural-related manufacturing and commerce. Early 

iudufttri&lissation was nonspecialized and export oriented, 

a pattern Argentine industry baa followed sine© World War 1, 

and the accompanying stoppage of imported supplies upon which 

Argentina relied, left the country largely unprepared to 

meet its o n needs. The result was an increased emphasis 

on diversified Industries. While this trend reversed it-

self after the end of the war, the world depression spurred 

Indus tr- ializat,1 on ones mora as Argentine exports declined 

and the price of foreign manufactured goods rod©* fteatric-

tlv© controls were placed on immigration. Domestic labor 

m a unemployed and cheap, and exchange controls regulated 

the flow of goods from abroad, fhele factors made the 

growth of Argentine industry imperative to the life of the 

nation. Thus, by 1939 the nation was virtually self-

sufficient to non-durable consumer goods. 

fh© industrialisation process, however, was basically 

unhealthy. Factories were small and employed few worker*. 

The few labor unions in the country had split internally 

between anarchist and socialist elements. Ooweroe was cen-

tered around Buenos Aires and wa§ oriented toward consumer 

items. Durable good® were, as in the past, imported from 

^united nation# Secretariat of the Economic Commission 
for Latin America, Department of Economic Affairs, Economic 
mim, ot mm, {I®WXORK, 1951), PP. 89-1S0" 
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Europe. Principal exports were still agricultural products# 

Profits from agriculture did not stretch as far as before 

in the purchase of capital goods and machinery needed for 

industrialization# Further, industrialization required 

foreign investments and credits, and the depression-ridden 

nations of tbe world could not supply these funds* 

Thus, through the 1930'a the country remained funda-

mentally dependent upon agriculture. Latifundia of one or 

two hundred thousand acres was not uncommon. There were 

virtual pyramids of leases and sub-leases on the haciendas 

(large ranches \ and those who worked the land were rarely 

the owners. Rather, they were peojaea who worked and lived 

in a feudalistic hierarchical relationship with the owner 

or matron (protector). 

Many of these characteristics prevailed during the 

World War II period. By 19^4 still more than half of all 

the farms were worked by sharecroppers.^ Agricultural 

production was not diversified and was vulnerable to exter-

nal fluctuations and emergencies in the world market. The 

oligarchy wanted tbe country to retain a colonial status, 

exporting tbe raw agricultural products and importing, in 

turn, manufactured goods from Europe. These eatanciaros 

enjoyed the spiraling inflation which accompanied the rising 

23y»abel Pisk and Robert Rennie, "Argentina in Crisis," 
For*4^ Bollcy Reports.XX (May 1, 19Ml) 35. 
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European production because export prices were soaring on 

the world market. Therefore, they opposed processes of 

industrialization and modernization. 

James W. Rowe analyzed the situation and indicated that 

Argentine society did not possess the traits to promote the 

human relationships necessary for long-range economic growth. 

In the Argentine there was no cooperative attempt to create 

integration between classes or to promote harmony among 

various interest groups—labor, landowners and industria-

lists* There was no mutual trust, self-discipline, or 

desire to change the existing institutional forms of Argen-

tine socio-economic life.^k 

Consequently, the country while 70 per cent urban was 

still dependent upon agriculture in the mid-twentieth cen-

tury. The economic, political, and social life of the 

nation had been dominated by landowners from the beginning 

of national existence, and there was no deviation from tradi-

tion until the coming of Peron. As Carl G-. Taylor of the 

United States Department of Agriculture remarked during a 

193G visit to the country, 

Agriculture is the dominant economic enter-
prise • In fcb© ebb and flow of time one economic 
factor or another moves toward the front but 
none will surpass agriculture. I doubt whether 
one ever will in the Argentine. * . .Few societies 
are so thoroughly agricultural. Those \/ho own 

2UJames W. Rowe, Mote^ op Argentina. American University 
Field Staff Reports Service, East Coast South America Series, 
(New York, 1961}), p. 39. 
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large 'blocks of land are the recognized spokes-
men. . .few families over abandon agriculture 
as their major economic concern. They stay by 
it. And they are likely to persist, for social 
status in Argentine culture is built on land 
ownership, , . .Inheritance, sales, even bank-
ruptcies occur, but usually landowners remain 
landowners of some sort and so retain their 
place in the social structure.25 

Political Culture 

What may bo called "political culture," notions of 

civic goodness and badness, is important in analyzing the 
/ 

total environment which produced Juan Peron• It is very 

difficult to determine the true spirit and character of 

the Argentine. There are, however, several traits in his 

character which are outstanding and upon which many writers 

aip»©e» 

Argentines have a high opinion of their own worth as 

a people, a feeling variously described as vanity and arro-

gance . Actually, however, his attitude may be a defense 

mechanism against his feeling of Inferiority. Argentines 

are not content to be one nation among many; they require 

an exalted destiny and a proud future. They encourage the 

spirit of Aggentinidafl or basic "Argentinisra," a tremendous 

pride derived from being a part of the "glorious Argentine 

Hation." This suems to be bora into every individual along 

with a blind faith in the magnificent destiny of the country. 

2£carl G. Taylor, "Rural Agriculture in Argentina," 
II (December, 1938), 339. 
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jaoes Bruce, United States Ambassador to Argentina from 

19il7 until 19149, recognized and reported 011 this inbred 

attitude. 

Argentines refuse to accept any truth 
which makes them inferior to anyone else. 
Theirs is the greatest city in the world, 
their frontier mountains the highest, and 
their pampas the widest; theirs the most 
beautiful lakes, the best cattle, the rich-
est vinyards and the loveliest women. Tbey 
accept no qualifications nor the fact that 
there wight be some other country which 
surpasses thea in anything. . .perhaps it is 
this overwhelming pride of the Argentines 
that leads them to believe they can live 
aloof from any interdependence of nations; 
that they are self-sufficient without 
possessing even ©legatary industries; and 
that they need to have no fear of whatever 
changes may cooe.2° 

Another trait of importance is the concept of 

or dignity. Every person must be treated with utmost 

courtesy and respect in a personal relationship. No one 

can be criticised in front of his friends. Students and 

soldiers must be obodient and respectful to professors and 

officers. Any other response would be contra Is. dijaaictafl. 

(against dignity). 

Argentine character is a paradox of passions. Excit-

able and gregarious, the individual seeks to put his whole 

being into things which interest him. Nevertheless, there 

is an essential sadness in his nature (la trlataaa). which 

motivates him to live tranquilly, keep out of trouble, and 

2t)james Bruco, Those Perplexing Argentines. (New York, 
1952), p. 76. 
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remain uninvolved in other affairs of life. This is mani-

fested in attitudes toward government and politics. 

Government is extremely important to the Argentine* His 

society has always depended upon covernwent paternalism 

to create the utilities of the nation, to influence the 

educational system, and to direct the development of the 

country. Yet the individual does not wish to become 

directly involved. Ideas and ideals are discussed and de-

hated with an explosion of energy and gusto, yet there is 

little interest in final political re stilts# Fundamental 

principles of democracy have long "been discussed and 

accepted in Argentina, yet practical results have been 

ignored because petty and short-sighted self interest has 

directed policy. 

Hence, the spoils system is at the heart of all forms 

of public administration. The group in power is expected 

to take all the jobs, and the President is to have all means 

at his disposal to influence voters. Ambassador James Bruce, 

after dealing with Argentines of all classes, noted that 

the average citizen, depending on his political viewpoint, 

blames most of the corruption (traditionally prevalent and 

accepted in Argentine public affairs) on the opposition. 

Even if the party he supports is "irj," somehow he will hold 

the opposition responsible for any governmental graft.2? 

2?Ibld. • P. 27lt. 
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World renowned Argentine historian Ricardo Leven© wrote 

that it was these and other- defects in the Argentine charac-

ter which brought about the political environment in the 

country. 

Defect# in the character of the Argentine 
people sir© responsible for such mils as adminis-
trative bureaucracy# which dissipates much energy 
that could "be useful in productive labor; politi-
cal mendacity which ha# vitiated our political 
system; a spoils system which has disposed of 
public offices; a misdireeted fiscal regime 
which ha# long corrupted democracy; greed and a 
sensual desire for Material things; a blase-
worthy disinclination to solve grave problems 
such as public sanitation. 0 

Another political manifestation of such Argentine 

character defeetg is the fact that the fuero. the old Span-

ish privilege which exempted its holder from compliance with 

regulations, is perhaps the taost sought after privilege in 

the country. Rarely publicized in the country, the fuero 

it nevertheless an integral part of Argentine thinking. It 

even tends to create a general disrespect for laws and law 

enforcement. In effect, it is the privilege of public 

office, high or low, to legally break the l&wg. 

The above are only a few traits of the politico-

cultural makeup of the country and its people. The total 

cultup&l outlook* however, can only be understood if these 

characteristics are related to the social and ethnic coiapo-

§ ition of the country. 

^Ricardo Levene, History of.. Argentina, translated by 
William Spence Robertson (Chapel Hill, 1939), p. 517. 
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The social structure and composition are products of 

tli© economic revolution which occurred between 1080 and 

1930, Economic expansion during this period# abetted by 

governmental encouragement, attracted unprecedented iraai-

gration from Europe. Between 105? and 1900 the net increase 

in population by immigration was 1,200,000, and from IG70 

to 1930 Argentina absorbed 3,1400,000 immigrants, nearly 

twice as many as the 1869 population base. Almost three-

fourtha of the total were of Italian or Spanish stock.^9 

Consequently, Argentina's ethnic composition changed dras-

tically. It became "whiter" than the United States, being 

90 per cent white, 8 per cent mestizo, 2 per cent Indian, 

and the Negro element virtually disappeared.^ 

Immigrants settling in the rural areas found that the 

pattern of land ownership was already fixed. Hence, for the 

rural immigrant, although he helped to make the pampas one 

of the world1s leading regions for grain and meat, tenancy 

was practically the only way of life. Preston James de-

scribed the tenant's plight ir. a is Latin America. 

The landowners needed, in particular, agri-
cultural laborers to prepare the land for the 
planting of alfalfa for their high-grade beef 
animals and the most effective way to do this 

29preston James, Latin America. (New York, 1951), P» 339. 

3°There was a large Megro population in the country at 
the time of Rosas. Hany Negroes, however, had been sent to 
the front lines to fight in the bloody Paraguayan War of 
1365-1870 and few returned. 
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was to pent it for a period of four or five 
years to tenants and to permit thorn, for a share 
in th© crop, to raise grain. . . .The contracts 
obliged th© tenants to plant th® laud with 
alfalfa arid to move away after t\ specified num-
ber of years. The alfalfa fields yielded well 
for five or ton yeara after which tine now 
tenants would be secured, and the cycle repeated.31 

These tenants, and the even more rootless hired hands 

'* lived on the isolated oatanolaB« a life of squalor 

and poverty. All social institutions, including schools, 

were inadequate. Ilence, later immigrants tended to settle 

in the urban sections where they found jobs and a measure 

of prosperity in the new industrial plants. Since Buenos 

Aires was virtually the only port of entry, the city drained 

off a large proportion of the labor force in services, con-

struction, and production. 

The massive population growth was basically unhealthy, 

however, and according to Argentine sociologist Gino Oermani, 

for several reasons. First, the growth rate was too rapid, 

as the population increased 1,000 per cent in the ninety 

years frow 1870 to I960. In addition, modernization was 

attempted at too fast a pace. As a result, the dual pattern 

of the traditional state, visible around 1860-1870, was 

succeeded by a multi-class-differentiated and complex strati-

fication characteristic of modern societies some thirty years 

later. Geographical distributions of the population were 

also unhealthy. The people congregated in "Isolated clusters" 

31 James, Latin America, p. 3l|0. 
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with massive expanses of land betxieon tbam* There was no 

population continuity, no sense of community, due to the 

X&Cj£ of contact between towns and cities and between peo-

ples* These characteristics in a country rich in resources 

were not conducive to domocratlc, communal, and stable 

political institutions.-^ 

The newcomers were not rebels against the osiiatin,̂  

social order in Europe but cara© to Argentina chiefly to 

exploit the land. Their south European customs readily 

blended with the Hispanic traditions of Argentina* They 

created what Jose Luis Romero termed "alluvial Argentina"— 

tb® a o c i a l conglomeration resulting from the incomplete 

nationalization of the Iwii grants, 

^ No one can deny that this mixture continues 
to maintain its conglomerated character. . ,it 
would be difficult to state what we Argentines 
are* * *"kbe Argentine soul is an enigma because 
the collective personality of the nation is still 
in the process of elaboration.33 

Church and religion played important roles in the new-

comer 's dailj? lives* Emphasis was placed on dignity, outward 

32oino ̂  Germajai, "La Asimilaclon de los Iranigrantes en la 
Argentina in Richard N* Adams, Dwight B* Heath, editors, Con~ 

MMS, p&slm* (»«w York, 
pp. 3 5. The impact of this tremendous population in-

flux can best be appreciated by comparing the relative 
proportion of immigrants to the total population of the United 
States and Argentina. In the period 1821-1932, total immiora-
tion into the United States was 32,2iiLf,000, a figure repre-

per C62t tot&l population. 6,^05,000 
immi^ants entered Argentina equaling 30 per cent of the popu-
Ifttlon* Of 14,100,000 iimigranfca between 185? and 1958. 
the bulk were Italian, ij6 per cent, and Spanish, 33 par cent. 

33Homero, Political Theory, pp. 227-230. 
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appearance, and dress. They had a fatalistic attitude 

toward Ufa along with a fondness for gambling, and they 

sheltered their vroraen from friends as well as strangers» 

"In other words," according to Totaas Fillol, 

« . .the cultural assimilation of the hulk 
of the iwtigr&nt element has been couplet© 
because of the high degree of goodness of 
fit of the basic value orientations of the 
two groups • Ciwaigrants and native society).^ 

In essence3 then, the conglomerated Argentine society 

was founded on th© saae social organisational patterns us 

those in Spain: th© assumption that a society consists of 

a natural hierarchical order in which a few are horn to rule, 

and many are born to serve. The Argentine social structure 

wan built upon dominance and subordination. Thar© was a 

tendency toward autocratic paternal rule in the family with 

the father passing on bis authoritarian personality to his 

ohildren. Argentines seeiaad to possess Spanish cultural 

characteristics, including the passive "world view."^5 

There were varying opinions among Argentine writers of 

the relative value of the contributions by immigrants. 

Most of them agreed that the Europeans provided the numbers 

3%oraas Roberto Fillol, Social Factors in the 
, teaw.Pt.* 

1961;, p. 33-
5M.tetoSliaS.BaSj {Catsliridge, Massachusetts, 

3^"World view" was described by Salvador d© M&dariaga 
as the passive-passionate attitude of the Spaniard toward 
life—"Being" rather than "Doing" in life# See de Mad&rlaga, 

~ * (London, 1931), p. 21*6. 
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which increased the pre--industrial middle class and made 

it on® of the largest and moat vocal in Latin America. 

Waiter Ricardo Rojas however, representing the consensus 

of others, believed that the immigrant hordes were respon-

sible for weakening the moral fiber of the nation because 

they came solely to make money. Their "get rich quick" 

attitude, aocording to Rojas, tainted the national life 

with their materialistic and unhealthy values—values which 

paved the way for Peron from as far back as the turn of the 

century. 

Rise of the Middle Sector 

The immigrants swelled the ranks of the developing 

middle sector of the population. This group was not a com-

pact social layer, nor did it fulfill the central condition 

of a class• They were but a heterogeneous mass of unre-

lated occupational and social groups, with no common 

background or experience. Son® were metabers because of 

wealth, others due to academic achievement. Many had just 

recently risen from the laboring classes, and others, 

formerly of elite status, retained their traditional con-

tempt for workers. Alexander Scobie commented, 

This class came to posses® dignity and 
ambition but they lacked unity. They were not 
convinced that they even existed as a class. 
Their eyes were fixed on elite values and any 

3%ieardo Rojas, P t e m de S l M * Vol. XX of gjggjg. 
' ~ (Buenos AiresTilpTT P. 102. 
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sense of belonging to a class was limited to 
remaining aloof from the laboring group*. • • . 
The universal striving of these middle classes 
was upward in social terms'; to as cur© a better 
education for their children; to imitate the 
morality, society, and amusements of those just 
above toem on the economic scale| to b© clean 
and well dressed? and to maintain the outward 
appearances of prosperity, even if this meant 
real privation in the home. Jobs and resi-
dences in Buenos Aires becom accepted goals of 
the middle classes. But, as a consequence, the 
middle groups suffered from the frustration of 
urban living and high cost of housing* The 
inflationary pressures of Argentina's rapid 
economic expansion struck hard at the size of 
the middle-class family.-*' 

Hence, people in the middle sector had the ambition, 

but lacked the unity and the stabilizing influence, which 

a middle class is usually expected to provide wherever it 

develops• They had a constant fear of being forced back 

into the working classes, and desired to maintain their 

status quo by any means and would gratefully accept a 

regulated capitalism if necessary. They developed a feel-

ing of insecurity, leading to anxiety and fear—the group 

neurosis required for the acceptance of the charismatic 

leader. 

ItmeoL flttflMRt, gal gma,i 

An important segment of the population yet untouched by 

this study was the laboring class, the group at the bottom 

of the socio-economic seale. In and around Buenos Aires 

they were largely literate and of European descent, while 

37scobie, Argentina, pp. l?l|-175» 
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In the rural areas they wore Illiterate and largely of 

meati&o stock, Samuel Shapiro viewed the situation of 

these people in the rural areas in the following account 

of life In the province of Tucuman. 

In Tucuiaan, as in Louisiana before the 
Civil War, cane is planted, cultivated, and 
entirely hand harvested with machetes. To take 
it from the fields to the ingenios, the farmers 
in some places still use the carroto. the bigfr-
wbeeled, ox-drawn wooden cart for which Tucuaan 
ma already well known in the 17th century. To 
watch this painfully slow and inefficient process 
was to look once again at living history and to 
understand bow urgent it is for Latin America 
to modernize her agriculture and to wake a wore 
humane use of her human resources. Uobody prof-
its from unskilled hand labor. Production per 
acre and per man hour is very small, wages are 
low, profits are low. . .and yet Argentines 
pay double the world market price for their 
sugar. After seeing bow the sugar workers lived, 
I understood why they were General ?eron*a en-
thusiastic supporters during his dictatorship, 
and whY they remained loyal to him after bis 
f all. **' 

During the depression, agricultural prices had declined, 

precipitating a national crisis.-^ This decline in agricul-

ture, however, stimulated industrialization. Thousands of 

new jobs were created for Buenos Aires' working classes, 

©specially in raeat packing, textiles, shoes, and pasta 

products. In fact, full employment was reached in Buenos 

Aires by the end of 19^2 and was maintained through 19̂ 7-1̂ 3, 

3$Samuel Shapiro, ghe lnvl.8Ab.lf Litis America. (New York, 
1963), p. 21. 

39prebisch, "La Inflacion Sscola3tica,11 p. Ik7$* Agri-
cultural prices declined 28 per cent from the 1928 level, 
export prices declined 67 per een% and the peso depreciated 
65 per cent. 
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whan Iwaigration was resumed "by government decree.**^ This 

employment status accompanied by tha deoline Sja agricultural 

prices led to an influx of rural poor into the capital seek-

ing jobs, education, security, social ©quality, and a better 

way of Ufa* Between 191*3 aod 19l|? approximately 20 per 

cent of the rural population moved into the -urban areas, 

chiefly Buenos A i r e s . T h i s movement created a distres-

sing cycle: acuto housing shortages led to rent control, 

and the latter forced the migrants into outlying ahantytowns 

or xti&UL ^us, an amorphous human macs concentrated 

in and around Buenos Aires, building the basis for the great-

est socio-political movement the country had seen* Shapiro 

has concluded that the rapid growth of many cities in a 

country is a sign of economic distress and not of prosperity.^2 

In and around Buenos Aires in the 1940*8 this was the case. 

The lack of sharp ethnic or cultural contrasts between 

rural and urban population made all Argentine labor more 

adaptable to tho requirements of industrialization than the 

laboring forces of other Latin countries with their indige-

nous populations and their entrenched native customs and 

traditions* Argentine labor forces were not rooted to the 

soil. Therefore, they could easily leave the interior and 

be available to learn industrial skills. Acculturation and 

migration were easier for them. 

1t°Shai>iro, InvAglb].? Efffrto tmxia&i P-
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Culturally, however, these new city dwellers were 

different from the old. All that most of them knew of 

politics was what they had learned fro® feeing required 

to vote by their naferoBei (usually for the local Conser-

vative Party oligarchy candidate under their title of 

national Democratic Party). To them political terms meant 

little and frequently i*ere regarded as something foreign to 

Argentina. ̂ 3 

Many of the new urban dwellers were socially and eco-

nomically unprepared for life in the city. Paced with new 

problems of cultural conflict, family dislocations and 

illiteracy, they experienced the frustrations and anxieties 

of mobile dislocation, fhey often had neither the skills 

to earn a living in the new environment nor the education 

to learn the skills. As John Gillin wrote, 

Lacking an understanding Patron to turn to 
in time of trouble he (the migrant)feels unsure 
and Insecure, rootless and alone. As a result, 
he is apt to respond readily to the labor leader 
or political radical who promises to befriend 
him. He also tends to look increasingly to gov-
ernment &« a, new patron who will take care of 
his problem. <44 

Seymour Martin Lipset in Political Ban wrote of the reasons 

for this phenomenon. Probably more important, however, he 

pinpointed the solution frequently utilized by the insecure 

city dweller. 

^Robert J. Alexander, Xbfl. ZS£2fi. SE£J (New York, 1955)* 
p. 8, 

*&John Gillin, "Some Signposts for Latin American Policy," 
in Richard U. Adams, John Gillin editors, SMisd, fifelfflgg, M 
LoXUl M m S m . loMz* <»®W Xork, 1965), p. 35T 
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• # # j .predisposing the lower classes toward 
authoritarianism is a relative lack of economic 
uncertainty on© finis, » . .Such insecurity will 
of course affect tbe individual'a politics and 
attitudes. High state® of tension require 
immediate alleviation, and this Is frequently 
found in tbe venting of hostility against a 
scapegoat# tbe search for a short -tarsi solution 
by support of extremist groups,^5 

The loss of the traditional forma of security led the 

migrant workers to seek a new reference group with which to 

identify. They were a rootless human mass eager to follow 

any leader capable of supplying them with a new and attractive 

set of values and ideas. 

Internal migration greatly contributed to a spirit of 

angered nationalism which swept the country in force in the 

mid-191*0's. This feeling was partly due to the migrant's 

emotional need to replace his broken s«nae of local or 

provincial identification with new symbols of group member** 

ship at a higher national level. 

In conclusion, several cowaents appear logical and 

valid# The middle groups discounted the Importance of the 

laboring masses, explaining that history and tradition were 

against them and that the workers bad no earthly idea of 

what was going on politically. They were filled with fear 

and anxiety. They feared slippage back into the lower 

classes. Tbe oligarchy, or upper classes, professed demo-

cratic ideas and ignored labor completely. Thus, the 

^Seymour Martin Lipset, Political Man. (New York, 
195k)» p. 92. 
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unsophisticated masses caw to associate democracy with 

soaring prices, iaeaningless slogans, and frustration. 

Workers wanted and needed some person or institution to 

express tbeir common desires and thoughts, organise them, 

and lead them in a campaign for betterment. 

Political Articulation 

To articulate the demands and desires of the social 

classes* political parties had functioned in the country 

for years. Traditionally, the government bad been run by 

the elites or oligarchy of landowners, cattle barons, and 

a few upper-echelon land-owning merchants, industrialistn, 

and professionals. They were known by various party titles 

during their decades of incumbency, yet their moat durable 

and popular name was that of Conservative Party, 

This small upper class exercised amazing Influence in 

proportion to its size. With and without the aid of the 

Argentine military, it had run and developed the country 

in accord with its own elitist ideas. Its members had 

drawn up the national Constitution, chosen nominees and 

directed the election of national presidents, and made all 

the basic foreign policies for tho country. 

As has been noted, the masses were largely politically 

inarticulate. This characteristic was due primarily to 

the influence of the Spanish traditions which did not 
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encourage the participation of the average man in govern-

mental affairs. Argentine political economic analyst 

Walter Schuck observed that "the governor and bis officials 

•were so remote from the people that they were loved or 

loathed but seldom u n d e r s t o o d . attitude of the 

masaos toward the remoteness of government from them la 

expressed simply but accurately in Hartj& Fiarro. 

I saw that things were looking black 
So I thought it best to go; 

Its unlucky to start an argument 
With men that are in the government 
That's one of the lessons X have laarnt 

In the bitter school of woe.**' 

It is important to note, however, that the middle popu-

lation sectors were not completely apathetic. They had long 

exercised a pronounced influence on several Conservative 

governments by encouraging education, cultural development, 

immigration, technological development, and representative 

democracy.**® With the arrival of the immigrants and their 

incorporation in the middle group, the latter made its first 

real attempt to exercise meaningful influence in the politics 

of the nation by establishing the c/vloa Hadical or 

Radical Party in 1892. The Party, organized as a protest 

^Walter Schuck, "Report on the Economic and Social Con-
ditions in the Argentine Republic," unpublished analysis dis-
tributed yearly (Montevideo "Uruguay, 19£l)» p. 18. 

VFjos© Hernandez, I&e&jk EiMm* P* 

^Particular influence was plaoed upon the Conservative 
presidencies of B&rtolome Mitre (1862-1368) who brought Buenos 
Aires into the Argentine Confederation; Domingo Sarmlento 
(1868-1871*), and Ramon Avellanada (1874-1880). 
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against corruption in government, m s termed the 'Voice of 

the middle element ." Its tactics for wresting governmental 

control fro® the Conservatives were political education of 

the electorate through party organizations and the press and 

through abstention at the polls. 

Another middle class party, the Partido Socialists, da 

Argentina or socialist Party, had been established in 1890 

to appeal to intellectuals and rising industrial workors 

who were beginning to organize themselves into unions* The 

Socialists were divided, however, between international 

anarchist, Utopian, and anti-nationalist philosophies, fhay 

were also torn between theoretical discussion of their 

principles and the practical need to organize strikes and 

labor unions. 

John J. Johnson noted a significant result of this 

creation of opposition parties. Writing in 1958# be stated 

that 

The very fact that the middle sectors were 
free to make their objections known is highly 
significant. It suggests, above all that the 
Republic had passed out of the stag© of brute 
force and into on® of greater political refine-
ment and finesse. 

In the role of effective political opposition, how-

ever, the middle sectors remained amorphous and powerless. 

ftaey had vainly aspired to political leadership and elec-

toral reform since the late 1880's. Their cause was 

k9^hn J. Johnson, GP.mi? &L &&&L 
TM. EMft fi£ Mm. MMlS, S i s B H T (Stanford, 19PT7 P. 99* 
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suddenly and surprisingly realized, however, when the 

moderate Conservative President, Roque Saenz-Pena (1910-

1916), personally insisted on the promulgation and obser-

vation of the Saenz-Pens. Law of secret and obligatory vote. 

The result of the first free election in Argentine history 

brought the Radicals to power in 1916. Unfortunately for 

them, they soon revealed their mm weaknesses manifested 

in the division and vacillation which seems endemic to 

Argentine political life. 

President Hipolito Irigoyen, the Radical victor in 

1916, was a liberal Radical by political belief. Neverthe-

less, he was typified the personalist type of president. He 

was a ngrstic and of no great intelligence, yet he possessed 

the flair of the old Argentine caudillos for personal 

leadership. Alexander Scobie described him in this manner: 

Taciturn, introverted, a poor orator, he 
nevertheless galvanised the middle and lower 
classes by a certain mystical leadership. A 
meticulous organizer Who created a disciplined 
and loyal party structure through countless 
.individual interviews and small informal 
gatherings, he built an electoral machine 
which paralleled and often excelled that of 

the oligarchy.50 

As Irigoyen strengthened his position, he began to inter-

vene in the provinces more than any past Argentine President, 

Conservative or Radical. He centralized power in the national 

£0scobie, Argentina, p. 201. It is an illustration o:C 
the inherent weakness of the Radical Party that Irigoyen ruled 
more wad More as a personalist leader. Interesting biographies 
of Irigoyen have been written by Carlos Ibargoy an and Manuel 
Galves. 
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government a«d used patronage to gain political support. 

He developed no political program and was a weak adminis-

trator as be could not delegate authority. The party 

became an axtez*ion of personaliat rule. Irigoyen found 

a needed scapegoat by linking economic Independence, which 

to him meant an anti-imperialism directed mainly against 

Britain and the United States, with social transf orraation• 

This led to attacks on the Argentine oligarchy. Irigoyen 

branded them as vendonatriaa—those Who gold control of 

their country to foreigners for thoir own profit 

Thus, though the Radicals took office in 1916 as a 

aiddl® clans, progressive party of reform, by 1929~~their 

last year of political rule—they had consolidated their 

power by the same methods aa the Conservatives. Further-

more, they were deficient in many ways. They failed to 

©#tt the challenge of world depression which hit Argentina 

bard in 1929. They did not strengthen or perpetuate 

democratic institutions, and thoy did not implement effec-

tive economic or social reforms. The Radicals did not even 

effectively appeal to the lower classes. For Radicals, the 

political issue of democracy was suffrage, and with that 

presumably all problems could be solved.^ Perhaps their 

greatest failing, however, was that they could not galvanize 

^3-ivhitaker, iaHgagJAm, M i a America, p. 2*8. 

John Robert Hudspeth, "Fragmentation of Radicalism," 
unpublished ran ater'at iissis, University of Sexss, Austin, 
fexas, 1962, p. 3k-
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major sectors of the middle groupa into a political unit. 

Fragmentation was a trait of Latin American middle classes, 

and it increased during their tenure. The Radicals them-

selves split into two factions, personaliat (those following 

the dictates and whims of Irigoyen) and ant1"personalists 

(those who looked toward institutionalized forms of govern-

ment). Aa Johnson again noted, the Radicals 

• . .produced no progressive and enlightened 
Constitution. . . .and bad been content to 
leave welfare of the less fortunate in the 
hands of Catholic charities. . •The Party 
could not point to anything concrete. . ."by 
wgy of permanent gain for organized labor. • . 
Cthey failegj to proyide for enforcement of 
labor legislation, Jjoad£! liberal use of .court 
injunctions to prevent strikes, fand the] 
use of armed police as strike breakers• . . 
imprisonment of labor leaders who refused to 
show their gratitude for favors received. 
The over-all view of labor*s status under the 
Radicals revealed that the leadership1® think-
ing had not been affected by the Mexican 
Revolution, or the world trade union move-
ment." 

Ysabel Hennie was equally critical of the Radicals1 fail-

ure. Summing up the entire situation, and its aftermath, he 

stated that 

What happened in Argentina happened in 
Franc©, in Germany of the Weimar Republic, in 
Austria, and throughout Europe. The middle 
class governments instead of accepting spiri-
tual leadership, were as afraid of change as 
anyone | said so change when it came, simply 
mowed them down. Radicalism did not offer 
Argentina anything. • .Radicalism had intro-
duced the principal of universal suffrage. 

53Johnson, Political Change« pp. 103~lQi|« 
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It had admitted the middle classes to univer-
sity education. Beyond that, it bad nothing 
to offer.54 

SlUL MXUfMI, M m s £22. SfoaMXlfa—19.%0 

The depression brought the social crisis to a head and 

provoked a resurgenoe of militarism in the country. In 1930 

the military, allied with Conservative factions, overthrew 

the fragmented Irigoyen regime in a swift and bloodless 

coup. R*aaei® Herron reported the development: 

A handful of soldiers raarobod into the 
Plaza (de Mayo) in front of the Oasa Roaada 
or Argentine White House), shot two vofle^" 
into the air and proclaimed the revolution 
to be a fact accomplished. People in the 
nearby hotels closed the windows ao that the 
naiae would not disturb them and discretely 
waited for^J&e newspapers to explain the 
commotion.-^ 

The revolution was accomplished by popular assent 

chiefly because government under the then senile Irigoyen 

was outrageously ineffective. Militarists decided to grab 

power to keep the nation on an even keel and to enhance the 

power of their own establishment* which had been neglected 

by the Radicals. 

The military regime was led by General Jose P. Uriburu. 

It had no new ideas on running the country and meeting its 

problems nor did it represent any specific group. It was 

regressive, reactionary, dedicated to the status QUO, and 

became increasingly unpopular. 

f&Ronnl«# The Argentine Republic. p. 3U2. 

•> *t Herron, feiMam. & S E fill. fegSBtiM# (New York, 
191*3) # P« 11*4 * 
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The Conservatives promptly capitalized ©a the "revo-

lution." This £jroup bad a desperate stake in politics due 

to the agricultural crisis affecting the country, and the 

fact that they were the only effective party alternative 

to Radicalism. In 1939 a Gonservative-military coalition— 

the Concordancla--attained the Presidency. It became 

increasingly appare at, howeve? that the revolution of 1930 

bad merely restored the government monopoly of the landed 

aristocracy Which refused to acknowledge that a change had 

occurred in the country1a source of wealth• 

Conservative-supported Presidents Justo and Ortiz 

succeeded Uriburu from 1932 to 19i|3 by Beans of the usual 

fraudulent election procedures. Their respective regimes 

were similarly unenlightened and authoritarian. To many 

Argentines, even the regime of Irigoyen seemed infinitely 

preferable to these governments.-'0 

In 19l|l, Ramon S. Castillo came to the presidency and 

institutional decadence reached new depths. Stringent 

government policies increased the impotency of Radical and 

Socialist reform measures. Castillo ignored and even 

encouraged Hazi fifth column activity in the country^? 

(greatly displeasing the United States* desire for hemispheric 

5&0n Irigoyen1s death in 1937 nearly a quarter of a mil-
lion people formed his funeral procession and at least that 
many looked on from windows and balconies. Gone were the 
thoughts-of his incompetence in his last years. Only the fact 
of his personal magnitude remained. 

^Consultation Among the_ American Republics with R, 
%SL tfeft. (Washington! 
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solidarity against the Axia in wartime) and was totally 

unable to solve or lesson Argentina^ own internal prob-

less. 

Argentines cbafed under the rising cost of living. 

In 191*0, the National Department of Labor calculated that 

the average msMm family of five needed one hundred and 

forty-seven m a m per Month to live decently. The average 

white collar worker made one hundred and twenty-eight nemos 

and the average laborer, seventy-eight. fhus, many inhabi-

tants worked at two jobs sorely to maintain an adequate 

standard of living, 

There was also the Increasing pressure from the United 

States to obtain an Argentine declaration of war against the 

Axis. Argentina was becoming increasingly isolated and 

ignored in the hemisphere because of her neutrality p o l i c i e s . £ 9 

Wartime shortages were equally disturbing. Britain, 

while buying Argentine raw materials, was unable to supply 

manufactured goods in return, and Argentine credits built 

up in London. Other European markets were inaccessible, 

and piles of surplus grains mounted on Argentine docks. 

Prices rose and discontent mounted among the working masses. 

At the same time, no opposition In the country had a chance 

to bring about a peaceful change in administrations* 

58Ministro del Interior, Departamento Hacional de Trabajo, 
4 — — « — — {Buenos Aires, 19i*0), pp. 10, 13, 28. 

Sounder pressure, Argentina finally declared War in 
March, 19&?, the last Latin American republic to do so. 
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Castillo had, in the traditional Argentina manner, im-

planted hiiaself and bis supporters in power positions 

throughout the country and had stifled the opposition par-

ties* Again, as in 1930, revolution became the only aeans 

to effect a change. 

Who was to perpetrate such a revolution? The eaten-

SJLai&l, had no desire for an upheaval, and the Radicals 

were still demoralised. She masses Mere, as usual# politi-

cal spectators, Heve -theless, someone bad to fcitke the 

country in hand and govern with enlightened leadership. 

The Conservatives had failed at this task as had the Radi-

cals. 0M-guard military factions had tried, but had also 

failed to display the talent necessary to Inspire and lead 

the country toward its destined glory. 

This, then, was the Argentina of June, 191*3* disunited 

and deeply cynical, without purpose or direction. The 

country was spiritually bankrupt. At the helm of govern-

ment was a class that no longer had tho power to change the 

country*s direction. A nation, a society with all its 

values, was adrift with no one to set the course or point 

the direction. Argentina had reached the end of an era. 

19U3--The Military Tries A^aln 

The only coherent force in the country which was able 

to precipitate a change in the government was the military. 

This time the revolution was directed by a clique within its 
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rmks called the SsBStSSL MS. MJM'Pikm. S&&UL* A prime 

organizer of this faction wag one Colonel Juan Domingo 

Peron. 

Many melodramatic observers in the Ufclted States, 

including members of the Department of State, brsunded this 

group fascistic and pro-Nazi duo to their training, their 

respect for the German military machine, and continued 

Argentine neutrality policy in World War 11. The &• &• £• 

however, moved not on orders from Berlin but on the basis of 

a shared philosophy, tradition, and belief. It lacked faith 

in democracy and its trappings —freedom of the press, speech 

and elections. They conceived of administration with a 

military mentality. Reflecting the powerful nationalistic 

feeling in the country, they displayed a blatant pride in 

its achievements and worked for its complete self-determi-

nation, Robert Rennie and Ysabel Flak described the 

Argentine government in 19hh» 

Thus in 191&, power is in the hands neither 
of the middle class Radicals nor of the landed 
Conservatives, but of a small group of army men 
ubo represent extreme right wing nationalism. 
They are not Hispanists, precisely for they are 
not Intellectuals; but they draw their inspira-
tion fro® much the same traditions and are one 
faction in a political trend that includes the 
Hispanists, (Labor and Agriculture Ministries 
are affliated with Spain). They derive what 

6oflZHBSL £& las. 2 £ M s M & M M hereafter referred to 
as £. &. During the first two years of the regime there 
was a bitter struggle for power within the regime. Though 
Peron emerged at the top, it is unlmown whether he was there 
from the start or whether he was at first a minor member. 



support they have--which is not touch—from 
extreme Catholics, from Hispanists and from 
fascists# They are in power by the fore© of 
w?M} "but that power each day grows less 
certain as a m y and navy show unmistakable 
signs for political division. They are 
daring but are also intrinsically weak. • . 
The Argentine people • . .have not achieved 
their aims. # .due to. . • .& demoralization 
and lack of leadership which characterizes 
the democratic parties and particularly the 
Radical Party, at this crisis in the nation !s 
history.01 

^Ysabel Fisk and Robert Rennie, "Argentina in Crisis," 
P* 



CHAPTER IV 

VEHICLES TO POWER 

Qualities Prerequisite for Leaderahip 

/ 

Juan Domingo Peron was far mora than an ambitious power*" 

hungry army officer unburdened by liberal convictions, scru-

ples, or even constant ideology. His person came to transcend 

the reactionary interlude of military dictatorship, replac-

ing the fragmented Radicals, ineffectual Socialists, 

aristocratic Conservatives, and bumbling military. 

Juan Peron was bora in 1895 in the town of Lobos in 

Buenos Aires province, some sixty miles south of the capital. 

Son of a poor tenant farmer, he lived a spartan existence in 

bleak Patagonia throughout most of his formative years.1 He 

came to love the primitive struggle of the land and grew to 

surpass most men in athletic prowess. He became a crack 

shot, champion rider and fencer, a clever boxer, and pos-

sessed all the qualities of the Argentine macho. 

His father deserted the family when Juan was still a boy, 

and an interested uncle provided the means for bim to enter 

3-Maria Flores indicated in her book that Peron1 s poor 
childhood gave bim a complex which drove him to power and 
justification of himself. This idea is perhaps more valid 
when considering the more culturally deprived childhood of 
Eva Peron. Maria Floiw Woman with the Whit?, {lew York, 
1951). 

79 
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the Argentina Military Academy in Buenos Aires* He gradu-

ated at eighteen with the rank of Second Lieutenant, and 

enjoyed a successful yet unspectacular military career. He 

served his country in Chile as military attache and in 

Mussolini*s Italj where be trained with Alpine ski troops, 

studied Italian and German, and observed the rising careers 

of Mussolini and Hitler. Peron learned political and mili-

tary strategy and tactics, theories of the German military 

machine, and built a reputation as a master military tacti-

cian. 

A clever and shrewd man, Psron served m professor of 

military history at both the Argentine Army and ETavy War 

Colleges and wrote four books on military campaigns of the 

past. Arthur Wbitaker reported that during Peron's Italian 

assignment, 

• . .he took extensive courses on economics, 
sociology, and politics at the Universities of 
Bologna and Turin. . . .In the 1920*s he had 
studied history under one of the leading Argen-
tine historians, Bicardo Levene. In 1937 be 
contributed an article on San Martin's famous 
crossing of the Andes in 1817 to the Interna-
tional Congress of the History ©f America, 
which met in Buenos Aires under the chairman-
ship of Levene• Shortly thereafter the latter 
engaged Peron to contribute several chapters 
to the monumental and scholarly History of the 

(WMcWk^J which Levene m s 
then editing. Peron accepted but his trip to 
Europe diverted bis attention to other matters.^ 

2yhitak©r, fffaa tfaited States and Argentina, p. 119. 
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Ob bis return hone, Peron began to form THE &. £. clique* 

plotting to dominate the Argentine army and Argentina.^ 

Cosing from a middle class background and participating 

in the abortive Ufriburu revolution of 1930, Per cm recognized 

that permanent military identification with right wing 

Catholic and elitist ideas would bar the broad popular sup-

port needed for the regime*a survival in the transitional 

state. In Italy he had studied European fascist movements 

directly* He had definite ideas on how to solve Argentine 

problems in relation to the development of world events. 

Convinced that this was to be an age of manipulated mass 

democracies, his keen sense of social dynamics led hi® to 

seek a mass labor base and a middle class following for the 

regime. This middle sector was composed of the newer indus-

trial and commercial groups whose interests differed sharply 

from the oligarchy and which had failed to find representa-

tion in the fragmented Radical Party. 

Peron rose first in league with the military. Yet many 

Argentines saw the -military as allied with the old Conserva-

tive factions. Peron sought power, not only in the military, 

but in the country m well. He became increasingly obsessed 

with the idea that it was his mission in life to build a new 

Argentina with himself as leader. Speaking oontinually of 

his "election" to charismatic office, he remarked in 19l|l|» 

^Argentina bad not been at war for years, fhus the 
only way for an officer to gain power and prestige was 
through business or politics. Politics was faster. 
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The people ought to knew, that the leader 
ia bora, He Is not made either by direction ©3? 
"by election#. Leadership is an art, and the 
artist ia born, not made* • . .Hobody in his-
tory has been able to improvise leaders or 
governors, Sod has predestined with extraordi-
nary opportunity the life of men Mb© have 
represented through the centuries, true meteors 
destined to bum in order to illunine the path 
of happiness. As there is no art without the 
artist, neither is there leadership without 
the leader, nor government without the gover-
nor. • • . 

The psychology of the multitudes was a 
psychology, but it was not a leadership of the 
masses. To be a leader it is not sufficient 
to have understanding; neither reflection, nor 
reason are sufficient qualities for leadership 
of the »sse®. The masses are led by intuition 
which comes solely from God.1* 

Earlier be had said, 

He who aims at leadership, or whom circum-
stances have placed in the position of leader 
of a country must first know it well and then 
understand it; and woe unto him who stops at 
that for it is absolutely necessary to feel with 
it. At first, it is led with love and enthu-
siasm, later with skill and finally with knowl-
edge. But it oust be remeafoered that the works 
of mm, when born of love, are like children* 
more perfect and more beautiful.̂  

Peron looked like a leader. He personified the Argen-

tine symbol of masculinity. He was handsome, about six fmt 

tall, of powerful build and military carriage. Of ruddy 

complexion and with dark hair brushed straight baak from 

his forehead, be had flashing white teeth which were shown 

/ D. Peron quoted in Ramon Garcia, Radioiajafia del 
Peron. (Buenos Aires, August 12, 19 W , pp. 11-j 

Ĵuan D. Peron, Speech of August 11, 19lji4, Peron 
His Doctrine. (Buenos Aires, 19U7)» P» li|. 
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in a continuous smile. Arnaldo Cortesi of the Hew York 

gjjB&fl reported that the Colonel was filled with energy, 

vitality, and ©motion, and that be had the quality of 

yielding graciously on minor points in order to minimis® 

opposition to his important plans. 

Tbexa is no denying that Peron has a very 
magnetic personality and produces an electric 
effect on crowds and even some individuals who 
come into contact with him. Most people are 
aware of his MtgBetistt, at least so f«? m they 
disagree Completely with his opinions, and find 
themselves half convinced by his arguments even 
when they laaow there is not a shadow of truth 
in what h© is saying. Some people, however, 
coiiie under his spell entirely and seem to lose 
all power of independent judgement and action, 
becoming little better than puppets in his 
hands. Tbi» applies to mor© than one wawiber 
of the present Governsant»5 

Juan Peron sought to be the personification and incarna-

tion of authority. He wanted to advise, guide, and lead his 

people paternally. In this connection, Cortesi reported that 

Peron is obviously consumed by an unquench-
able fire of msMtion. He has set his heart on 
becoming President of the Argentine Republic and 
woe unto him Who stands in bis path. He intends 
to get there by fair means or foul, and no scru-
ples or•conscience or considerations of any sort 
will cause him to depart from bis purpose* Ho 
the achievement of his ambition, he brings a 
truly unconton recklessness, an iron will, an 
astuteness of no mean caliber and indefatigable 
energy, a colorful personality and a willingness 
to use trickery or force when arguments fail.' 

^Arnaldo Cortesi in the Sew York Times« February 3> 
191*6. 

7m&-
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Showmanship 

Showmanship was an extremely valuable tool to Peron. 

The only way be could get and keep what he wanted was to 

sell himself to the people, and the Argentine people had 

an engrained propensity to accept one with hist qualities. 

Emphasis was placed on fanaticism and taystic&l cere -

monial ism. Peron studied and envied the Hitleri&n 

oratorical hold over the Hazi political party. He loved 

furious tension, the drama of mass meetings, the torch-

light parades, martial songs, mob adulation, and the spec-

tacle of thousands of men shouting in unison for their 

leader, Pleur Cowles reporting from Argentina for fch$ D^s 

wrote that it was the emotionalism of World 

War II that stirred Peron1s ambitions into action and made 

hira feel that it was his moment to become the leader, and 

B 

that only he could do it. 

Peron worshipped anyone who had strong leadership 

qualities. He had high regard for Alexander and Jfapoleon 

and admired Hitler and Mussolini. Peron studied the 

thoughts of these was, how they stood, and the gestures 

they made. He thought Mussolini one of the century1® great-

est men but admitted that he had made "certain disastrous 

errors." Referring to the Duce in early 19kk, Pe^on 

%leur Copies, Bloody Precedent. (New York, 1952), 
p. 150. 
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remarked that "X, who have the advantage of his precedent 

before a©# shall follox* In his footsteps but also avoid his 

mistakes.'1^ 

Peron relied on the techniques and precedents of these 

man whoa lis classified as great leaders. He used their 

mannerisms and gestures when speaking to Argentines in the 

role of national hero, including Mussolini techniques of 

balcony speeches, and mass meetings, the inciting of crowds 

to scream his nam© and to sing martial songs* He often wore 

his white summer military uniform in winter in order to be 

easily recognized by crowds and in newspaper photographs. 

Peron was a genius at organising political and labor 

demonstrations. He developed a giant propaganda machine 

which worked efficiently and smoothly. Ruth and Leonard 

Greenup, reporters for Tfes Buenos Aires Herald during 

19U3-19U7, noted that was often accused of hiring 

young men to stand near microphones at government rallies 

to chant liis name. Thus, it would be heard again and again 

over the radio, leading listeners to believe that Peron 

bad a giant following.^*0 Thousands of workers were paid 

five mio|. per day to go about Buenos Aires and neighboring 

9Juan D. Peron quoted in lew York -Times * February 3, 
191*6. 

*°Ruth and Leonard Greenup, Revolution Before 
{Chapel Hill, North Carolina, 19l|7), p» 150. 
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cities agitating for Peron. Called gritones or criers, 

these people would demonstrate loudly and often for Colonel 

Peron and hia friends or against his enemies.** 

BAggfe&afc 
/ 

Peron possessed the inherent quality of inspiring fer-

vent loyalty among his followers. He formed an inner circle 

of disciples, wooing them by offers to allow them a part in 

an ©pooh-making historic change for the Argentine. It 

sounded both dramatic and oxciting and even many liberals 

were won over completely. Hone of this inner circle came 

from the established bureaucracy, but each in his own way 

was capable of inspiring loyalty in others. All owed com-
/ 

plete loyalty to Peron. They felt they might become 

missionaries in their own land, and welcomed the opportunity 

to join in the creation of the "new Argentina. 

Cipriano Reyes perhaps provides the clearest example 

of this type of follower. Reyes, leader of the meatpackers 
**Thelr wages were paid out of the large pension funds 

appropriated from the Ministry of Labor. MacDpnald, Govern-
w m k p• 77. 

^Included circle of disciples were Peron'a own 
nominal military superior, General KLdemiro J. Parrell, Cplo-
nel Domingo Mercante, later interventor of PcdLon 
the Railwayman' s union, Colonel Pilomeno Velazeo, later head 
of the Federal Police of Bpenos Aire^. Others included Juan 
Bramiglia, lawyer for Union F&TVQVMZ-±&* Angel Borlenghi and 
Jos© Argana of the Commercial Baployees Federation, Jose 
Figuerola, former collaborator of fascist Spanish dictator 
Primo d© Rivera and Cipriano Heyes, bead of the meat packing 
union, and Miguel Miranda, later head of the Central Bank. 
Many of these men were nationalized Argentines. All came 
to power and left it at the pleasure of Peron. 
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union* w w * controversial nan in Argtutinn is the 

19iiQ'». HI* fri«ad« marly wor#taipp®<3 hi«, fueling tbat 

bo * M *b« spokejjtian for all tbo eetmfe&y** Otp&af**d 

wrkexw. ®t«y also felt Urn* be \tm & mm o£ Xufcoiis© brav-

ery imm) true <3«votion to frtit cams© of labor. Kobert 

Msxswter* %$ao knew iteynt personally, «b«vtd ibis b#Xi®f 

that Key** was a sincere and courageous wan who bad talcan 

upon himself tb® 4»g«®cmt uork of orpmlslag labor In a 

wtinmioa industry.*^ 

Koyea esw» to iMjarafblp f m m m 4 m ® m & oosqalotaly under 

tils »p#Xl* m m w m # b® broke with ?©ron Is Hwch of t%i> 

uben tb® leads* proposed liquidating; tti« Hurt M o LrthsaylsifiL 

{& aoallfcion party erganlxtsd to slset M r m to tto« 

dsnoy In 191*6 sad in ublob Hayes firoly believed) to fora 

the later monolithic iftigaBlnfc* Party, Angered at Hey©®1 

of bit authority, fsr^n itwksd bit jfsvop sad wan-

date, m which Styse* position in society solely depended, 

t&tfcwfc it, !#ym® m $ evautually ppobiftiM £ v m fitfnsre 

•fftetivwis#* In tb® Btiatpifitei?1!! union m m a national 

Deputy, a «©&% ubleh tin nyiMiwi aft*? Fordo* s stoofcoyal 

victory lis Many of Feron's otber disciples foil by 

the wayside as w U t&en thoy displeased tbelp charismatic 

cbief or becaw© too powerful la their owe ri£bt» 5?b©ir jobs 

aad positions depended strictly upo» Peron and bis voeosni-

tloa «*£ their <£!&&ltl$s» With this reeognitioia 

tbese mm sllfp»d Into oblivion. 

l&otMKPt S« Jftsxandev, ft» Baron Brsu (lieu York* 19£5), 
p. 5&. 
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She Appeals 

Per onf s climb to power provides a study of the combi-

nation of inherent charismatic qualities with inordinate 

afcill and ambition# He rose from an unknoxm array colonel 

to President of the Republic in just three years* while at 

the same time, filling the environmental need for the 

charismatic leader at a time of internal crisis and anxi-

ety* He roe© to power through two principal steps. Pint# 

he mobilized a manipulative labor force and second, he 

secured the armed forces* acceptance of labor &» an ally. 

As Pablo Pujades, Radical Deputy during the Ptronista years, 

rsmecrkadl , 
/ 

Peron's plan was quits clever and circum-
stances precipitated it perfectly* Publicly, 
he was to be the most important man in national 
politics and privately, the unSubstitutable 
element of the military regime.1** 

tepjfil £q. $k§. M . s e a : 

It was through the military establishment that Per011 

found a foothold on the ladder to full charismatic authority* 

Throughout Latin America it is usually only through the 

military or the church that a middle or lower class person 

can rise to national prominence. Peron.chose the military 

route, and through his friend General Eldemiro Farrell, 

then President of the Republic, ho was appointed succes-

sively Minister of War, Minister of Labor, and Vice President 

^Pablo Pu jades, 351 iusticialiamo Per on* Bogota' 
(Colombia, 1958), p. 11?. 
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of the Mat Ion. Aa Minister of War lie became unofficial 

bead of the Sb> £• proceeded to ensure bis undisputed 

control of the Army. It was reported that the signed and 

undated reaignationa of moat of the nation'a 3,600 army 
/ 

officers were on file in Peron1s office and could be en-

forced by him at any time. 3-5 Peron thu» became comfortably 

entrenched aa facto array chief, gaining the backing of 

the Military for future activities. 

TJnder bis leaderahip, the army grew in manpower from 

some 1*0,000 in 191*3 to 100,000 in 1945.16 Officers filled 

a large nuoiber of cabinet posts in the government and wore 

uaed sj provincial interventora. Other important civilian 

joba such as head of the Railroad Administration, the na-

tional Energy Adaittiat rat ion, the Federal Police, and the 

Payor?lata Party were filled by military men* 

S&lariea of all military personnel were raised, and 

eow&ssioned officers were said to be paid more than their 

contei^orariea in th® TMited States Army.3*7 Each of the 

three armed services m a expanded and provided with mm 

equipment. Thia attention to the military in the early years 

of poiier waa reflected in public expenditure a • In 19^5 the 

l^Ray Joaepha, Argentine PJLaanr.* (Hew York, 1944)# 
p. 23O. 

3*%ew York Times. June 21, 1943# September 18, 194£* 

17Johnaon, PoXit;i.cal, gjafiBfla. &EL MtiM 3M£Job P« H 4 . 
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military was allotted 37 par cent of public expenditurela 

19^0, 32 per cents ftQd in 19£ij, 23 per cent.1® 

Hank and file soldiers mm given higher pay and better 

barracks. These men, recruited from the ranks of labor, 

came to love and worship Pere®. fbere was a concentrated 

effort to |»0ronize sergeants by providing tfaea with a now 

style of uniform, one Bi©re/lik@ those of officer# than ©f 

enlisted men. Thus, Peron appealed to their ingrained sans© 

of Argentine dignity. In later years, h# pushed a hill 

through Congress giving non-coiaaissloned officers the right 

to vot®.1^ 

Edwin Lieuwen, describing the techniques of the charis-

matic military authority figure said, 

H# did not rise to the head of a revolution 
by his own individual initiative, as bad the 
SgHitiJSg,. Rather, he represented a substantial 
cross section of the junior or middle rank artsy 
leadership concentrated in a conspiratorial 
clique. ®o win the battle against the oligarchy 
he wast pose a® representative of the l o w and 
middle income groups* . .to male© them believe 
that the enhancement of bis power would lead to 
a parallel advancement of their Interest#. If 
the people responded to his vilifieation of the 
old regime and his messianic promises, he w 
well on the way t® the establishment of a kind 
of plebian dictatorship, whether or not he bad 
the majority of the people behind bim.^0 

l%ew York times. September 18, I9i*£, July 6, 191*9. 
June 1, 1955^ 

*9New York flues. September 22, 191*8. 

£°Mwln Lieuwen, tern s M feM&lii, Ml,1ft, iESSiSSu 
(Hew York, 1961), p. 128. 
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To further develop support for himself, Peron encour-

aged the statural rivalry of the Army, Navy, and M r Fore©, 

"So long as their surplus energies are used up in fighting 

one another," he reportedly said, "they won't have the 

strength to bother me Much."21 

Peron also had to constantly placate the military ego. 

He did this in his rise to power by using his popularity 

in other segments of Argentine soeiety. The <g> & JL« had 

become very different from proceeding reactionary regimes, 

due to Peron1s influence * The military government became 

strongly nationalistic, seeking to revolutionize both the 

economic and social structure of the country. Authoritarian 

measures were taken, yet Persia only took credit for the ones 

which were popular or which succeeded. His rise to power 

was under the protection of the institutional shield of 

another in the presidency. Successive presidents fell by 

the wayside as Peron basked in glory. Per<4n could be as 

irrational and emotional in his appeals m be desired? for 

he was a charismatic leader. Ho routiniaation of the pro-

Peron consolidated his power in the j£. £. J£. clique by 

cess had yet occurred 

Peron consolidat 

a series of behind-the-scenes maneuvers.^ When this 

Sljuaxi Peron quoted in James Bruoe, Those ftarelaxti 
ar>g«mtincs. (Hew York, 1952), p. 311. 

2%bese maneuvers are best described in Gontran de 
Queues, Asi ureato. la diotadum. (Buenos Aires, 1957)* 
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provisional government announced support for Peron as Presi-

dent in 191*5 there could no longer be any doubt who the real 

power in the military was, nor that Argentina had entered a 

period of revolution—a revolution defined by JUan Pexn̂ n: 

The Argentine Revolution proclaims social 
justice, which transcends individual nations, 
embraces all mankind* and passes from man to 
man, like the fundamental element of brother-
hood, which arises from the conviction that 
man is made in th© image of God# It points 
out the only road to salvation in this cru-
cial hour in the history of the world* The 
Argent in## hm% known how to find it* Their 
greatest iwfeltion is that th® sons of all 
nations should d© likewise.23 

Ferdn was thus placing stagnant Argentina on the road 

to a glorious future* He would lead all its inhabitants to 

prosperity, brotherhood, and peace. He was their designated 

leader; all was possible if they would place complete trust 

and confidence in him* 

ASBttl. JLO Labor 

Involutions need leaders who tell the masses how bad 

they have been living in the past and who promise them a 

better life. However, the Argentine ©asses had little to 

complain of concerning physical necessities in 191*3 and even 

less in 191*5. fhey were accustomed to the existing "dictator-

ships in democratic form.n Economically, Argentina had 

reached almost unheard-of prosperity which was even more 

noticeable as other Latin countries labored under post-war 

23jU&n D. Peron, fferon Baioundit His Doctrine. p. 6, 
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adjustment processes. In these eircwiis.tan0©g, the leader 

could hardly "base hi# propaganda on the existence of a 

"state of intolerable hardships." Instead, fa© had to point 

out new horizons, new suasaits, whose conquest would be worth 

/ 
any sacrifice. Thus, Peron proclaimed that the "new Argen-

tina" belonged to the masses and no longer to the oligarchy 

which had supposedly exploited it for generations. 

Through hi® military connections, Peron had been ap-

pointed Director of the National Department of Labor in 
191*3 • Hie began a two year campaign to organise labor's 

/ 

support. Peron worked to elevate the Department of Irfibor 

to a higher governmental status. In November, 191*3, the 

Department was replaced by the Secretariat of Î abor and 

Social Welfare.^ Peron became first Secretary of Labor, 

and his former union lawyer and disciple, Juan Brasilia, 

was Bad© Chief Assistant Director. Sit two proceeded to 

tighten Peron1s hold on unions while undertaking many long-

overdue social reforms and other benefits for workers. 

Using the words "country," "duty," "sacrifice," and "glory," 

Peron charged his movement with ardent nationalism of strong 

indigenous roots. lie identified himself with the nation, 

a symbol of the perfect Argentina with hope for the future 

of all "submerged ones." Peron spoke to the country in the 

Zhlt became virtually a Ministry although not entirely 
since the Argentine Constitution forbade establishment of 
any new Ministries in government. M m York ffimes. December 1, 
1943. 
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language its peoples wanted to hear, and brought it, as Ho t 

a# Mexico reported. to "live in a patriotic, nationalistic 

euphoria. "2£> 

Per on not only spoke, Taut actually delivered, the tangible 

labor reform which he premised. Salaries were raised 15 to 

20 per cent, and minimum wage laws war® paased for the first 

time in the history of the country* Measures mre initiated 

to provide paid vacations, resort homes for workers, and 

remuneration for workers who were fired. He brought the 

working groups to the surface and made them feel important. 

Eva Peron, his wife, later wrote of his actions in behalf 

of the poor, "And when I saw him stretch forth his calloused 

hands toward the workers' hands, I could not fail to think 

that in him and hy him ray people for the first time were 

given a friendly band."26 

He instituted further interventions within the most 

important ispidleatei, ffraternidad and tTnion Ferrovlarla. 

the railwaymen1* unions, and also put labor supporters in 

union leadership positions. The raetallurgie, press, building, 

raa M a t i n d U 8 t r l , > 8 a n i o n s M61-8 t h e n p " 0 n l 2 0 d - D B i n s t h e s V 

docile syndicates, he proceeded t© identify the Gonfederacion 

general del Traba.io with the Peronista Party.^ In I9h$» the 
25Jorge IJinto Sandoval. ̂ Eva Peron, La daraa de la eaparan-

(my 8, i 9 W , 1 L 
26Eva Peron, && M. A (Buenos Aires, 1952), 

P. 39. 

_ 2 l ^ i Confedegfici^ffyabfi,,1p,« hereafter cited 
as j£. T., was a coalition or trade unions similar to the 
American Federation of Labor. Organized before Peron era, it 
was badly split into two rival factions when Peron re-consoli-
dated it ana used it as a support for his regime* 
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National Institute of Social Security was founded. As a 

resultj Argentina was converted from tbe moat backward coun-

tries in South America in social insurance mattera to one 

of the Most advanced, 

Peron in 1943 appropriated some half a billion pesos for 

the construction of low cost housing. In December of 19k$ 

he issued hie amilnaldo (Christmas bonus) decree in which 

the wages of all employed persons in tbe nation were raised* 

At tbe same time, employers were directed to pay ©very 

worker a bonus equivalent to one month *s salary. Further~ 

more, Peron implied that this was but a taste of what might 

be expected when he became president. It was also made 

known that Peron favored a profit-sharing plan.**® Ruth and 

Leonard Greeup reported that the aguinaldo purchased the 

support of tens of thousands of underpaid business, agricul-

tural, and industrial workers. From the standpoint of the 

leftist parties, it was disastrous. Peron's move left almost 

D O t b l n e f O T t h 8 m t o o f f e r t h e v o t e r s - T m s t h U f l u " 1 # " 

to campaign for social justice when Peron already lad-

ling out millions of pesos to labor. "29 peJ*on was thus 

effectively throttling bis opposition. 

Peron gathered into his own hands as much of tbe union 

collective bargaining machinery as possible. Unions and 

employees were Invited to bring their problems to the 
2%t&. StedL S&lBMb December 20, 19l»£. 

29(jreenup, Ijê vplutjlop, BflEfflEtt. B£gi§MMJb P- 116. 
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Secretariat of Labor*where negotiations frequently resulted 

in ais©able concessions to workers. Strikers who refused 

to use the Secretariat's facilities for bargaining were 

usually forced back to work# By appealing to tbe peraonalist 

traditions between workers audi employers, Fere® inspired tbe 

confidence of laborers and led them to believe that an 

appeal t$ him would yield greater rewards than relying on 

their union leader#. He constantly . identified himself with 

labor and called himself nfirst worker of tbe Republic." 

"Fortunately,B b® said# 

, , ,1 n not one of those Presidents who live a 
life apart, but on tbe contrary, I live among ay 
people, just as 1 have always livedj so that I 
share all the ups and downs, all tbe successes 
and all the disappointments of ay working ela»® 
people. X feel an intimate satisfaction when I 
see a workman who is well dressed or taking his 
family to the theatre# I feel just as satisfied 
as I would feel if X were that workingiaan my-
self. 30 

Faron'i influence helped tbe organisation of many unions. 

In this way he assisted a development which bad been nearly 

impossible in pre-KPeron Argentina, For tbe first time some 

of the most oppressed and backward unions were able to orga-

nize. In TuciWn province, Peron personally helped to form 

a Federation of Sugar Workers. 

Personally visiting the packinghouse town of Berisso, 

he walked down the main street with bis arm around Cipriano 

Beyes, the union leader. So doubt remained that tbe 

3<W©n, i m m , iggamsla. Sla. p* q7-
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meatpacker Laborers bad the support of the most; powerful 

swan in the Military. Robert Alexander reported in 1955 

that 

It was not long before the support of union 
members began to to© transferred from the old 

• trad# union leaders to P#ron» In fact, the old* 
lint leaders themselves "built up the mystique 
of Peron.31 

Peron worked around the clock studying conditions of 

farm and railroad workers. . Long hours were devoted to the 

analysis of pension funds which were in a state of virtual 

bankruptcy. He ordered the British-owned railroads to grant 

wage increases to their employees* Railroad ponsion funds 

were taken over by the government. This gave hop® to thou-

sands of retired workers that they would receive pension 

payments toward which they had been paying during their 

working years but which bad been denied them due to depleted 

funds* 

For the first tints* public employees were given 

civil service, job tenure* retirement pay* and disability 

Insurance. Tb& Afi. ftotitolM fi§L Postmmrra {I&tional 

Post War Council)* created in 19kk> reoowtended coordina-

tion of all industry under the leadership of Colonel Peron.3^ 

The entire governmental top echelon followed Peron1® 

example and worked long hours while shortening the working 

^Alexander, gjag, Per-p̂  Bra, p. 28. 

32conaejo Naclonal d® Postguarra, Ordenamiento Econo-
(Buenos Aires, 191*5)* p. 3. 
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hours of th© masses; as the general rule its Latin America 

.is that high-ranking officials should not be expected to 

be at their desks for more than three hours a day, the 

masses were deeply impressed. 

Pes?on made the worker feel that he was an important 

part of the Argentine nation. He often said, "This nation 

is made up of two kinds of people, those who work and those 

who do not."31 Clarifying this in a speech in the city of 

Hendoza in 19Wi he said, 

We are working and will continue to work day 
and night until the social policy we haft devised 
is finalj established in the Argentine Republic* 
Our alas art simple} minim® salaries, social 
assistance, social provision, organisation, and 
regulation, of work and rest. Me desire a just 
ressuneration according to each person's work, so 
that everyone will be afforded the means to lead 
a decent life, but over and above everything else# 
we defend the supreme dignity of labor. W# want 
each man to earn enough, to clothe himself, eat, 
and live with dignity.34 

Walter Sohucb, veteran economic and. political analyst 

of the Argentine, reported that this aspect of Peron'a pro-

gram represented an enornous change. For Argentina was 

where the Ban who did not have to work for a living 

inevitably felt superior to the one who did—and where a 

working girl had long been considered a disgrace to the f a m i l y . 3 5 

33^0^0*1, Faron Sneaks.. (Buenos Aires, 1952) p. 65. 

3frlbid. 

35walter Schuch, Argentina aS. 2SDE8L Si ^pub-
lished socio-economic report, (Montevideo, Uruguay, 19If9}» 
P. 30. 
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By 19i*6 a great many Buenos Aires workers considered 

Colonel Perots to be a more important man than their tradi-

tional leaders. Ho matter how demagogic bis methods* he 

had accomplished more for them in two years than the 

Socialist Party had achieved in decades of constantly ob-

structed legislative effort* 

Appeal to Argentinidad 

Juan Per<in knew his countrymen well. He knew bow to 

play upon their predispositions, their national traits, 

prejudices and beliefs. He thus cleverly appealed to all 

Argentines by identifying himself as closely as possible 

with the inherent feeling of Argentine nationalism* It will 

be recalled that this spirit of Argentinism was an innate 

factor in the Argentine cultural heritage. The periods of 

crisis and anxiety of the depression and post-depression 

years of the 1930*s and after had accentuated this charac-

teristic. 

During this time the spirit of economic nationalism 

had been stimulated.Elite classes, traditionally 

3&Ifiternattonally, Argentina has always sought to pursue 
a neutral course. This is graphically seen in the Irigoyen 
neutrality policies of World War X and the Ortiz-Castillo-
Ramirez actions during World War II. Accompanying this feel-
ing has been one of antipathy toward the United States1 

economic imperialism in the area. During World War II, 
Argentina was branded "pro-Nazi" by many in the United States 
for these and other attitudes. However, as E. Gil, Argen-
tine sociologist, in a letter to the editor of the Mew York 
yjLya remarked, "regardless of what political party might 
control the government, the foreign policy of the country 
and in particular the continental policy would suffer no 
important change.33. Gil, I&jf T&mgb Mlj 5# 19i*2. 
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dependent upon foreign manufactures, bad incurred substan-

tial losses. The expanded political role of the middle 

and lower classes caused acknowledged rasentmaat against 

Argentina«a inferior position in the world. This feeling 

quiokly spread through all segments of the population. As 

Alexander Soobie related# 

As a result of their particular position 
in soeisty the middle groups found in the na-
tion a syssfcol to which they could besom© 
passionately attached and which they tended 
to exalt, in part as a means of raising their 
own status*37 

A great and greater Argentina became a slogan accom-

panied by a revival of BattUate. (cult of Rosas) and an 

artificial admiration of the hero-warrior folklore of the 

nation. This worship of the strong national state had many 

followers in divers® groups* Yet there was no strong, 

united, nationalist movement, no single leader or organi-

zation of this spirit. A Htndoza University student 

expressed the country's situation in the l^O's when he 

said, 

. . .In the next decade or two, no matter 
what influences may begin to modify our 
national character, our prosperity will 
mostly depend on our status as a colony of 
the world and we will be buffeted by all 
the whims and caprices, the bates and jeal-
ousies of the great commercial powers• How 
different this reality is from the way in 
which some other peoples, including the 
Ubited States, look at us, pronouncing us 
without reason or sober judgement to be 

37scobie, p. 190. 
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fascists! We are not a military people. We 
are anything but a military people. We are 
confused and troubled and m do not know 
quite what to do about it.3d 

Peron recognized the need for a central leadership 

symbol to represent these nationalistic feelings and to 

give them a national purpose. To accomplish this he 

repeatedly pictured himself as a national leader following 

the examples of Kosas and Irigoyen. ^ 

Playing on old fears and prejudices, Peron found a 

convenient scapegoat externally in the United States and 

internally in the Argentine oligarchy, Irigoyen^ vende-

patrias« On these two sources he blamed national problem® 

as well as Argentina's increasingly isolated and weakened 

world position. In 19lf3 in on interview with the Chilean 

paper, a ttMaaigfet he said. 

Powerful foreign economic interests in 
Argentina have been accustomed to dominate the 
country. We are not anti-capitalist but we 
will not allow foreign capital to dominate 
us# • „ .Forei®* capital is mistaken if it 
believe® that it can dominate the national 
Argentine spirit. . . .We will not tolerate 
isquositiens on the international order and 
much less on the national.39 

ftras, economic nationalism became an integral part of 

his drive to power. He later explained this facet of his 

revolution in bis pamphlet j&g. IfcfflMM&e, M S E B -

3®Quoted in Frances Herron, SSMMMM. t s m J&L AyfltPfrrtoft* 
(New York, 191*3)# p. 68. 

39Racorded in the Mew York ffitaas. loven&er 9# 191*3. 
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Any leader with a heart in his breast full 
of a great love for his country, understanding 
b© should govern with m Argentin© spirit and 
for the Argentine people, on coming into power 
would have realised that the first measure nec-
essary for the national interests was to dam up 
the river of gold which was flowing from our 
land and. • . estancias , The first necessary 
measure, therefore* was to detain the ©scape of 
wealth. The second, to insure that this wealth, 
kept in this country, should not be monopolised 
by small groups but distributed equitably in 
proportion to the merits of each and according 
to the effort carried out to achieve national 
resurgence. And this is what I began to do m 
soon m I was able to wake my voice heard in 
government sphtres.^0 

AnPftal. to the Church 

In 19l|3 the secularisation trend in Argentina was re-

versed with the formation of an alliance between the J&. 0. £, 

and the Church hierarchy. Catholicism was the state religion 

i» Argentina, and its clergy were paid by the government; 

out of the general revenues of the country. The Church1a 

preponderant position should not imply, however, that all 

Argentines were devout or regular churchgoers. The attitude 

of many upper or middle class citizens was indifference. 

It was a matter of social esteem and propriety to belong to 

the Church. This attitude was reflected in the relations 

between the Church and the Conservative and Radical adminis-

trations.^3-

^°Juan D. Peron, "The Economic Reform," (Buenos Aires, 
19tyS), p. 4* 

*Aa thorough study of the Church in Argentina may be 
found in Lloyd Mecham, gtogftfa. agl fifcaJa. in. feMfit Sm%lOLt 
(Chapel Hill, 1961), pp. 22£-2< 
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The Cburchfs traditionally authoritarian hierarchy 

tended to favor the authoritarian anti-deaocratlo tenden-

cies prevalent among Conservatives and small national1st 

groups in the country. It was dogmatic, anti-Semitic, and 

it always stood for reaction rather than progress. Xn 

effect, it bad always been one of the pillars of the Con-

servative social structure# 

In the interior, the population generally accepted the 

paternalist of priests and ftstftneieros. With Industrializa-

tion, however# the Church felt that it® grip over the masses 

was slipping. Thus threatened, the Church wanted to have 

more control over the populace. 

Peron preyed upon this attitude. He knew that nominally, 

the Church still bad much Influence over Argentine women 

and the illiterate and uneducated of the interior and in 

Buenos Aires. 

He reestablished compulsory Catholic religious instruc-

tion in all public schools, banned since the 1880*s. Peron 

endorsed and 'actively supported the activities of the 

Church, and the Church in return, openly supported his 

candidacy. One anti-Peronlata Argentine Catholic clergyman 

reportedly resi&rlced to Robert Alexander, "Although t h© 

Church has not really endorsed any politician it is not 

hard to see how some might think that it has, since priests 

appear at all of the Peroniata rallies."U2 

^Alexander, XkS. fftfpp &Z&, P* 127. 
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During the election campaign of 19h5>~h&f Argentine 

bishops issued a pastoral letter on the election# salcing 

that no Catholic vote for candidates whose programs in-

cluded the legalization of divorce, a ban on Church schools, 

or separation of Church and itato. Poroflisfcas inaaedlately 

clained that this letter vaa a condemnation of the anti-

Payoniata Democratic Union, since every party belonging to 

that coalition advocated one or more of these planks. 

Some priests were particularly active in the ^eyofiiaM 

uovewent• The most notorious were Cardinal Copello and 

Father Virgilio Filippo. Filippo^ a vituperative orator, 

combined fanatic support for Psrom with other authoritarian 

beliefs. 

Haria Eva Duarte de Peron 

Juan Peron1s partner in his rise to authoritarian 

charismatic leadership was E n Duarta de Peron. In many 

respects w r © charismatic than be, Eva appealed to and 

organized labor into a strong power structure. She was a 

woman of inordinate ambition and considerable beauty, and 

she had a hardness and fanaticism for vindictive®©a« which 

Peron himself lacked. While Peron was laying plans to con-

trol the army, Eva was a third-rate Buenos Aires radio 

actress. The illegitimate daughter of a poor coachnan, 

she m born in Los Toldos, a miserable pueblo in the inte-

rior. Haria Eva Duarte enjoyed little education or luxury 
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in bsr early years and case to Buenos Aires' in her teens 

seeking a stags career. Sha was strangely full of ambition 

for herself mod receptive to any suggestion uhlch might 

advance her career,^ 

In the wake of the military coup of 191*3» Bva*s ad-

vancement m i rapid. She was on friendly term® with a 

numb©!** of leading 2.. figures and lay the end of 194£ 

her monthly radio salary had grown to eight timea that of 

191*3. 

An earthquake in the northern province# which almost 

totally destroyed the old colonial town of San Juan gave 

both Peron and Eva their "big chance" for consolidation of 

power. Some 3*£00 were killed and 10,000 injured. Peron, 

as Minister of Labor and Social Welfare, went on the radio 

appealing for aid and contributions of food, beds, medicine, 

and neaoa to help the "colonel,'# campaign." He departed 

from tradition to get hit appeal across. With an actress 

on each arm, be strolled down Call# Florida, Buenos Aire®1 

swank main street, soliciting contributions, and, at the 

same time, gaining tremendous publicity. No other staid 

government figure would have dared to do this, and the San 

Juan catastrophe caste almost to be known as Colonel P©r^n*s 

earthquake. 

^3rhere is no factual information regarding Eva's early 
life as she forbade all mention of the past other than that 
she was of humble origin. She also destroyed what records 
existed relating to her early life. 
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Eva Duarte not iced the increasing popularity of Peron 

and began to laud bia and bis programs of social welfare 

on ber radio show, "The Worker'a Hour." She popularized 

the program among workers and fixed in their »inds the image 

of Peron as their unique benefactor and champion. Fleur 

Cowles later reported on a 1951 trip to the country that 

ah« could not discover one aeiiijer of the prats or of society 

or intellectuals who really listened to Eva's program.^ 

But thousands of poor people did—the illiterate, the dis-

satisfied, the angry* the have-nots. AM Chilean Alejandro 

M&gpet observed, wXn the poor streets of La Boca they knew 

her: She spoke "with passion and WM a woman touching and 

influencing."^5 

Her talents were used to transmute the worker's politi-

cal support into a cult for Peron. She went down into the 

worker * s districts and into factories and made the acquaint-

ance of local bosses. According to German Arciniegas, "It 

was then that Bv& found herself# and discovered her true 

vocation. 
/ 

Juan Peron, initially attracted to Eva by her beauty and 

flattery, took bar as his mistrasi and later as his wife. 

They worked together in earnest for his consolidation of 
MtCovlu, gM&gX ?VQccd.ent, p. 1$2, 

^Alejandro Magnet, mPMm*. 
{Santiago de Chile, l 9 $ 3 ) ~ r W * 

M^Gerwaja Arciniegas, ,!Is a Gawd ilia Possible?," in Hugh 
M. Haeiaill, Jr., B4stl$S£SteE, 4& gPf»3&fitL C»«w Xork, 
1965), P. 197. 
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power—be as leaders she as disciple. Sb@ often spoke of 

ber total loyalty to Perdn . . . "I have ceased to exist 

and it la be who lives in my soul, is owner of all my words 

and my gmtimnts, is the man absolute in say heart and my 

life,"^7 Eva presided over the symbol manipulation involved 

in the transformation of the worker1s status. This made 
/ 

possible the division of labor between tbe two. Peron could 

henceforth concentrate on tbe major sectors of bis programs 

and on tbe military, Mid sb# on labor. For both there was a 

deliberate challenge to remake Argentine society by putting 

down the mighty and exalting tbe meek. 

They began vast speechraaking tours in two distinct 

styles: one, that of tbe severe and laconic military man, 

the other, that of the agitator at the barricades. Shis 

radio oratory became a key technique of gaining support, de-

votion, and loyalty. Jose Romero wrote that "tbe voice of 

Evita bad a profound effect on tbe politically inexperienced 

Masses, far different from anything to which tbay were accus-

tomed, carrying people to the zone of instinctual reactions. 

Both spoke to tbe masses in a language they could understand. 

Catapult to Power 

The end of World War II in Europe brought a clamor for 

a change of government in Argentina. Many Argentines were 

i|?Eva Peron, £& X9MA Hi vMft» P* 60. 

.1) 
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humiliated as a result of the jg> £.« J£.r® mistaken assump-

tion tbat the Axis would win tbe war, and Argentina was in 

a state of isolation unparalleled alace the time of Boaas# 

X& response to this feeling of unrest and dissatisfaction, 

President Farrell lifted the "state of siege" which bad hem 

initiated by Castillo in 191*1. 

Relaxation of restrictions brought a group of leading 

industrialists to publish a charge that Peron ruined the 

country with his economic policies* Rural societies of 

cattlemen and a large segment of university students and 

the press added their cry of "down with dictatorship.1*^ A 

coalition "Board of Democratic Co-ordination® was formed to 

fight the military regime, and particularly Peron, as insti-

gators of class conflict between lower and upper classes, 

This coalition board called upon the Supreme Court to mnmm 

the reins of government and to call elections. Peron saw 

his chance to end the sLfi. facto control of the oligarchy and 

catapult himself into power by relying upon his army of four 

million loyal and trusting workers.£0 

The Board had called a March of Constitutional Liberty 

on September 19# 19U5* which was attended by thousands. 

^%SE York Times. June 17, X9k$ and June 20, 19k$* 

5%iany -wgprkers were already enamored with the total *sya~ 
tique of Peroau Added to this, however, was tbat many work-
ers were angered by the Board's suggestion that the Supreme 
Court take the reins of government. The Court, traditionally 
Conservative, in the position of head of state would promptly 
re"install the Conservative oligarchy to power, thus rever-
sing any gains made by labor. 
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President F&rrell reacted to this by reimposing tbo state 

of siege and rounding up 03? axiling opposition leaders and 

mecibers of the Co-ordination Board.^1 Despite his action, 

the government was forced into a defensive posture. There 

was an undercurrent of increasing dislike in popular atti-

tudes toward the military.^2 Pressure against Peron was 

great enough to force bis resignation from all government 

posts. 

Among military officers, there was considerable jeal-

ousy of Peron's ascendancy in the government and a dislike 

for his social revolution# Many officers were convinced 
/ 

that mounting verbal opposition to Peron might destroy the 

military establishment as well. Hence, a group of a m y and 

navy officers headed by Colonel Eduardo Avalos, commander 

of the Campo de Mayo garrison, staged a COUP d'etat on 
October 5, 19^5 to remove from power and save tbo 

/ 
military, Peron was arrested and placed on the prison 

island of Mart din Garcia in the La Plata estuary. 

With "el lider" Incarcerated by the military, the 

opposition elements in the country had a chance to remake 

the regime. However, they bungled badly, continuing their 

tradition of fragmentation and quarreling over succession. 

The average Argentine in the street had little knowledge 

of the entire situation, as the coup fa&d been planned and 

Sinew York Times. September 20, 19l\$. 

5%ew York Times. September 29, 19k$ &&d October 8, 191*5. 
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executed toy a small clique in secrecy. Most Argentines 

continued their traditional apathetic attitude, accepting 

what occurred in government as conflicts between politicals. 

Bra Duarte and Cipriano Reyes worked to arouse and 

consolidate the loyalty of the working ©leraenta for Peron. 

In her hook, %M9A &L Ol X&d&> Eva wrote that she 

"flung herself into the streets, searching her® and there 

for help for hira," and that she found help only in the 

barrioa.. of the poor.^3 Both Eva and Reyes had direct con-

tacts with the syndicated organizations in the country. 

They explained the recent happenings to the workers and 

declared that the ©Tents meant a regression to the former 

situation when laborers could neither organize nor fight 

for the defense of their interests. They would again he 

exploited hy the oligarchy who actually controlled both 

important political parties. Conversely, Perem in office 

would guarantee the "great task of liberation that they 

could continue to realize." He would provide workers with 

an effective representatlye as a man occupying a key post 

in national politics. It was easy to see that the military 

government was no less than a "bridge fot the return of the 

oligarchy while ¥®vin had already brought a new group, 

labor, into the political regiment.^ 

53&ra Peron, La ragon de ml vlda, p. Jj2. 

^Recorded in Pujades, a . &8L, jfoX9P,» p. 8. 
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It m s quit a easy for Bva and Reyes to convince the 

workers for no other reason than what they said was true# 

Their explanations were aided by the slogans "Shoes yea, 

Books no" and "We want Per/nJ Per<4nl Peronin 

The workers believed and took up tbe fight. On 

October 15# 19i|5, they arrived in the cantor of Buenos 

Aires, shouting for the return of Peron—the only man in 

whom they eould b&s® their hop#* The jg> & demanded 

his immediate release. Demonstrations lasted nearly three 

days, and there were simultaneous activities in the pro™ 
/ 

vincial cities of Salts and Tucuaan. These strikes threat-

ened co&q>lete paralysis for Argentina. 

On October 17# 19il5> there was a tremendous deaonstra-

tion in the Plaza de Mayo. Thousands of workers crying 

"Per/nl PeronI Peron!" marched through the plaza. 

Faced with the prospect of a blood-bath in order to keep 

him out of power, his military opponents capitulated and 
/ 

brought him back. Peron dramatically appeared on the bal-

cony of the C&aa Roaada (the Argentine "White Bpu** over-

looking the Plaza de Mayo) and exchanged the traditional 

aforaaos of affection with President Parrell.^ In a bal-

cony speech Per^n then proclaimed a pact with the 

who restored hits to power. 

££>An excellent pictoral but biased written account of 
the Buenos Aires deascrast rat ions appears in the Feroniata pub-
lication, IX iSL Oe.tub.ra.. An adequate written account in 
English appears in the Mew York Tlaes. October %o, 1945. 
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Henceforth Peron is marked; be la the 
man that the people have elected to overcome 
the epoch of crisis. , • .Thus, he is only 
daring enough to utilize a language truly 
revolutionary whose supremacy, already wade 
definitely unquestionable, is disputed by 
no one. 

Several weeks later at a fiesta for workers he said, 

At this nosient, *Aeis the destiny of the 
country and its history are changing its 
course, the d0bt m o w to the <LeM&&M±.mM. 
who did not hesitate to sacrifice his o m 
convenience to the collective welfare of his 
countrymen, will be fully acknowledged and 
will always he recalled. Argentina aim® 
her present and her future greatness to that 
m a s of workers. And sine® this moireaeot 
has already passed beyond our frontiers, 
ceasing to be purely "peronisoo" to becoiao 
the symbol of social justice, we way m m 
say om day that the happiness of the world 
was wrought by the Argentine dea.caaisado.S? 

Peron'a speeoh breathed a confidence so complete that 

at its end be ba<d« bis followers to take time to celebrate 

the victory and to rest as be- himself planned to do. He 

had complete confidence in himself, his leadership, and 

in bis relationship with bis followers.^ Pictured as 

irreplaceable in Argentina he bad reached a pinnacle of 

charismatic leadership. 

To consolidate bis position, ho had to gain constitu-

tional control of the country. Thus, he resigned his 

commission in the Army and began his campaign for President, 

Sooted in Pujade®, H MpMslMMm §SL I.§a4.* P* 9. 

£7Peron, Peron Sneaks. Speech during the celebration 
of "Labor Day" on July 9, 19^5> P. 85. 

week after the October 17 demonstrations, Peron 
married Eva Duarte. 
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The campaign was full of political tricks# He kissed 

babies, initiated maternity wards, drank cheap wine» and 

dug ditches with workers—procedures practically unknown 

to an Argentina government official. American journalist 

Frank Kluckborn was quite increased with Peron1s campaign 

performance. He reported that on a campaign trip into the 

interior, frantic Peronistas, mad with joy, often tried to 

mob the candidate and to touch hi® hand. He alio noted that 

in every crowd along the route, there were almost no well-

dressed persona.^ 

Peron's opposition case from the Democratic Uhion, a 

coalition of Conservative*, Radicals, Comiainists, and 
/ 

Socialists. Its candidates were Jose Tatsfcorini and Enrique 

Mosca, two competent "but colorless Radicals who fought a 

hard but futile battle against Paron. The entire 19i|& 

©lection was unique for Argentina. It was a study in con-

trast --a violent one-sided political campaign was waged 

before elections while there was an impeccable correct 

performance of law and order on election day. 2?bie order 

was guaranteed by the military. For the first time in his-

tory, the major established political parties united to 

defeat one man—Juan Per on. 
§ 

Peron allowed the people a choice between himself and 

his opponents. He fulfilled some of his campaign promises 

before election and used government money and resources 

£9?rank Kluckhorn, Hew York glmes. February 11, 19^6. 
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openly. The Secretariat of Labor and Social Welfare, 

having branch offices in all principal town# and cities, 

provided him with funds and a tremendous propaganda or-
/ / 

g&niaation. Paron was pictured a® Peron the man, Peron the 

exponent of share-the-prof it% and the aguinaldo« the hop© 

of the country. This was contrasted by Tamborini and 

Hoflca, ordinary Radical candidates for the office of Presi-

dent of the Republic. 

Another factor propitious to the election of Peron was 

Spruille Brad en, American Ambassador- to Argentina frora 

Braden, convinced that the ttalted States needed 

to pursue a "hard-line" policy toward the country to insure 

Argentine cooperation in future hemispheric unity plans, 

personally campaigned for the Democratic Union ticket. He 

spoke of the pro-Nazi activities of the <g> &• &• &nd cried 

that a continuation of military influence in the government 

would insure Argentina*» continuance ad a fascist state. 

Braden was recalled to Washington to assume duties as 

Secretary of State for Inter-American affairs. Uhder his 

direction, on Argentine election eve„ was issued Consulta-

M m l m m SMPISM, MMPMIUM. aUfa. laMsmk & £&&. Msmr 
tine Situation (The Blue Book), a document designed to 

expose Nazi Fifth Column activities in Argentina at the time 

of &. Q> II. leadership, fo the Latin American, and especially 

to the Argentine# nationalist feelings are so great that 

the slightest hint of outside intervention sends hia into 
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the arias of his worst enemy. The Blue Book was far fro» 

a slight intervention, 
/ 

Peron shrewdly played the role of a »an persecuted by 

the ITnion Democratica and Braden, the poor criollo hoy 

persecuted by the "Colossus of the North." As Cowles re-

ported# 
The Blue Book. . .put us on record against 

evil by m m m far from conventional. But it 
brought passion and a falsely heroic stature 
to Peron every time he denounced it. It aay 
•••a have helped hita to put on the halo of na-
tionalist savior and thus assure his election.60 

All of these factors insured ?erosi*s election. He 

received $$ per cent of the popular vote and three hundred 

and four electoral votes to seventy-two for the Democratic 

Tfnion. All provincial governorships were won by feronistas. 

as well as all thirty national Senate seats. In the Chaniber 

of Deputies for the first time in thirty-four years*'the 

Radicals were reduced to a minority of forty-four seats# 

while the Socialists were excluded. Observers fro» all 

parties agreed that it was one of the fairest elections 

in Argentine history.^1 

Thus, ferora institutionalized his charismatic power, 

and acquired an ideology of sorts. But as Daniel Pried eia-

berg in hi® analysis of the Peron regime said# 

&°Cowles, jfefllx p. 16fc. 

^Reprints of leading Argentine newspaper articles and 
editorials stressing election honesty were reproduced in the 
CoafaderaeioB General del Trabajo# ~ * 
(Buenos Aires, 191*6). 
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Peron wan not left-wing; he was not center; 
be was not mm rigbt-wing tout purely and simply 
p©ronista. Any moans to sals© power was good and 
P®ron merely used the violent social discontent 
m a tool to attain his objective*.°2 

62|>ani©l Pri®d©nb®rg, "Foron, Peron, Peron," fh® ffew 
)llo. (September 26, 1955)# P» 12. 



CHAPTER Y 

ROOTINIZATION OF THE CHARISMATIC AUTHORITY 

Attempts to Maintain tin© Charismatic linage 

Legally and officially the elected President of the • 

Republic, Feron was the total inspiration to a large 

political force* whose members be had organized and mes-

merised into loyalty and submission, Perot's follows?® 

comprised a majority in the Chantoer of Dejmties and occu-

pied all Senate seats. However, with his election, Peron's 

authority became institutionalized* The office of the 

presidency called for abandonment of th« irrational and 

irresponsible ©haraeteristics of cbarismatie authority, 

nevertheless, Peron maintained his charismatic authority 

while occupying this institutionalized role from I9t|6 

until 19$$* In this he played a dual role—the staid, 

official President of the Republic and the ranting leader 

of the masses. The ability of the President to Maintain 

charismatic authority while at the saw® time occupying 

an institutional role is a tribute to his political genius 

and documents the scope of his charismatic qualities* 

All of Peron1 s actions during the years of his regiiae 

reflect this struggle to maintain charismatic authority. 

He was quite aware of the routiniaation process which was 

117 
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modifying his charismatic rule and sought to justify changes 

in his reglas in bis inaugural address in 191*6. "I am 

convinced," be said 

• . .that nothing prejudices the foundations 
of the economic life to much as tousle changes 
in legislation because they impede tb© forma-
tion of the necessary background which builds 
up support for the changes and despoil the 
individual will. The adaptation of the revo-
lutionary principle# to the national body of 
law* must be done little by little, in due 
time and sesjfon if we wish to arrive at the 
wai«up stability in guiding the ship of 
state *2> 

Evita Peron was equally awar© of the problems that con-

fronted nel lid©rM in bis new role of national chief of 

state. She pointed this out in her book by drawing atten-

tion to his desires and his duties and th® relation of these 

to the power of his position. 

Per^n, on arriving at the Presidency, 
little by little was convinced that the re-
sponsibility and tasks of his mission were 
almost incompatible with his desire to main-
tain close contact with the people. . . . 
the plentitude of power was what impeded the 
Leader*s permanence in contact with the peo-
ple. Hhile he was in the Secretariat of 
Labor and Welfare, he had no other problems 
to resolve but the old, urgent problems di-
rectly affecting the people. But in the 
Presidency, the old and urgent problems 
gave way to those problems whose solution 
was indispensable in order that all that he 
had constructed in three years of social 
reform would not be wrecked. 

Desiring to maintain the charismatic image, Peron be-

came the state. The state was made manifest in his ego and 

1Peron, Peron Expounds His Doctrine. p. 332. 
/ 

Lor on, £a rag on de mi vida. p. 79. 
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embodied bis person as head of state* All individuals 

were subordinate to him. As Radical Deputy Mauricio 

Yadarola wrote, 

The history of the country must perforce 
begin with what the President'1* supporters 
terra the "Peronist era/' breaking apart from 
a past that—with every error and mistake 
characteristic of human enterprise—'fox* 
the moral and Material inheritance that the 
Republic can still exhibit*3 

/ 

Peron used many technique® during his regime to keep 

this image alive. He carried on a tremendous propaganda 

campaign throughout the country. Deputy Yadarola reported 

that the Sub secretariat of Information, Peron*.® personal 

propaganda tool, had a budget of $27,522,36? in 19i*9 and 

spent approximately one million pesos per month for propa-

ganda purposes.^ The government worked overtime to make 

sure the workers were told that it was thinking of their 

welfare. Furthermore, the official press and propaganda 

bureau utilized every opportunity to make it clear that 

all advantages came from Peron and Bffita, the "defenders 

of Argentine workers." As Alejandro Magnet observed# sub-

mission to the leader was greatly influenced by the 

repetitious mechanical eulogies of the press and radio. 

Chanting* of the mob, like the on© quoted, developed a 

3Mfturicio L. Yadarola, Yadarola Judges Peron. Project 
presented to the national Chamber of Deputies of the Argen-
tine Republic, (Buenos Aires, 1950), p. i|l# 

^Ibid* p. 39, In 19U9 the neao was worth about eight 
cents in United States currency. 
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r e f l e x condit ioning of the masses, a raass des t ruct ion 

of the c r i t i c a l s p i r i t . 

Peron, Peron bow great you are 
My general , how much you are worth, 
Peron, Peron great leader , 
You a r e the f i r s t worker. ̂  

Crowds in the s t r e e t s carr ied enormous placard® hearing 

the smiling picture© of Peron and Evi ta . Public bui ld ings 

and school® were p las tered with t h e i r saying® and s logans. 

Signs on many bui ld ings read, *?Peron Completes, Evita 

Digni f ies*" Movie newareela and showbill# war-e control led 

by the o f f i c i a l propaganda organizat ion, and a MJuan Peron 

Chi ldren 's Library" was published in twelve volutraea, Martial 

• songs and hymns to the Lea.der abounded such as Los Muchachoa 

Peronis tas {The Peronist Boys}. 

The Peronista Boys, togather we w i l l triumph 
and as always giving a shout from the h e a r t j 
Viva Peron1 Viva Peron1 
For t h i s great Argentine who knows tha t he i s savior 
t o the great aass.es o f , t h e country. 
Combatting cap i t a l i sm . 0 

M f e f m m - - C h a r i s a a t i c Heir 

With P e r o t ' s inauguration as President of the Republic, 

Evita played an increas ingly important r o l e in the n a t i o n ' s 

public a f f a i r s . In the t rade unions, Senora Peron took over 

the pos i t ion her husband had occupied during the days of h i s 

de f a c t o control of government. She took par t in ceremonies, 

^Recorded in Magnet, i M l f e f t ZfiSilSS imat loial is ta i ju 
PP. l | 9 - 5 0 . 

6 1 M . | p . 50. 
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listened to the grievances of Argentine workers, and even-

tually chose the leaders of the Individual unions within 

the £. £. X* itself. Sine© Evita became ^g. facto chief of 

the Secretariat of Social Welfare, line® of people from all 

ranks of society besieged her office seeking favors or advice* 

Thus, she began to build up a personal following of her own* 

It was she who assumed the quasi-authority role of heir desig-

nate in continuing the charismatic aura of "la Kevoluoion.H 

Evita, however, never assumed full and complete author-

ity in a charismatic power relationship with the populace. 

Instead she constantly identified herself with Peron, saying 

that she was but an instrument of his to interpret his 

messages to the raasses. She often said that some unknown 

divine force had destined her to fight for her cause—the 

welfare of the desoawisados. In effect, Bvita took over 

the charismatic arm of Peron and continued it, thus allowing 

hito tb concentrate on the day to day running of the country. 

She proclaimed that Peronism was a magic formula for 

the good of the nation. Stated with greatest clarity, her 

monologue maintained that institutions were the shabby 

invention of democracy and that the only trustworthy force 

was "the leader." The basis for her position in the move-

ment was her contact with Peron. As she noted in her book, 

I am only a simple me aninglesa woman. I 
was no better than you not long ago. low 1 
exist only to interpret Peron*s great crusade 
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to you--hit people, I arts only her© to save 
bis energy, to explain big ideas, to carry 
out bis glorious program.? 

She wrote of the leader's difficulties as institutiona-

lized bead of the nation in finding the time to tenderly 

watch over his people* Hence, she collaborated with the 

leader and served as bis intermediary with the workers. 

I was elected to the bumble task of taking 
care of the small request®. 

I was elected to my people *8 post in order 
to see fro* there the barriers that could have 
impeded the path of the Revolution. 

1 was elected to b® BBvitan. . ,in order 
that through my mediation the country, and above 
all, the workers would always find open the 
pathway to the leader. • . . 

Tbus the country can be assured that between 
it and the government no divorce is possible* 
Because in our Argentine case, in order to 
divorce himself from his country, the Chief 
Executive would have to begin by divorcing 
bis own wife." 

Tbus the Per on a became inseparable in the public mind. ESvita 

made possible the continuance of Peron's charismatic follow-

ing even when he assumed an institutionalized office. 

Evita raised the ego of the masses, giving a feeling of 

purpose by identifying them with the gaucho. the Argentine 

national folk hero. 

5h<a descaala&do appears upon the Argentine 
political scene as a reincarnation of the gaucho: 
and in many ways the descamlsado is to Ptron's 
Argentina what the gaucho was to Rosas1 regime.9 

7Evita Par on, razon fig. at iM&j PP- 1»6-I(7. 

aM3.-. P- 1(2-

9ttisL., P. 3J». 
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Peron and Evita baa a deliberate challenge to remake 

Argentine society by putting down the mighty and exalting 

The defloamisado has ceased to be a victim 
of human exploitation and has been converted 
into a factor for making progress, for national, 
for collective well boing. . . .The word 
descamisado ha® been transformed into a synonym 
for struggle for truth. It has created & state 
of national conscience. It has been implanted 
In the soul of the people, like a magic impulse, 
to carry them forward.1° 

Working to strengthen Peron»s hold over labor, ahe rein-

forced his position when it began to decline. Touring the 

interior, going to out-of-the-way places which her husband 

was too busy to visit, she spoke before trade union® and 

propagandized Pssron's fight for social justice. Her beauty, 

youth, and obvious proletarian origin all helped to win 

supporters. 

Always appearing In expensive clothes, furs, and jewels, 

sbe adroitly used her dress as a political weapon. She was 

the career girl made good, tbe Argentine Oindertlla* Telling 

fck® dasg.amis.adQS that ghe wore her elaborate wardrobe only 

in trust for them, she maintained that someday they would ^ 

have similar luxuries if they would continue to follow Peron. 

Her influence with the desc&roisadoa oame to be greater 

than that of Peron. She readily Identified with the masses, 

and they felt that sha was more intimately bound to them. In 

addition to using trade unions, she influenced the workers 

l°Evita Peron, zmm. 4& Si lM&.» PP« 13-11*. 
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tbrough the Eva Duarte de Por/n Uelfare Foundation, & 

gigantic charity monopoly established by presidential decree 

in June, l^?.3^ A virtual revolution in the Argentine 

approach to social assistance* its function was the distribu-

tion of medicine4 food and money to the needy throughout 

the country.*-2 

Income sources for the Social Welfare Foundation were 

numerous. Although publicized as a private foundation of 

Selfora Per on, "voluntary" contribution* were received from 

trade unions and businesses (those refusing to contribute 

found their facilities closed down by the government for 

such reasons as "infractions of sanitary laws"). Sizeable 

appropriations were also forthcoming from the Argentine 

Congress and from local and provincial governments. 

There was little or no public accounting for the us© of 

these funds. Evita reportedly said when asked about an 

audit of the funds, "Keeping books on charity is capitalist 

nonsense! 1 just use the money for the poor. 1 can't stop 

to count i t . S h © also wrote, "fht money for ray works is 

sacred, because It belongs to those same descaalsados who 

give it to me so that I may distribute it as equitably as 

uE2M X21& iteH. July 19, 191(3. 

12proviously all welfare work was handled by the Church 
or by Catholic lay organizations. Evitafs work Is cited in 
a yapk ffimss commentary. Mew York Times<• June 12, 10:3, 
19507 

13Reported in Cowles, Bloody Precedent* p. 188. 
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possible*. That is why Peron says this is % miracle unique 

in the world. 

As in all her other roles, Bvita's main qualification 

for her position as head of all Welfare work in the country 
/ 

was her mandate from Peron. He bad chosen her for this most 

important position. 
Sometimes we wondered whether it would he 

convenient for me to take on the Job of social 
assistance or should it b® passed on to some 
Government department. 

/ 
And it was Peron himself who told me: "fhe 

people who have been deeply punished by injustice 
have more confidence in people than in'institu-
tions. In this, mors than in anything else, 1 
fear the bureaucracy. In government it is neces-
sary to have a lot of patience and to know how 
to wait for averything to move. But in the works 
of social assistance you cannot ask anybody to 
wait.n 

That logical and simple reasoning* charac-
teristic of Peron, confirmed my fitness for the 
position which he, the descamisados. and I have 
chosen for myself,*S 

Evita worked hard to maintain the image that all good 

gifts came directly from Peron. German Arcini©gasf study of 

the regime substantiated the fact that Peron maintained his 

spiritual leadership of the nation through EvitaTs influence. 

Where the term "public welfare® was formerly 
employed, "Evita" is now used. When a worker 
receives an increase in salary, a student a book, 
an old person relief; or when a clinic, a hospital 
a gymnasium, or a playground is opened it must 
be regarded a# something done, not by the state 

^Evita Pero'n, J&. rasoft da mi vida, p. 92. 

I5ltoid.. p. 98. 
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oi4 the law, but by Evita or Peron. When wheat 
is shipped abroad, it is not sent by Argentina, 
but by Peron. An earthquake occurs, . .Evita's 
airplanes iwkedlately talc# off to bring Bvtta'a 
aid to the stricken city, and the grateful city 
hang® out flags bearing the nam® of Bvita. Help 
is not to be found in the law, but of Peron. 
There is only one legal norms Peron. kittle 
by little the name of,Argentina if falling into 
diauta; everyone speaks of Peron, of Evita. 
The task of building a nation, with its legis-
latures, congresses, and executive 'branches, 
which involved a century and a half of arduous, 

struggle has now culminated in a single itawtssu*® 

Bvita played on the engrained smm of Argentine dignity 

by instilling in the masses-the desire to seek what was right-

fully theirs as promised by Peron. She thus rejected the 

word charity by saying that in the "new Argentina" the poor 

did not receive charity. They received only that which was 

rightfully theirs by the standards of social justice. 

Evita also supervised the Ministry of Health, inaugu-

rating a teries of successful campaigns against malaria, 

tuberculosis, and leprosy in the country. She also worked 

for equal rights for wamra. She became the nation *s fors-

utost famln 1st, organizing the Far t id o Feminist a. the women's 

wing of the Paronista Party. In this way she created a 

potent fore© In support of Peron that had heretofore been 

untapped. 

In November of 1951 Argentine women voted for the first 

time in a presidential election and provided strong support 

for the regime.^ The women1s suffrage movement had been 

i%relni®ga®, The State of Latin AmrlaA* p. 41. 

^The bill granting sufferage to women was passed by the 
Argentine Congress in September of 19U7• Reported in the 
2J1SJI&, September 10, 1947. 
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gathering momentum during tho 19l|0's. Previously tbe Radical 

Party, the Anti-peraonaliat Radical®, and the Sooialiata had 

given their official bleaaing to the idea. The chief oppo-

nent of reform in this area was the same as in all other 

facet® of Argentine life—inertia. Evita took up the caw®, 

however, and got thinga done. 

As charismatic heir, Evita gathered together her own aet 

of followers. IMIM Gay, Preaident of the £. jg> , Aurelio 

Hernandess, and Jos® lap©jo were but three of her disciples 

who later fall from her favor and slipped into oblivion.1$ 

Working for her own deification, she appropriated the title 

of "Eva Capitana." In Spanish, "Capitana" has a special 

meaning given only to saints, never to a living person. She 

thua cannonized heraelf and bad a monument built to her 

glory and to keep alive her spirit after death. For at she 

Said, "Long after I am physically gone, I will, through this 

monument, continue as a dominant force in Argentina. 

XQflay was removed from his job aa Preaident of the £U &* 2L* 
at the aimple will of the Perona. Herling, a mamber of an 
United States AFL-CIO delegation to Argentina in 19kl» re-
ported daysudden demise in this manner. 

nSe«or Gay met the delegation and presided at the recep-
tion the next evening. He did not keep an appointment the 
following morning and could not be reached thereafter, al-
though the visiting labor leaders tried to find him during 
their three-week stay." Hew York Timea. February 28, 19i|f* 

Bvita1# displeasure touched even some of' Peron'a own 
deputies. FoJN&igB Minister Juan Bramuglia waa ousted due to 
ber influence. 

190uoted in Bruce, Sfcaift. Z§£SMtifi& Argentines, p. 283. 
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Evita spoke for the poor and gav® then a dignity which 

they had never I®own before. They earn© to loir® and revere 

her and to look upon her almost a® their salvation* She 

gave the mystic sentiment of the Masses a living incarnation. 

She plunged into everything she did with unbounding 

aabition and drive. Always the center of attention, the 

bitterness and adoration she aroused made her career unprece-

dented and Haggling* Set on achieving her ambitions* sh« 

was unable to compromise* Brue# reported that she frequently 

told friends, "without fanaticism one cannot accomplish 

anything. 

Bevertheleso, it is important to reweatosr that she 

always portrayed herself as collaborator of Peron, and worked 

to give him divine status in the country. She was but his 

©yes and ears. Her public appearances ware staged, for his 

deification. Her speeches always began with a lowering of 

the ®y®a, a softening of the voice, and a hushed reference 

to W n . 

Per^ is the air we breathe; Pero» is our 
sun; Per<$n is life. I want nothing but to be 
the heart of Peron. Because, though I do my 
best to understand hia and learn his marvelous 
ways, whenever he makes a decision, I barely 
sjuMbl®. Whenever h# speaks, 1 hardly utter a 
single word. Mienever he gives advice, 1 
scarcely dare make a suggestion. When h® sees, 
I hardly glimpse. But I see him with the eyes 
of »y soul. . .And 1 have pledged myself to 
collect the hopes of the Argentine peopla and 
empty them i» the marvelous heart of Peron so 
that he may turn them into realities. 

2°Bruce, gfraftt- Perplexing Argentines, p. 201. 
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/ 

The bumble people, ay general, have com 
her© to prove» as they have always done, feat 
the miracle that happened two thousand years 
ago is occurring again, fhe rich# the learned, 
the sten in power never understood Christ. It 
was the buaibl© and the poor who understood , 
because their souls, unlike the souls of the 
rich, am, not sealed up with avarice and self** 
isbnes8<.*a 

Desire for Gosaplete Acceptance 

During the first years of his adrainistration, ftroa was 

the most popular president sine© Irieoyen. Under such favor-

able circumstances, be did not need to resort to stringent 

authoritarian controls. Yet he chose to do so in order to 

satiate hi* desire to possess the cotaplete adualtion of the 

nation, Pursuing hie goal of organizing a social and. eco-

nomic revolution that would convert Argentina into a modern, 

self-sufficient state, he set out to remove all opposition 

to his regime and to install himself as the accepted and 

desired leader* His method was to retain the facade of free 

government while rejecting the spirit, principles, and sub-

stance. That is, congresses, courts, and the press rewtined, 

while institutional and verbal opposition to his regime were 

stifled. 

Attacks on the Opposition 

The courts.*"The national Supreme Court of Justice, 

whose wetabers held life tenure and exercised Judicial review, 

21S*ita Per^n, £& Emm. S& H P* 50. 
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bad always been hostile to Per<4*8 revolution. Bven be-

fore big inauguration, Per<4 accused tbe Court of political 

bias against him.22 Stating that the spirit of justice 

was more important than the law and that a Supreme Court 

which did not acknowledge this truth was unworthy to exercise 

judicial power, Peron personally led the attack on the Court 

soon after his inauguration as President. Tbe Peronista 

majority in Congress followed Peron's lead and in 19ty7, 

voted tb® impeachment and conviction of four of the five 

Court Justices. Grounds for this action were fifteen 

farcial counts, tbe most ludicrous being the fact that tbe 

Court*s fltsBfea*flblp had upheld a military de facto dictator-

ship (the H* &, E* regime) and had thus set itself above the 

national Constitution.^ Tb© Court was also accused in the 

Peronist press of being reactionary and ultranationalistic, 

ironic crimes when considering the nationalistic euphoria of 

the Peron regime. Many judges of the lower courts were also 

purged for similarly ludicrous reason® and reappointments 

wade from loyal Peronist ranks. With judicial opposition 
/ 

out of the way, Peron then began a campaign against the 

Argentine university system. 

The universities.—Universities bad long been a source 

of opposition to tbe leader. They were administered in tbe 

22HSH. York Time a. April 12, 19i,S. 

a^SH. S2Ek lioaa. Hay 1, 191(7. 
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Latin tradition by a mixed council of students and professors 

The national government retained the right of intervention, 

as m@11 as the right to remove any university authorities. 

These latter provisions were made to order for Percy's pur-

poses--to control the thinking of Argentine •university 

students. 

Speaking out against many discrepancies in the educa-

tional system. Peron intervened in the six national universi-

ties. Henceforth, all university rectors would be appointed 

by the President of the Republic, and they in turn would 

appoint all teaching faculty* By these methods some 70 per 

cent of all faculty members in the country were dismissed. 

Hundreds of eminent scholars resigned and fled the covin try. 

Students failing to cooperate with the new administrations 

failed to pass their examinations at Argentine schools and 

xtfero prevented from studying in other countries.2** 

In the end, virtually the entire public education sys-

tem was converted into a propaganda machine for the indoc-

trination of Argentine youth in Peronist ideology. The 

political slant of the now teaching faculties is exemplified 

in the words of the Peronist rector of the University of 

Cordoba. 

2%ew York Times. January 22j, 19k7* An interesting ex-
ample of the adherence of university professors under the 
Ptrouist thumb is a series of questionaires completed by the 
post-19i|9 faculty of the University of Buenos Aires and pub-
lished under the title, BI imlllMlg, X M . „ 
f&eultM. fljL tegfiM, X Buenos Aires, 1932. 
The individual answers recorded were unanimously chants of 
praise to .lusticialismo and to university policies. 
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I know that, within this great movement, 
there are Peronists in disguise who are tbe 
snemies of Peronisra. We hair® them inside the 
universities. Some are Peronists in disguise, 
others are Peronists for profit. They do not 
partake of the mystic feeling of tbe Revolu-
tion; they work in shades of darkness, under-
mining consciences, broadcasting arbitrary 
versions. Neither patriots nor Argentines ot» 
they are. Moreover, they are also ungrateful.*2-5 

Freedom of Boaresalon.—All radio stations also came 

under government control. Peron progressively increased 

bis use of radio facilities to proclaim bis programs and 

policies to the nation. As President, he made an average 

of one major speech per day. 

In 19l|? tbe Deaaoto Law (Disrespect 5 was enacted 

providing that criticism or attack upon tbe President or 

others in public office was treason. This ensured Peronista 

control over much overt public behavior. An electoral law 

passed in 19i|9 prevented opposition parties from forming 

a coalition.Every party was forced to nominate a candi-

date --and then to campaign openly for him or be outlawed by 

the government. Thus Peron acted to ossify his opposition 

and bring their campaigns into the open. 

25cited in Yadarola, Yadarola Judges Peron. p. 37. 

2&Tbis law carried a penalty of imprisonment for what-
ever act Peron decided was treason against the country. Trea-
son included a spectrum front attempted assasinations to dis-
cussions of office holders1 capabilities for a job. If 
Deputies in the National or provincial chambers were criti-
cal of Presidential acts, they were expelled from their 
respective legislatures. Main provisions of this law recorded 
in tb® Mew York Times. Octobor 15, 19U9. The passage of the 
19lj9 law is reported in tbe Mew York Times. October 2, 19fy9« 
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Freedom of the press was also gradually destroyed. 
* / 

Senora Peron herself bought three Buenos Aires dailies and 

one of them---Democracia became the mouthpiece of the Caaa 

Rosada. A committee set up by Congress investigated many 

anti-Peron newspapers, and shut downs many of them, such as 

the Socialist organ Vanguardla. for what the cow&tte© called 

"infractions of the sanitary laws," Other presses were 

permitted to publish but suffered constant regulation and 

intimidation from the government and Peronlata mobs# 

Peron's bitterest campaign was launched against the 

internationally distinguished paper, Frensiu This publi-

cation was plagued by government regulation and withholding 

of newsprint. Authorities systematically tightened and 

restricted I& Prensa's supply until the accompanying reduction 

in the paper's advertising space made continued publication 

difficult.2? The climax to the affair came in 1951 when the 

newsvendor's union, affiliated with the £. £«, refused 

to distribute th® paper unless the owners agreed to close 

all branch offices, to give up their ra0.il subscription lists, 

and to contribute 20 per cent of their advertising revenue 

to the union's special assistance fund. La Pransa owners 

closed the plant rather than comply. Per^n then completed 

what he had begun. The Argentine Congress voted the 

2?AS no newsprint was manufactured in the country, all 
imported material was carefully sad effectively dispensed by 
the government. Rationing this material was an effective 
weapon against many liberal newspapers. 
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expropriation of Pransa. and it was turned over to the 

£. £. £. , later reappearing on Buenos Aires streets as the 

mouthpiece of tbat union. 

2M. Zum^U^ £ss££ 
/ 

Peron did not initially have complete control over all 

tb® political groups for be had "been elected and supported 

by a coalition of forces, any one of which could desert him 

at any tine, Thus, a hegemonic consolidation beoarae neces-

sary. Peron felt tbat these diverse factions should he 

dissolved and then integrated into one great force--the 

Party. 
/ 

Previously, Peron had insisted upon a national movement 

which would be above political strife and had joined with the 

£* Q.* &• condemning parties. His decision to maintain a 

pretense of constitutional democracy, complete with elections 

and opposition parties, however, forced him to reverse his 

original position and to create a party of his own. This 

organ was to have greater centralization and tighter disci-

pline while retaining the personal aspect. Membership was 

to to# the privilege of a small minority whose number was kept 

secret.^ 
28fh® owner's viewpoint of the struggle is presented in 

The Editors of La Prensa, Defense of Freedom. (London, 1952), 
'.i'be Hew York Clans. March 2071947 carries a relatively un-
biased account of the affair. 

29rbe Lafeorista Party had been created in 19U6 to elect 
Peron. This party soon gave way to the Peronista*Party. 
Blanksten estimated the new parly*a raembersnip to be about 
2 per cent of th# total population of the country. George I. 
Blanksten, Peron*$ Argentina, (Hew York, 1962), pp. 335>-3U2. 
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It is to create a really intelligent 
idealistic party that we wish to organize our 
political forces, a party with profoundly hu-
man sentiments without which masses become the 
helpless instruments of men who may b® en-
lightened. or who may be wretched and self-
seeking,, 30 

The new party was founded at a mass meeting of delegates 

in Buenos Aires in 19U9. The delegate# dutifully adopted 
/ 

the title FartA&o Peronista. Peron attempted to enhance 

his charismatic authority by lifting Peroniaqe from the status 

of a political doctrine to an article of faith for all Argen-

tines—a nationalist movement with a personalist aspect-

all based on his personal authority. 
We interpret the peronista movement 

differently from previous Argentine revolu-
tions 3 which changed men but continued with 
tht same system. We believe that the Argen-
tine problem is not a political problem. It 
is an economic and social problem which the 
nation is demanding to be solved after almost 
a century.31 

m st 

To insure his continuance in office, as re-election was 

prohibited under the Constitution of 18£3» Per^n declared 

that the old constitution was out of date. With his guid-

ance, legislation was drafted to provide for a Constitutional 

Convention and was quickly pushed through Congress. The 

30Juan Peron* Peron 

31Juan D. Peron, Discurao 
Juan It 

sl& log. del. ff„ftpfflgf,o ' M m p M 
' " (Buenos Aires, 19x4?}. 

p. 20. 

„ d^ la nacion 

I&L Ig-liis. 
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resultant document, the Constitution of 191̂ 9, retained much 

of the form and language of the 1853 work, but Its basic 

spirit was much different* 

Peron amended the earlier Constitution to establish 

direct popular ©lections of President and Yic© President; 

and permit consecutive re-election of these officials* ' It 

provided that public services become properties of the 

state, outlawed national and international organisations 

opposed to democracy and freedom, augmented the power of 

government to intervene in civil disorders and increased 

the number of government ministries from eight to twenty. 

The terns of office of senators and deputies were length-

ened, and a new quotient for proportional representation in 

the Chamber of Deputies was established*^ The "state of 

siege" provision of the old Constitution was expanded to in-

clude the "disturbance of public order threatening to disrupt 

the normal course of life or the essential activities of the 

population.The interventor system was retained and the 

electoral college abolished* 

Throughout the document various Perontsta concepts were 

found regarding social welfare and economic nationalism* 

Thus, by means of the new Constitution Peron acquired even 

^Constitution of the Argentine Nation. 19l|9, Articles 78 andQj. 
Text of this document appears in Luiei Piaaza, Constitution of 
the Argentine Mat.ion, reprinted from the Inter America 
JMisls! XaSEtek# XSfaSL* (Waahio.'/tcn D. C~, 19i|9. 

33lbid., Article 3̂4 • 
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greater powers to prevent the growth of an effective 

opposition, and be secured the legal right to prolong his 

rule indefinitely. Private property was kept as assets 

"ill trust" for the state, ju ©_, government ownership of all 

public services,^ 
/ 

Xt is important to note once again that Peron invari-

ably acted within the law and in accordance with the will 

of the people, Tb« Constitution of 19l|9 was parsed by a 

legal Assembly whoa© members were chosen "by popular vote# 

and their decisions arid actions were valid. Subsequent 

laws to suppress the opposition and carry out the social 

and economic revolution were approved by Congresses chosen 

by the people in elections acknowledged by opposition leaders 

to be among the fairest in Argentine history. Peron's 

supression of the opposition was in line with Argentine 

political tradition, and his concept of Presidential insti-

tutionalized power was little different from that of past 

Argentine presidents. By including labor in the processes 

of government and by extending suffrage to clergy and to 

women, Peron could perhaps b# considered in tbi* area to be 

evan more liberal or "democraticM than many of his prede-

cessors , 
/ 

Again too, Peron1s actions must be considered in the 

context of the Argentine milieu. Many Argentines, devoted 

to legalism, expected Per^o to raaintain all forms 
^Argentine Constitution, 191*9, Article 37 and 38, 
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of democratic republicanism. Peron complied by never wak-

ing any move to abolish opposition seats in Congress 

completely. To have done so would not have been in keeping 

witb tbe Argentine character—that character which accepted 

and nourished the charismatic authority of their leader. 

Peron'a authority over the people was primarily due 

to his charismatic qualities and this required that he 

fulfill the promise# he bad made to them. Toward this end 

he plunged into planned programs of action and progress. 

The "Revolution" was strongly nationalistic in character, 

and thus opposed foreign ownership of public services, 

economic dependence on foreign markets and imports, and the 

oligarchy. In this connection, two major projects became 

basic to the life of the regime: tbe elimination of foreign 

interests, and the expansion of local industry. 

ant abaft Ete. i s m a m 

To carry out his vision of industrialization and man-

aged economics, Peron had devised an elaborate economic 

five yoar plan. Beginning in 19h7t it included all the 

reforms which Peron hoped to accomplish during his term of 

office. Compensated nationalization of the foreign-owned 

railroads, river steamship lines, and public utilities was 

designed to promote Argentina1# economic independence with* 

out alienating its world trading partners. According to tbe 
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plan,, Argentine Industry would be stimulated and decen-

tralized and Argentine wealth would be re-invested internally 

to enhance the nation's power and prestige. Government 

participation would be by direct investment through the 

formation of state-owned or mixed corporations and by atten-

tion of preferential customs treatment to companies 

establishing new i n d u s t r i e s . 3 5 

Peron took charge of all financial resources of the 

nation whew he nationalised the Central Bank in 191*6. ftoe 

insurance business was wad® a state monopoly. Labor was 

controlled threugb the new Ministry of £abor and strict 

import lie®M0S issued toy the government controlled foreign 

trade. Following wore flan promises, Perdn paid off the 

Argentine foreign debt.(much of which was held by Britain 

in blocked sterling) and purchased the North American-owned 

telephone system and many other foreign enterprises. Finally 
"i A 

the British-owned railway system Mas purchased# 

In I9I46 at the inception of the Plan, Argentina was a 

creditor nation. Its large foreign exchange surplus, 

accumulated during the war, enabled the country to buy 

materials necessary for accomplishing the preliminaries of 

the Plan. These reserves, however, melted away more quickly 

^Provisions of the Five Year Plan are recorded in the 
October 22, 19i|6, 

36In 19ltJ-19ii5 the Argentine Economic 
>endenn; listed these achievements* They were later pub-

lished for foreign consumption in a pamphlet# The Economic 
Reform. (Buenos Aires, 1 ;^8). 
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than bad been anticipated as dollar loan* were repaid for 

prestige reason® and arms and industrial equipment war© 

purchased at high prices 

Various institution© were created to supervise the 

development of the national economy. Perhaps tho most im-

portant was the lastituto M . M L 

Tatarcsafeio IIAPI \. created by executive decree in 19i*6. 

It was given the right to buy virtually the whole of Argen-

tina's agricultural and pastoral production and to sell it 

Wherever the best price could be found. Low price® were 

paid to farmers while high returns were received on the world 

market. (Argentina was charging starving war-ravaged Europe 

as much as $5.00 United States dollars J per bushel of wheat 

during these years.Agricultural profits were poured 

into the industrialization process. Thus while building 

up the Argentine reserve and favorably affecting the balance 

of payment®, this method of pushed industrialization had an 

adverse affect on internal production of agricultural goods. 

Agricultural sectors were saddled with the burden of 

supporting the ambitious industrialization program to make 

the nation more self-sufficient and provide employment for 

37fha British railroads, already run-down, were bought 
at an inflated price by the Argentine government. No attempt 
was made to finance this purchase on credit and thus save 
some money for the renovation purposes. Further, railroad 
payrolls were soon overloaded with loyal Peronists. 

3^United Mations, Economic Survey of Latin 
p. 112. 
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ftwi's mass following. Inequality of price8 between farm 

and factory were drawing labor from the countryaide to th® 

cities* As a conaequence, acreage planted in grains and 

oereala ateadily decreased under Per/a. Droughta hit 

Argentine crops in 19£l-52, and Argentines, to their horror, 

experienced meatless daya and actually had to import wheat 

and potatoes. The gap between agricultural and industrial 

prices became greater than during the pre**war yaarg. Aa 

industrial development was wade largely in the already well-

developed consumer goods field, enormous demand for capital 

goods remained# thus waking the country wore dependent upon 

foreign purohaaea and foreign credits than ever before.39 

It is ironic that Peron wade economics the base of hi® 

interpretation of history and human nature and of top 

priority in his policies. Actually he was quite incompetent 

in the field. He relied on the mind and planning of two of 

bis deputiei for many economic policies--Miguel Miranda and 

<So&@ Figuerola.**0 nevertheless, Peron*a goal of making 

Argentina a ®elf-sufficient independent continental leader 

and world power appealed to his countrymen and silenced 

3%nited Mat ion®, Economic Surrey of Latin America, p. 119. 

^°Figuerola was cboeen by Peron to run the Five Year 
Plan and Miranda headed the National Economic Council. Both 
sought to improve the worker'a living conditions and indus-
trial progress wm mad© under their leadership, but often at 
agriculture*a expense. Figuerola had been named in the United 
States Blue Book aa a collaborator of Spanish dictator Prirco 
do Rivera and aa an expert on fiovernmant controlled labor 
union®. Sketchea on their careers are seen in Prank Klucl:-
horo'a report to the lew. Y®X'k Tln.cs. Decetnber 2|, 19ij6. 
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many dissenters. These moves, coming just before the X9l|8 

congressional elections proved to be a political bonanza, 
/ 

tor although Paron's economic policies caused suffering, 

the people atill worshipped him* 

Labor and the Masses 

Feron was always more successfully in his charismatic 

role as loader of the masses than as institutionalized Presi-

dent of the Republic. He frequently promised labor that 

a new phase of the revolution would emerge in which the 

power of the masses would replace the power of the amy. 

Then this time arrived, he said, the officers would return 

to their barracks. Such assurances by the leader were 

appealing because the populace had always been told that 

the revolution was designed to improve the lot of the common 

man, to end the exploitation of nan by man. 

Toward this end, Peron initiated an extensive program 

of state-executed public works. Though quite useful for 

propaganda purposes, many of the projects were abandoned 

before they were completed. Workers also continued to enjoy 

increases in wages between 1%$ and 19l|9. Discontent began 

to manifest itself during these years among labor however, 

and Oonae.io jjg. Poatauerra figures indicate that not only the 

workers continued to be backed by the government but also 

that some discontent and unrest was present (manifested by 
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the increase in the number of strikes throughout the nation) 

in spite of rising nominal wages.*** 

To insure the continued loyalty of many labor leaders, 

prominent post a were still offered them in the £. §.* £., 

in the Party, and in the government bureaucracy. This 

development--the increase in the number of employees and 

workers directly dependent upon the atate for their liveli-

hood --was one of the most obvious results of the revolution. 

As Socialist Americo Ghioldi observed, the number relying 

upon state payrolls Jumped from l£0,000 in 19k3 to 600,000 

in 19U7-19U8.1*2 

To dwell on material contributions mioses the basic 

point» however, Poronismo was accepted because it aroused 

the masse® and boosted their ©go. Ho matter how artificial 

their standard of living, peronisao gave them dignity and a 

sense of participation in national affairs. As ditto Ger-

man! observed, 

The dictator made demagogy, it is true. 
But the effective part of that demagogy lay 
not in the material benefit®, but in having 
given the people the experience {real or 
fictitious) of having won certain rights 
which they now exercised. Workers who supported 
the dictatorship, far from feeling deprived 
of liberty, were convinced they had won it. 
Of cows®, here with the word liberty we are 
referring to two different things: the lib-
erty they had lost was one they had never 

' really possessed, political liberty to choose 

frlcpnae.lo de Poafcrnxerra. figures cited in Schuck, Rgpgyl 
m Conditions Jfi thg. P* 1^6. 

incited in Arciniegas, T M SktiiS. flJE. tMXfalfa P- k3. 
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at the level of high policy, of distant and 
abstract politics. The liberty they believed 
they bad gained was concrete, immediate liberty, 
to affirm rights against foreman and owner# 
to win decisions in the labor courts, to feel 
masters of themselves. All this was felt by . 
the worker m an affirmation of personal dignity.^ 

The Argentine military had formed an institutionalized 

pressure group which both precluded and succeeded the leader-

ship of Peron* Their support was noeassary to keep him in 

power. As the descaBtisadoa were "both a threat and an 

irritation to the military, Peron constantly had to ply 

and to reinforce the tremendous military a g o # .Mi Prom the 

beginning ho made it clear that as long as the military 

supported hira, he would take care of tbem and share the 

conduct of public affair s. 

Professional advancement was made dependent upon loyalty 

to Peron. Officers' pay was raised to unprecedented heights, 

and by 19l|9 it was higher than in any other Latin American 

country. Special privileges for the favored included op-

portunities for graft in connection with government contracts 

/ 
and licenses to Import automobiles. Peron encouraged 

/ ^German!, Polit^cfe x socledad en una m o m de transi-
clon (Buenos Aires, 1962), p. 

^Formation at political clubs and cliques such as the 
was long the accepted practice in the Argentine 

military. The &. jQ,. ]£. itself crumbled soon after Peron1 s 
assumption of leadership. Yet other officers did not cease 
to form additional cliques for and against Peron. 
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professionalism advising young officers to confine them-

selves to military Matters and to stay out of politics. 

In an attempt to develop public interest in the Army, 

ter/n often wore hi® general's uniform, appeared at parades 

and military ceremonies, and spoke in favor of Army ideals. 

S@ juggled the military against other factions in the coun-

try. In a speech to the armed forces academy in 19U? be 

said, 

The Armed Forces art the synthesis of the 
people. They do not belong to certain parties 
or section!, nor can they toe used as an instru-
ment at the service of personal ambition. They 
belong to the mother country, to our common 
home and they mist b# ready to die for it.^° 

In another statement he appealed to them to respect authority. 

It was obvious, however# what he thought the source of bis 

authority was. 

Soldier by vocation and by profession, I aw 
proud of placing my trust in jurldlclal methods 
and institutions, without which civilized life 
would be impossible. Beep in my heart, as do 
my comrades in arm®, whom 1 believe I inter-
pret correctly, I am convinced that the Argen-
tine army, more than any other, has as its 
sole mission to uphold law and justice, not 
only in the national but also in the interna-
tional order. *h 

With Per/n popularly in power the military basked in 

his reflected glory. He, Colonels Domingo Mercante and 

^Tbis idea was included in the Five Itear Plan, cited in 
New York. Tfowg.. October 22, 19^6. 

^%uan feron, Peron Speaks. Speech to graduation cere-
mony of Armed Forces of the Republic, December 20, 191*7 > p. 20, 

^7lbid. •> Speech to Academy of Letters, October 12, 19lf7* 
p. 36. 
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Filoraeno Vela2co {bis deputies) were well liked, and, as 

a result, the whole array experienced public approval for 

the first felts©.1*8 Many Argentines liked the polished show 

of strength put on by their armed forces. nevertheless, as 

Bruce reported, in order to ensure that his loyal followers 

were in the Camno de Ma?o and other strategic bases, Peron 

constantly moved men and officers to avoid the formation 

of lingering subversive cliques. Divisions of officers in 

whoa Peron had confidence were supplied with weapons and 

arttSi while others of questionable loyalty got on© or two 

bullet0 per rifle and no heavy arras.^ To gain more control 

over young officers, he took away the power of the military 

to appoint cad€ft« and placed it in the hands of the Peronist 

Party. He moved party procedures into the barracks to con-

vert enlisted personnel into loyal supporters. 

Although the®© efforts were successful in prolonging 

peace in the power structure of the regime, they caused 

friction and resentment in the officer corps. Resistance 

had always been strongest in the Havy, as its officer corps 

generally came from the rural oligarchy and wealthier urban 

families, They resented a regime bent on upsetting the na-

tion's basic institutions. 

^Traditionally the military has been suspected by the 
general populace in the country of continually plotting to 
assume power by illegal means. 
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As the power position of the Army and Air Force was 

Increasingly jeopardized "by the rising strength of labor 

and the Peroniata Party, the Army became restless. When 

Evita Peron, noted for meddling in army affairs and for 

ber pro-labor attitude, became the candidate for the vice-

presidency of the nation in 1951* dissatisfaction came to 

a head. Military factions attempted a coup. Peron and 

Evita's combined charismatic authority called forth thou-

sands of indignant workers into the streets of Buenos Aires 

and they built barricades to halt the rebelling military 

factions. With this mandate of authority, Peron seized 

the military, and hi® Peroniat Congress empowered him to 

promote, demote, and retire officers at will. A death 

penalty was declared for bis enemies."'0 

A 

Nevertheless, Peron could still depend on the loyalty of 

a large segment of the armed forces. Many non-commissioned 

officers and enlisted man refused to obey their officer's 

orders to revolt. Hence, Peron1 a social revolution was 

paying off in mas# support. In November, 1951, he was 

re-elected to the presidency with some four million votes 

against the Radical two million.^1 Thus, in 1952 Peron 

retained his power with the loyalty, or at least the acquies-

ence , of most of the nation at his comsiaad. 
/ 

Confident from his winning majority, Peron placed the 

entire high command of the Army on the retired list and 
£°la& XggiL Slam* November 12, 1951. 

^ l a n ISSM. November 15, 1951. 
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appointed nine new generals. Bespit© this extensive purge, 

Peron never fully regained the -wholehearted support of 

array leadership. Hundreds of purged officer® waited for 

revenge. They sought a time when Peron would be at tils 

weak®at point. 

Sensing the increased power of labor, however, in 19f?2 

Peron again resorted to his juggling act. To offset his 

dependence upon labor, ho increased hi# adulation and co-

operation with the military. He gave unusual attention to 

naval demands. Argentina purchased two light cruisers 

from the United States and in 195>3 engaged Japan to build 
/ 

some destroyers awd frigates. Peron was also willing to 

sign a Mutual Defense Assistance Pact with the United States 

to keep the &r»©d forces on a par with those of Brazil 

(Argentina^ chief rival for continental supremacy)In 

addition, the numerical strength of the Army began to rise 

after 19^1. 

P e r w a s not content with appealing only to existing 

or established influences. He aimed at regrouping the nation's 

economic forces or energies and placing them definitely and 

^United States Department of Stat®, Department of State 
• XXTV (January 1$, 19SL), p. IOJ4. 

£3in the four years between 19^-19149, to increase 
jLsa<3ft strength, the Army was reduced by one third to 

70,000. The military budget was cut 25 per cent. Quoted 
in Alexander, The Peron Era.. p. 118. 
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irrevocably in another position, which be named the "Third 

Position*" The title caught on immediately. Realizing 

another political bonanza, Peronista expanded its impli-

cations into as roach of a full-blown national doctrine aa 

could be extracted* 

JuatioialiaMo was a doctrine of beliefs picturing the 

nation aa world umpire, judging and censuring the power na-

tions. The theory was a compromise between totalitarianism 

and unfettered free enttrpris® as well as abstention fro® 

any foreign commitment depriving Argentina of freedom of ac-

tion. Peron noted that -lustlcialismo1 s essence was prag1-

matic, meeting each problem on it8 own terra# rather than 

with none pre-determined set of solutions. 

It would appear that a third concept might 
constitute an acceptable solution, by which we 
would not arrive at state absolutism, nor would 
we return to the absolute individualism of the 
previous regime. It would be a concordant and 
balanced combination of forces that represent 
the modern state, designed to avoid strife and 
the annihilation of one of those forces, en-
deavoring to conciliate then, to unite them, 
to put then in parallel motion to b© able to 
form a state in which, harmoniously, the state, 
the forces of capital, and the forces of labor, 
combined intelligently, might devote themselves 
to building up a common destiny with benefit 
for the threq. forces and without injury to any 
one of them. 5^ 

The entire idea proved useful a® a standard vindication 

of Peron*s habit of playing off or juggling one section of 

Peron, Speech to the representatives of commerce 
and industry, November 27, 191+6, translated and reprinted in 
Leonard Bichmond, Argentina's Third Position., {Buenos Airea, 
191+9), p. 102, 
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Through justlcialiam and The 

Peron mada a host of Argentines 

the community against another. It connoted primarily 

social justice at biros, though international justice, too, 

was understood. 

s£. 

believe that they were embarked with him in a great enter-

prise which was Argentine in conception and which had noble 

goals, chief among them being social justice and national 

grandeur. Alejandro Magnet observed, however, that .1usti-

ciallsm never comprised a political ideology, for political 

ideology comprises a totality of beliefs—and Feroniiao1® 

totality was the person of Juan Peron, himself. 

» . .the regime was never able to rise above 
the doctrinal primitivisra of of its early days 
and in its later years it covered its ideologi-
cal nakedness with increasingly pretentious and 
retorical vestments and that under this cover-
ing there was never anything substantial, except 
for the personality of Peron.^ 

55||agnet, p. 112. 
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CHAPTER 71 

LOSS OP CHARISMATIC QUALITIES 

Death of Evita 

On July 26, 1952, Evita Per<4 died of cancer. She 

was about thirty-three year® old. Her death w s a turning 

point in the charismatic leadership career of Juan P®rc4t. 

From that time forward Per/n bad to struggle to survive. 

He had lost the seooiad arm of bis ebarisBtiu Hereafter, be 

was held responsible? for all the failure® and programs of 

bis regime as bis charisma diminished. Afta? Evita*® death, 

slogans and phrases bad less affect on the poor. 

There had been quite a bit of preparation before her 

death. In 1951» her book, La razon de ai vida. bad been 

published all over the world. Not an autobiography, the 

work had the manifest purpose of making certain that on her 

death Peron would inherit the whole legacy of the dascasilaadt 

devotion to ber. Theoretically, this would not be too dif-

ficult as be had always been pictured by Evita as "Leader" 

and foremost in the nation. To insure mass circulation of 

this preconditioning work, the book was made a required text 

in all schools and universities. 

On ber death, Peron promptly assumed the most important 

of ber forms? roles—succeeding ber as head of both the 

Social Aid Foundation ana tbe EaESifia Farclnlim. Permi .veil 

1S1 
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attended the weekly Wednesday afternoon labor meetings at 

the Ministry of Labor where she had given personal inter-

views and handouts to htr descaralsados. fo completely 

r©assume the charismatic mantle, soon Peron eliminated her 

chief disciples.^ 

Still, Evita remained loved and raverad in the country. 

Bar a week* all public activities ceased in her honor# She 

was proclaimed a saint by the deacatniaadoa—"Saint Evita of 

America.tt Even her remains were to be kept perpetually on 

view in a $30#000 (tf. S. dollar) coffin covered with a glass 

lid one inch thick and encased in a monument built to her 

glory. 
/ 

Peron successfully regained part of the charismatic 

leadership mantle left by Evita, and no opposing force arose 

to defy the two pillars of his regime—the military and the 

masses. More and more, however, Peron had to struggle to 

survive. Problems increasingly beset his regime, problems, 

with which he was unable to cope. Unable to meet some of 

the requirements and standards set upon him by his charisma, 

he appeared more and more to possess the frailties of the 

human institutions. 

Ijas/"Espejo was deposed by Peron*® favorite method. 
Suddenly Espejo's appearance at a labor meeting became the 
signal for catcalls and boos. This "proved" that he had 
lost the workers* confidence. In 195>3 two more of Evitafs 
disciples, Juan Dwarte, Evita1s brother, and Labor Minister 
Freire, suddenly resigned their posts. 
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Economic Factors 

U?be economic disorientation of the country was apparent 

in 191*8 and 19i|9. Internal droughts, and the vagaries of 

international trade movements hindered national progress. 

The failure of the tremendous industrialization process also 

contributed to Peron's loss of charismatic authority. Here 

w a ease of both the leader and society desiring to 

achieve power and authority without adjusting to the conse-

quences of the psychological and social transformation 

necessary to build a modern industrial society. 

The end of the First Five Year Plan came in 195*2. At 

that time there were shortages of electric power, raw mate-

rials, and parts and replacements for worn out machinery in 

the country. Inflation# speculation, and rising prices 

were tb# rule. The newly nationalized railroads toad been 

allowed to deteriorate further, and automobiles were fewer 

and sore costly than during pre-war years. Meat • production 

had dropped, and the government decreed meatless days. In 

seat-rich Argentina this action brought home to everyone 

the dtptb of the crisis. Ho ate©! industry had "been estab-

lished as promised by the regime, nor was there any attempt 

to implamont agrarian reform In land ndUta-llmtloo. ' 

/ *5 ' 

Y«tcim3Lontos Zs$£SltfiS. production fell. Why Peron 
failed to make a major effort in this case is hard to 

gYacimientos Petroleos Fiacales was the state-owed 
petroleum producing company. Created in 1936, it had a 
monopoly of the Argentine oil industry. 
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understand» ©specially siace this program had btcorae a 

leading sytabol of national economic independence to which 

his regime was intimately tied. Perhaps the explanation 

lies in his faulty grasp of economic* 03? perhaps in the 

corruption and technical inefficiency that characterized 

hi® whole regime* 

?eron was in a quandary. His chief problem was how to 

put the economy hack on a sound footing and to promote 

further development# Convinced that the dagc.amfaadna would 

remain loyal to him, Feron switched from social Justice to 

sound business policies. He reduced hi# concessions to the 

C_* £. %. and sought to widen the basis of his regime by 

adopting a more orthodox prograta which would gain the 

approval of the managerial classes and thereby likely at-

tract the desperately needed foreign investment capital. 

The policy of almost unreservedly supporting the 

worker1s demands against their employers was abandoned. 

Prices and wages were frozen-~tb® latter for a two-year 

period, To counterbalance the power of the manual workers 

of the C. Q» a separate federation wag created for white 

collar workers, sud a series of eusployers1 associations were 

begun. All were grouped together under the title of the 
* / 

Confederacion .Smerml Economics £Goneral Economic Confed-

eration ). 3 

3Rep«?ted in the Jta April 1$, 19$h» 
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Peron continued to express concern for the welfare of 

the deseamisados and especially for the stager addoa. the 

poorest of the poor, but his speeches on economic affairs 

became noticeably BK>re gob or and orthodox. He lifted for a 

time bis campaign against the oligarchy and foralga inves-

tors. An example may be found in a speech made to the 

iteffltefa, Party on September 15# 1955. 
own situation ha# undergone a complete 

change by virtue of which % must remove all tb@ 
restraints and limitation which, as applying to 
the activities of our adversaries, had to be 
Implied to enable us to attain our objectives. 
They wist now be left to act within the law, 
enjoying all the guarantees, rights, and free-
dom which are their due. That is the justice 
of the. matter and that is -what m are going 
to do.H 

The year 1953 saw a stoppage of the handouts to the 

ados and an actual beginning of a rapproaobment with 
/ 

the tteited States. Perom sifted a contract with Standard 

Oil of California to increase oil production in the country 

and thus to solve Argentina^ balance of trade deficit• 

He also obtained a $125#000,000 (United States dollar) loan 

from the TJfi&ted States* Export-Import Bank for the construction 

of a steel mill*^ For a man who bad often remarked that he 

did not want foreign loans for Argentina, this was a veritable 

about-face.^* It strained his regime's concept of economic 

^Review of the. Rlvw Plate. July 17, 19SS, pp. 16-17. 

^Virginia L«a Warren report to the Maw York TIbsb. May 21, 
1955. 

'\7uan Peron in ths H«w York Tinea. Docsmbor 13, 1953, 
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nationalism and raised a cry from nationalist factions in 

the country that Perc/n was betraying their cause. The long-

range benefits to he gained from these contracts we ant 

nothing to a host of Regentin©a who reacted only to the 

betrayal of their principles. 

lacking the irrational ranting# of Evita to keep his 

charismatic image before the masses, Feron used lusticialiamo 

as ideological Justification for this new direction* I»oit, 

however, was mich of the mysticism of the absolutist cult 

and the imposed justicialist doctrine began to drone to 

the masses. 

A second Five Year Plan was inaugurated in 1952. never-

theless, the rate of industrial growth in Argentina slowed 

during 1952-1955, leaving the country far behind Email, 

Venezuela, and Mexico in this category. Argentina lost her 

cherished position of continental economic leases? to Brazil.? 

In the face of all these problems# Peron'retained SOB# 

of bis magic. It is significant that in 195^» Peron'$ hand-

picked replacement for Vice President, Admiral feisaire, 

won the election with a two-thirds majority of the vote. 

(This was due to Vice President Hortensio Quijano's death.) 

The electorate seemed to understand that many of the adverse 

economic developments were not Peron1s fault. Droughts, 

international movements, and the peak boom-bust periods of 

?Aldo Ferrer, 2fce AWRt,tefe SfigBgM* translated by 
Marjory M. ttrquidir, (Los Angeles, 19o?V pp. 203-205. 
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the post war years all contributed to economic fluctua-

tions* It was evident, however, that Peron was gradually 

losing support of th© workers. It is true that too at of the 

opposition to his ml© came from the middle and upper classes, 

"but it is equally tru# that the workers did not join it 

and were no longer turning out jm, massa for demonstrations 

of loyalty to th# leader. Fueling the threat to his rule, 

Feron tightened control over the country and became more 

brutal toward opposition.® 

Loss of Church Support 

Rifts began to appear about 1950 between th# Feron 

regime and the Church. Church displeasure was concentrated 

oa %gsm&M$3L measures such as demands by the deacamiaados 

for Evitafs canonization, the movement to Peronisse th© 

Church and Christianity in Argentina# and the attempt to 

establish Peronist religious and educational control over 

every Argentine from cradle to grave. feron sought to 

displace the Church .as spiritual leader of Argentina, a 

task for which the groundwork had already been laid. Evita, 

it will be recalled, bad used the Social Aid Foundation to 

usurp a field which the Church had dominated since the 

colonial period. All of these things disturbed the power 

^Following the bombing of a Peronist ralley, Peronist 
»©bs attacked and looted Radical and socialist Party head-
quarters as well a« the stately Jockey Club (frequented by 
the oligarchy). gfeK 2jg£jc SElsm* April 16, 1953. 
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structure of the Church, powerfully influenced by the oli-

garchy, which detests Percm personally and politically. 

Attempt* bad keen »ad@ on both sldii to influence the 

nation's youth. Peron, on Evita's death, had turned over 

his suramer horn© in the Buenos Aires suburbs to fa® high school 

girls of th© Union of Secondary Students and had begun 

spending tiae in their company. A riot of salacious stories 

rocked Argentina. Ki@ Church did not hesitate to register 

itt dia&pproval. A concerted effort was mad© to disassociate 

the Church from any connection with th© regime. 
/ 

Per on, now more sensitive than ever before to my move-

ment that threatened to ©rod© his popular support, launched 

an attack on the Church• (This could also have been done 

to divert attention from the deteriorating economic situation.} 

Appealing to the right of free thought and liberalism, Peronist 

congresses enacted legislation, giving illegitimate children 

th# s&ae rights as those born in, wedlock, ending Catholic 

instruction in public schools* legalizing divorce and prosti-

tution, and finally initiating a movement to separate Church 

and Stat#.9 

Peron was also upset by clerics who formed a Christian 

Democratic Party along popular quasi-socialist lines which 

wight make inroads into his deBeamiaado following. He was 

disturbed by the increase In the influence of Aeoic4t Cafcol 

^Herbert L. Matthews, "Peron•s War With The Churob,M 

The Reporter. XII (June 16, 19#), pp. 19-22. 
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/ 

ft lay group which P©ron fe lt was infiltrating popular move-

ment a, especially labor organisations, for the purpos© of 

subverting the loyalty of members and turning them away 

fro® him. Peron publicly branded this group fascist*3*0 Dem-

onstrations and clashes followed between Catholic* and 

thugs* Tb© unrest culminated in a Poronist taob 
attack on the archiepiscopal palac® in Buenos Aires and Peron *s 

deportation of two Catholic prelates from the country. For 

these actions, he and other wwfeers of his regies® were excom-

municated in 1955**^ 

Peron was treading on dangerous ground. He was, in fact, 

destroying one of his chief supports. Traditionally Argen-

tine* were ant 1-clerical but not anti-religious-# In ttae$e 

actions# Peron was violating Argentine tradition in a manner 

which rallied opposition forces against him m& gwr# them a 

rallying cry stripped of sordid motive. His attacks on the 

Church, as John J. Kennedy noted, put the Catholic status in 

Jeopardy—-in a country where deep public ssntiment found 

satisfaction in maintaining the religious status cmo.^ 

Peron's action, backed by lusticialiaiao. was attacked 

on all sides. Evm the Radical party in the person of Deputy 

Arturo Frondiai attacked him on the radio and in the press. 

IQKaw York Times. November 11, 195*4 • 
^Reported in Hew York Tinas. October 22, 1955. 
12john J. Semedy, ,psSMgMsliB» itMprt4lll» SIS Bimsmx 

in Argentina, pp. 213-214. Sow© commentatora think that Peron 
was overthrown primarily by Church opposition. This is sim-
plistic and therefore incorrect. 
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Peron sought to divide his opposition by policies of mo dela-

tion as in tho pasts--but to no avail. Hi# charismatic 

w m weakened , and there m i no longer an Evita to help him 

maintain his authority. H© alone vras the institutionalized 

head of the Argentine nation, held responsible for its sue** 

cesses and perhaps more re sponsible for its failures* As 

Dani©l J^iadeabarg put It, 

For dominated by lust of power and not sound 
economic theory, dem&goguery and not ideas, the 
dictator was moved on a flood of events rather 
than dominating them. * .ha was incapabl© of 
transforming the revolt h© initiated into a true 
social revolution.13 

/ 
flfell of Per-on 

/ 

From wid-August to aid-Septet #r of 19$$* Peron resumed 

the offensive and sought to revive the features of his regime11 

inception. Thus, the governing council of the Per.anlata 

Party announced on August 1? that it had decided to "renew 

in full force the brilliant political movement of 191*6 in 

vhlol) the people, disgusted by fraud, oppression, and misery, 

determined to have a government of their own and to that end, 

elected Peren.'*^ 

Th© Leader had tried to placate the military and other 

opposition by moderation but soon saw by his increasingly 

weak position that moderation did not fulfill the irrational 

demands of charismatic authority. Hence, be changed his 

•^^pridenberg, "Peron, Peron, Per on,n p. llj. 

^Cited in Whitaker, Argentine Upheaval. p. 17» 
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policies abruptly and clamped down on bis opponents as he 

had don© in earlier years trying one® again to rule as the 

driving force of all Argentines and to place all blame for 

bis failures on others* On August 10, Oscar Albrieu, Minis-

ter of the Interior spoke for the President, 

The time has come for the government to 
warn that tolerance has reached its limits and 
that the governments mission is to smintain 
order* * • .Two or three hundred families 
cannot be permitted to keep in a atate of tur-
moil nineteen million Argentines whose desire 
U to llva m p . M S , n * r m . l ; 

On August 31# 19$$* Peron abruptly tendered bis resigna-

tion to the Peronista parties# saying that he wished to be 

the leader of the whole nation rather than of just a part 

although that part comprised the overwhelming majority of 

the people. He also rejected the Radical charge that he 

bad taken liberties with the Constitution only to carry 

out bis revolution*^ 

* . .1 have always been a man with an open 
Kind, and 1 believe that, even though 1 am 
in office through the will of the over-
whelming majority of the Argentine people, 
the dignity of the post and ray manly honor 
require to* to offer my resignation, * . . 

I do not have the character to be a 
dictator, so if such an eventuality should 
occur, another, or others will have to re-
place me* . .The changing of.one man, regard-
less of bis importance, should not give rise 
to the disruption of the lives of millions 
of men* Because of this, I humbly ask the 
millions of Argentines who have trusted tae 

•^Clted in Whitaker, Argentine Upheaval„ p, 17, 

of 4&SL liver. aM.e..g September 9, 19$$, p. 21. 
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to free He from ail commitment® and accept? 
my departure from the Government, so that 1 
can take ray place as a simp!a Poronista in 
o w Mov@aenti.if 

The Qj, £. £,. ana "both Peronista parties naturally re-

jected his offer^ and iramedlately set in motion the mach-

inery for a wis# protest by the fleacaaigadoff. Seeding to 

create another "October 17w to return Peron to full charis-

matic power, workers again filled tbe Plaaa 4© Mayo» and 

Peron, acting on their mandate, withdrew bis resignation. 

H© spoke, sis on the previous occasion# from the balcony of 

Casa Boaada. ffai» speech, howsver, was a battle cry, one 

of tbe most incendiary addresses of bis career* In effect, 

it was mor© typical of Eva*s style than of hi#. 

Pro® now m let us establish as permanent 
conduct for our Movement that be who in any 
place tries to disturb order in ©position to 
constituted authorities or contrary to the law 
or the Constitution way be slain by any Argen-
tine. . .And when one of our people falls, 
five of them will fall.19 

It was unusual for Peron to revert to Evita's style 

of oratory. He mst have realised that such inflawwatory 

speech would offend the military and hi® two-pronged base 

balance would b® upset. Arthur Whitaker contended tbat Peron 

thought that a deacaaisado demonstration would warn tbe Array 

17Juan Peron, August 31, 1955* printed in Appendix III, 
Whitaker, Argentine Upheaval. p. 156. 

l%lejandro H. Leloir, speech of the President of the 
Peronist party Superior Council, August 31» 1955* printed in 
Appendix IV of Whitaker, Argentine Upheaval. p. 157• 

Incited in Whitaker, Argentine Upheaval. p. 21. 

mailto:Mov@aenti.if
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that if It tried to overthrow the leader, the result would 

be civil war and anarchy. (In 19i}6 this device had worked 

perfectly.) Perhaps Peron thought that it was more impor-

tant for him to conciliate the deacamiaados than th# Array. 

fhls m a a fatal mistake at that stag© of the game# 
s 

Paron, then appearing desperate, attempted to purge the 

party of "weaklings and traitors*" A £• fa resolution 

was adopted on September 8 that authorized th© discretionary 

formation of a civil militia of 6,000,000 deseiaaisMo mem-

bers. This wan the second step in the reliance on dea-

camiaado roaurgenc© in the rtgiiae. A peopled wajy owing 

allegiance to Persia would warn the Arwy to keep its place 

M i would supplement army strength in the event of another 

emergency analogous* to that of June 6.20 

/ 

Even the Army factions most loyal to Peron reacted 

violently against this proposal. Its rejection was in fact 

announced by Paron's own war minister and leader of pro-

Poron elements, General Franklin Luctro. 

On September 16 the final military revolt broke out. 

fher® Mere simultaneous military rebellions in th® interior 

provinces of Corrientes, Entre Rios, and Cordoba, fowns and 

cities of th© Interior fell to the rebel factions. Eesig-

nation of the President and his government was demanded by 

^Accounts of events in Etafslish Review off River Plate. 
September 20,r 1955• In Spanish Dioe Periodistas Argentina 
AaC Carcf Peron (Buenos Aires), pp. 16-20. 
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the military under pain of naval aerial botabardoent of 

Buenos Aires and th© La Plata Oil Refinery.2* 
/ 

Peron signed a letter of resignation to the Arisy and 

the people of the lation on September 20* 1955 and quickly 

left tli® country for political asylum in Paraguay. Th© 

RCTteM, at & & fttolg. IMM. reported on tbo action# in Buenos 

Air®a following his ouster. 
Spontaneous demonstrations of public en-

thusiasm and rejoicing at the news of the 
success of tbe revolution broke out in dif-
ferent parts of the city. 

The streets were thronged with happy, ex-
cited crowds rejoicing siisultaneously in tbe 
advent of spring and the country"s liberation 
from a decade of tyrannical rule. . . .& veri-
table orgy of portrait-burning and tbe des-
truction of large numbers of commemorative 
busts of tbe late Eva Peron—and also of tbe 
deposed president--which of recent years# bad 
been erected in distasteful profusion in 
plaza&» official buildings, and other public 
places throughout tbe country.^ 

Thus Juan Peroo fell from power, by way of a simple 

cuartelaso or barracks revolt—an ignominious and ironical 

end for the once-beloved charismatic leader of th© Argen-

tine. His mistakes bad been many--any one of which could 

have brought about the fall of a lesser leader much earlier. 

Agriculture, once Argentina's mainstay, was on the brink 

of ruin. The national treasury was empty as the result of 

fantastic and unworkable undertakings and mismanagement of 

IE 9t M M MlSZ SIMM* September 20, 1955, pp. 16-20, 

IMZMH St Iiv§£. l i f e September 30, 1955, p• 9. 
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both domestic and foreign finances. The economic struc-

ture of the nation had become so distorted that it could 

no longer provide a sound basis for the livelihood of most 

Argentines. 
/ 

For a tin©, citizens of the country discounted. Perott's 

failures as not being his fault. He began to fail when he 

continuously failed to at®t their demands and desires. Dur-

ing the revolt ending his regime the workers of Buenos Aires 

remained passive--'reverting to their former political role 

of bystanders in the political process. Ho effort was made 

to save their idol. Curiously however, the love and grati-

tude of thousands of Argentine workers for bin survived Sis 

fall, They were not economic analysts hut simple ma and 

women* To thtM the prosperity, excitement and pagentry of 

Peron *s regime was a marvellous time. Ernesto Sabato, a 

well-known anti-Peronist reminded the nation that the humble 

felt that they had lost a champion. 
That night in September of 19$5> while we, 

the doctors, landowner#, and writers, were in 
the parlor noisily celebrating the fall of the 
tyrant, I noticed hour two of the Indian women 
in a cornsr of the kitchen were working there 
with their eyes full of tears. And even though 
through all those years the ten years of Peron 
X bad nedit&ted on the tragic duality which 
cuts through the Argentine people, at that 
moment it appeared to me In its most poignant 
form. For what nearer characterization could 
there have been of the drama of our country 
than that almost exemplary scene'?. . .Great 
multitudes of humble compatriots were symbolized 
in those two Indian girls crying in a kitchen 
in Salt a.2-? 

23Ernesto Sab at o, JgL. otro rostro del naraniam. (Buenos 
Aires, 1956), p. 1*0. 



CHAPTER VII 

SUMMARY m > CONCLTJSIOSS 

Juan Domingo Peron's rule fit the definition of charis-

matic political leadership of a nation in a transitional 

process of development. Called forth from tbe Argentine 

environment, he stepped forward at a time which was propi-

tious for his rule, fh© country was in the throes of 

depression. tFhere was no channel available to the people 

to transfer power from one government to another by peace-

ful means. With the exception of the Radical regime, 1916-

1930, which failed miserably to bring any orderly direction 

into the chaos of government, the country was ruled by 

oligarchical factions which did nothing to raise the standards 

and aspirations or to meet tbe needs of the masses * There 

was a dichotomy in the country, between the interior and 

Buenos Aires and between the rich and the poor. The middle 

class was an amorphous saass and did not function as a 

stabilizing factor in government» fhere was no sense of 

cowsunity or popular participation in the affairs of govern-

ment. 

The Argentine aasses longed for a sal-re for their 

frustrations and anxieties at a time of crisis. Thus, they 

willingly accepted an authoritarian charismatic leader and 

delivered their destinies into his hands. 

166 
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Argentina*s culture was wall prepared for the r-ia@ of 

sueh a leader. Tbia propensity bad historical root®. The 

country was deeply influenced "by the Spanish authoritarian 

tradition in which every men bad his rank. Also present in 

the environment was the mystical notion of the at at# as the 

directing force in all individual lives. Finally, most 

Argentine# felt that their culture was superior to that of 

other nations in the hemisphere and that Argentina should ha 

culturally, intellectually, and politically the hemispheric 

leader. 

Juan Peron knew his countrymen well. His policies 

and programs, as well as his very being, fitted in perfectly 

with the native political culture. Peron supplied the needs 

of Argentines from all walks of life. He was their national 

hey©, possessing all the personal qualities ©Paired by the 

Argentines and which are necessary for leadership? buoyant 

confidence in himself and his mission; ability to inspire 

others to follow him; a magnetic personality; and the insati-

able desire to possess and to exercise authority. 

He was successful in his initial rise to power because 

he sensed what was happening in the underdeveloped nations of 

the world and applied what he understood to the Argentina 

he knew so well. By gaining control of labor unions, charities, 

and an all-encompassing political party, he initiated concepts 

of worker*s rights, social responsibility, industrialisation, 

state intervention in the economy, and extreme nationalism. 
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To be sure, Peron borrowed from abroad in technique and 

organization, but these were merely used to strengthen a 

system rooted in Argentine cultural tradition. 

Throughout his regime Peron maintained his charis-

matic authority by continual support from the majority of 

the people. He Mas no tyrannical dictator but a popular 

leader with authority based on a mass following.1 His two 

main support props were the military and the laboring masses— 

hi® deafemals^des. By utilizing these two powerful forces 

and at the same time inspiring individuals within both 

groups to be loyal and to worship him, Peron buUt perhaps 

the strongest popular regime In modern Argentine history. 

Under his rule the country made great progress. He 

solved the most internal pressing problem—that of moving 

toward an orderly, progressive society. Whatever bis motive# 

for personal power, it cannot be denied that be demonstrated 

a real interest in the welfare of urban and rural wage earners 

and brought them tangible gains. He raised the living stan-

dards of the poor to unprecedented levels and gave them 

freedoms, privileges and, for the first time, a sense of 

participation in the affairs of the nation. 

lo matter how demagogic his method became, Peron left 

constitutional trappings intact. He held technically free 

and honest elections and never dissolved the Congress. All 

lln bp.u continuing desire for more and more power, bow-
ever, Peron increasingly demonstrated authoritarian procliv-
ities in bis later years as chief of state. 
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his actions throughout his years in power (19143""3*955) were 

based on the premise of getting and retaining charismatic 

authority, and he continually depicted himself a® the man 

with the divine mission. fhus, he was forced constantly 

prove his charismatic abilities# His system was efficient, 

yet it had tho essential wealmess that too much social action 

rested on one more man and not on continuing institutions. 

Peron himself realized this in the later years of hi# re sitae 

as he remarked , "Man has always been an obstacle to the 

establishment of institutions."2 

Evita Peron contributed to the charismatic aura of her 

husband. During the process of power consolidation fro® 

19^3 until 19i*6, ber presence and mandate as his disciple 

allowed a division of labor between the two. In their dual 

relationship* Peron concentrated on tangible social welfare 

programs and the military, and Evita assumed the position of 

Peron1a intermediary with the laboring masses. 

Upon routinization of his charismatic authority with 

his election to the presidency in 19i|6, Evita assumed a 

more prominent charismatic role and, in effect, became his 

charismatic heir. However, she never attempted to usurp 

Peron*B basic charismatic legitimacy. Sbe always identified 

herself with him .and his authority, and served as the spokes-
/ 

EM**) and liaison in the reciprocal relations between Peron 
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and labor. Tbe poop could readily Identify with Evita, and 

sha spoke to them as if they were truly tbe only interest in 

her life. She set about doing good works throughout the 

country, seeing people from all walks of life, listening 

to tbeir problems, and soothing their anxieties. The effect 

of the constant identification of the two made the Peron®1 

authority inseparable in the public eye. 
/ 

Thus, Peron'a charismatic legitimacy prevailed even 

though it was routinized by the Institution of the elected 

/ 
presidency. While President Peron -was forced to set up 

rational policies for Argentine development after 191*6, the 

very irrationality of Evita*s economics--the Social Aid 

Foundation, the millions spent yearly on her fabulous ward-

robe and Jewel collection, and the blatant graft and cor-

ruption practiced freely by mesfeers of the regime—prool&itaed 

the presence of the basically irrational charismatic authority. 

The beginning of Par<4nrs decline cam© with Bvita's death 
/ 

in 1952. Provision bad been made in advance for Peron to 

resauwe the full charismatic image with the deacamisadoa. and 

this was fairly easily accomplished as he had never com-

pletely seper&ted himself from authority over th«. However, 

to retain power from 1952 until his fall in 1955, Peron 

had to fluctuate between the role of institutional President 

of the Nation and that of the ranting charismatic leader of 

tbe masses at the barricades* 

The irrationality of continuing charisma by an institu-

tionalized figure with such extensive authority had a 
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destructive effect upon the country. The intensive program 

of industrialization (concentrated in and around Buenos 

Aires) crippled the nation^ basic pastoral-agricultural 
/ 

economy. Further, Peron's agrarian reform movement stag-

nated at a point which retarded both the economy and the 

productiveness of the oligarchy. The Argentine balance of 

trad® experienced an increasing deficit• 
In a desperate attempt to rejuvenate the faltering 

/ 

economy, Peron turned from the behavior of the charismatic 

leader to the principles of sound business* Dally handouts 

and increasing wages to the descamisadoa were halted. Eco-

nomic nationalists in the country were disslllusioned by 

the resumption of foreign contracts and foreign aid for basic 

capital development. In a desperate effort to maintain his 

authority in the face of rising unrest, Ferolri became increas-

ingly dictatorial and uncompromising with any opposition— 

especially in his campaign against the Church. Through bis 

d&lli&aee with teenage girls after Evita's death, he 

alienated many of her former followers, and, to that extent, 

further contributed to his own decline. 

Peron1s rule bad many failures, but bis demise came 

from the simple loss of his mandate from the people to govern 

them and their lives completely. The spectacles, the speeches, 

and the glamour of his earlier days had become dry and ordi-

nary. While losing charismatic authority, Peron could not 

overcome the very basis of this authority—his irrational, 
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demagogic* xenophobic nationalism. Hor could he transfer 

himself out of the charismatic aura to run Argentina with 

a form of legal-rational authority. Thus, tola movement be-

came bigger than the man. He could no longer satisfy the 

needs of his people. His former loyal followers' became 

apathetic and disenchanted, and the military factions, in 

the traditional Latin American style, overthrew aim in a 

swift COUP* 

Juan Peron left Argentina virtually bankrupt and with a 

foreign debt of almost two billion dollar.®. The country 

vm in a state of political and social chaos, from which 

it Still has not completely recovered. Yet, the greater part 

of his revolution in the people's behalf was irreversible. 

With populist style and program® he pushed industrialization 

of the Argentine economy. He improved the lot of the Argen-

tine lower classes, both rural and urban, and gave them 

organisation, better wages, social security, and other fringe 

benefits.^ More important, however, he gave them a sense 

of dignity and of counting for something in Argentine life. 

He revolutionized the implications of nationalism by identi-

fying it with social revolution. In this, the Peron regime 

preceded what is commonplace in Latin America nationalism 

today. 

3A glance at Carlos Alurralde, 4 gf JjJm. M m 
at M l r n iXL itefe-tea Affecting Business. IWashington.. 1963), 
indicates that most social welfare and pro-union provisions 
in Argentine law today were passed during the Peron years. 
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Ho Argentine leader bag come forth alnco 1955 to give 

the people what Peron did in the way of appeals to theii* 

dignity and pride. The spirit of national, superiority in 

juridical, political# and economic matter® remains essentially 

intact. Thus, Peronismo loot its leader and became fragmented 

at tli© top, jet the basic environmental propensity for 

another loader, legitimated by charisma, remains* Ealman H. 

Silvert strengthened this observation when be wrote, 

There is present in the country a strong 
nationalist element espousing the Argentine 
neutrality position; government is controlled 
and arbitrated by the military and there is 
no peaceful means of moving from one regime 
to the.next j present art continued labor-
management conflicts with the &• §L* full 
of pro and anti~Peronist segments% the coun-
try is experiencing foreign exchange troubles; 
a state of sedge is in effect; no armed 
consolidation is possible without the army 
which still controls the hinterland. Today, 
Argentine politics are in the Latin American 
mold.** 

It is interesting that an examination of the four post-

Pero'n elections in 1957» 1958, I960, and 1962 indicate that 

Peronist strength ranged from 20 to 30 per cent.£ The vari-

ous Peronist groups, although fragmented, comprise the 

largest and most coherent political faction in the country 

today. The memory of the glamour and prosperity of the 

%alman H. Silvert, The Bature of the Argentine Emer-
gency. (Washington, 1963)> p. 22V 

5Araentine SLeetioa Factbook. Some of these were blank 
ballots protesting prohibition of Peronists from participatin 
in the elections of 1957~196G. Blank ballots oast each time 
comprised 25 per cent of the total vote. 
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Peron years remains with many Argentines. Though Peron*a 

movement outgrew its leader, the propensity for a similar 

development remains. Only a now leader must §tep forth to 

he accepted. 
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